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Dr.!Eric!Swanson!!
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Forward
!
!
Worth$A$Thousand$Words$tells!us!what!we!intuitively!and!experientially!know!K!the!
traditional!way!of!transferring!The!Message!through!print!is!no!longer!the!primary!
way!the!Gospel!will!be!carried!in!our!culture.!!As!new!wineskins!are!always!needed,!
we!should!welcome!this!as!good!news.!!Yet,!history!shows!us!that!new!ways!are!not!
always!welcomed!ways.!!At!least,!not!at!first.!
!
!!!!You!may!need!a!little!shove!out!of!the!nest!of!“the!way!things!have!been!done.”!If!
so,!you!will!find!thoughtful!and!faithful!friends!in!these!authors!to!do!just!that.!!They!
not! only! make! the! case! for! the! effectiveness! of! imageKdriven! missions,! they! show!
how! naturally! images! are! already! embedded! in! the! Gospel.!! You! may! want! help!
navigating!the!vast!sea!of!images!that!surround!us.!If!so,!the!authors!will!help!you!
exegete! the! images! of! our! culture! from! within! a! biblical! framework.!! Or,! you! may!
want! to! use! images! in! your! life! and! ministry! with! more! power! and! wisdom.!! If! so,!
this! book! will! be! an! invaluable! resource! for! visionary! strategy! and! meaningful!
practice.! !Make! no! mistake! in! picking! up! this! book;! this! is! no! infomercial! for! the!
latest! ministry! tool;! Worth$ a$ Thousand$ Words! is! an! invitation! for! spiritual!
transformation.!
!
!!!Don't!just!read!this!book.!!Enjoy!it.!!Digest!it.!!Practice!it.!!And,!by!all!means,!linger!
in!its!images.!!(If!you’re!not!haunted!by!an!image!of!a!teddy!bear!on!the!ground,!you!
need!to!read!it!again.)!!!
!
!!!In! sum,$ Worth$ A$ Thousand$ Words$ is! a! PRIMER! for! understanding! culture,! a!
DEVOTIONAL!for!spiritual!growth,!a!MANUAL!for!intergenerational!ministry,!and!a!
TEXTBOOK!for!theological!and!Scriptural!reflection.!!It!will!be!eyeKopening!for!some,!
immediately!helpful!for!most,!and!deeply!encouraging!for!all.!
!
Dave!Meserve!!
Founder!of!Urban!Skye!in!Denver,!an!umbrella!for!nontraditional!
missionaries,!and!is!the!Denver!Representative!for!The!Spiritual!Formation!
Alliance.!
!
!
!
!
!
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Introduction!

Images Everywhere!
!
Images! are! everywhere.! From! morning! to! night! they! bombard! us!! Some! of! them!
delight,! entertain,! and! educate! us.! Others! confuse,! annoy,! and! appall! us.! But! we!
cannot!escape!the!fact!that!images!profoundly!describe!and!shape!our!world!today.!
Even!when!we!take!them!for!granted,!we!would!probably!miss!them!if!they!were!not!
available.!!
Imagine!the!world!that!Jesus!lived!in.!Yes,!there!were!a!few!images—sculptures!
and!paintings!of!important!people,!mosaics,!floor!tiles,!and!some!decorated!pottery.!
In! addition! to! His! verbal! images! and! metaphors! and! parables,! Jesus! often! used!
objects! and! tangible! visuals! to! speak! of! Kingdom! realities! and! invite! people! into!
spiritual! transformation.! But! absent! back! then! were! the! cameras,! the! marketing!
industry,! digital! picture! programs,! printers,! televisions,! the! Internet,! and! so! on.!
Absent! was! a! vast! audience! of!
young! and! old! with! ample! time! to!
view! and! be! influenced! by! still! and!
moving!images.!
Times! have! truly! changed.! Of!
course!the!good!news!of!Jesus!is!still!
vitally!relevant!to!the!hearts,!minds,!
and!souls!of!all!people.!However,!we!
must! adjust! to! the! power! of! images!
that! often! steer! our! view! of! reality!
in! other! dangerous! directions—in!
order! to! steer! our! view! toward! the!
heart! of! the! Triune! God! and! the!
hope!of!transformation.!!
The! power! of! images1! affects! us!
in! many! ways.! It! can! move! our!
hearts! and! motivate! us! to! action.!
Take!the!adage!“A!picture!is!worth!a!
thousand! words.”! Conversely,! one!
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word!can!also!generate!a!thousand!images!through!the!power!of!our!imagination.!So!
let’s!do!the!math.!If!we!watch!a!mere!300!images!per!day!(a!low!estimate!of!actual!
viewing),!that!would!be!more!than!100,000!images!viewed!in!a!year.!Have!you!ever!
wondered!how!many!words!100,000!pictures!are!worth?!At!a!thousand!words!per!
picture,! that’s! a! staggering! 100,000,000! words—or! the! equivalent! of! about! 2,000!
averagedKsized!books.!Here’s!today’s!reality:!Many!of!us!are!“reading”!hundreds!of!
thousands! of! images! each! year! while! actually! reading! far! fewer! than! 2,000! books!!
These!images!are!shaping!our!understanding!of!the!culture!we!live!in,!including!our!
perception!of!how!to!survive!and!thrive!in!it.!In!subtle!or!obvious!ways,!they!speak!
into!our!view!of!what!is!meaningful!and!meaningless,!and!our!understanding!of!God!
and!spirituality.!Images!in!these!quantities!can!even!shape!how!we!reason.!
!

Our Passion and Dilemma
Though! we! are! all! impacted! by! images,! younger! people! have! been! far! more!
influenced! due! to! technology.! We! authors! are! passionate! about! seeing! God’s! story,!
especially!as!revealed!through!the!gospel!of!Jesus!and!His!Kingdom,!advance!into!the!
younger!generations.!!
Awhile!back,!I!(Ralph)!attended!a!seminar!led!by!George!Barna,!a!demographic!
and!church!researcher.!He!stated!that!the!younger!generations!come!into!the!church!
just!as!they!are!and!they!leave!just!as!they!were.!Now!that’s!a!blunt!generalization!
with! many! exceptions,! but! it! still! warrants! exploration.! Statistically,! Barna! reports!
that! 20! percent! retain! their! faith! at! age! twentyKnine! and! only! .5! percent! of! young!
adults!aged!eighteen!to!twentyKthree!have!a!biblical!worldview.2! !!That!means!only!
one!out!of!every!two!hundred!people!in!this!age!group!thinks!and!makes!decisions!
based!on!a!biblical!view!of!reality.!
As! we! minister! and! look! to! the! coming! decades,! we! may! see! many! local!
successes! but! these! broader! statistics! reveal! a! significant! dilemma:! Why

does
the church experience so often leave the younger
generations basically unchanged? What can we do
about it?
The! essence! of! what! is! written! here! is! to! explore! these! questions! through! the!
lens!of!images.!We!believe!that!teens!and!young!adults!often!come!to!and!then!leave!
the! church! without! the! gospel! deeply! connecting! to! their! hearts,! minds,! and! souls.!
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We!also!believe!that!while!connecting!the!gospel!deeply!within!our!souls!is!a!work!
of!God’s!Spirit,!it!also!involves!words!(stories!or!teachings)!as!well!as!images!(still!
and!moving,!real!and!imagined)!within!the!context!of!loving!relationships.!Because!
younger!adults!grow!up!with!a!glut!of!imaginative!images!and!soundKbite!words!that!
are!influencing!their!worldviews!(theological!and!otherwise),!they!need!words!and!
images!all!the!more!to!enable!them!to!connect!deeply!to!the!gospel.!
A!core!principle!for!us!is!stated!in!Ephesians!4:15:!“Instead,!speaking$the$truth$in$
love,!we!will!in!all!things!grow!up!into!him!who!is!the!Head,!that!is,!Christ.”!We!wish!
to!speak!the!truth!of!the!gospel!in!ways!that!penetrate!people’s!souls!and!deliver!His!
message! in! the! spirit! of! genuine! love.! ! We

have become convinced
that images simply can do things that words often
cannot: They can penetrate the heart at first
glance, as we will demonstrate with stories and
examples from our own ministries.
As! authors,! we! have! prayerfully! watched! God’s! spirit! move! into! people’s! lives!
through!images,!our!own!included.!Most!often,!we!have!been!surprised!at!how!doors!
open!into!our!own!and!other’s!souls!through!images.!It!has!significantly!changed!our!
ministry!style!and!mentality!so!much!that!we!now!normally!use!images!as!our!lead!
foot!in!ministry.!Through!this,!we!have!sensed!a!deeper!connection!to!those!we!seek!
to! touch! and! so! have! seen! ministry! become! more! effective! and! more! fun.! Our!
approach!to!ministry!changed!over!time!and!at!points!threatened!our!default!modes!
of!ministry.!!
!

Our Direction and Promise
These!writings!are!for!thought!leaders,!ministry!leaders,!and!ministry!practitioners.!
Other! NavPress! print! books! of! this! genre! include! The! Kingdom$ Life,! dealing!
specifically! with! spiritual! transformation3,! and! Truth$ That$ Sticks,! addressing! storyK
telling.4!!Our!piece!seeks!to!complement!these!by!inviting!you!to!use!images!(along!
with!stories!in!community)—all!designed!to!help!facilitate!spiritual!transformation.!
We! will! explore! four! issues! with! you! here.! And! along! the! way,! we’ll! insert!
images!to!help!demonstrate!the!powerful!dynamics!of!images.!
First,! images! are! powerful! communicators,! but! what! are! they! actually!
communicating?! Why! are! images! even! more! necessary! today! than! in! Jesus’! day!
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some!two!thousand!years!ago?!(Chapters!1K3)!
Second,!what’s!going!on!in!the!lives!of!young!adults?!How!are!images!powerfully!
shaping!their!process!of!learning!and!perspectives!on!life?!(Chapter!4)!!
Third,! what’s! the! role! of! images! in! our! spiritual! journeys?! We’ll! explore! the!
controversial,!the!obvious,!the!historical,!and!the!subtle!from!Scripture.!(Chapters!5K
7)!
Fourth,!how!can!you!learn!to!use!images!in!your!ministry!to!connect!deeply!with!
people?!We’ll!explore!authentically!using!images!in!very!practical!ways!not!just!for!
entertainment!or!education,!but!ultimately!for!spiritual!transformation.!(Chapters!8K
10)!
We’re!hoping!you’ll!discover,!as!we!have,!that!images!are!most!powerful!when!
they! are! used! in! the! proper! environment! or! context.! This! context! includes! using!
nonKthreatening!questions!to!draw!out!the!stories!behind!the!images.!

Our promise to you is that you’ll learn some
whys and hows of using images as a means to
facilitate true spiritual growth for those you
minister among. ! These! may! be! your! peers! or! they! may! be! much! older! or!
younger!than!you;!they!could!be!your!own!children!or!their!friends.!Regardless!you!
can! learn! to! connect! the! gospel! of! Jesus! deeply! within! their! souls! and! your! own.!
(And!in!the!appendix,!we’ll!refer!to!specific!imageKbased!resources!that!are!available!
to!help!you!grow!and!minister!to!others.)!We!even!dream!of!seeing!your!influence!
ripple!to!the!edge!of!your!pond!and!out!into!God’s!Kingdom.!!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!
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Chapter!1!

The Power of Images as
Starting Points
!
!
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!
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“How! can! you! relate! to! this! image?”! I! (Dennis)! asked! Brandon,! a! young! man! I! was!
getting! to! know.! It! was! such! a! simple! question,! really.! We! had! talked! before! a! few!
times—the!usual,!casual!guy!talk,!nothing!deep!or!too!personal.!!
So!why!were!tears!filling!his!eyes!all!of!a!sudden?!!
Brandon! stared! at! the! black! and! white! picture! of! a! teddy! bear! for! a! very,! very!
long!time.!Clearly!it!was!stirring!up!something,!and!he!was!gauging!warily!whether!I!
was!safe!to!talk!to—or!not.!!
Finally! he! said! softly,! “My! parents! got! divorced! when! I! was! young.! Somehow! I!
just! felt! .! .! .! discarded.! Sure,! I! got! to! trade! off! seeing! them.! But! it! wasn’t! the! same.!
Over! time! I! felt! more! and! more! abandoned.! They! never! intended! me! to! feel! this!
isolated,! but! I! couldn’t! help! it.! Something! happened! deep! inside! me.! Seeing! this!
image!makes!me!realize!.!.!.!I!guess!I’ve!never!resolved!this!issue.”!!
It! was! a! holy! moment! for! both! of! us.! My! heart! wept! for! Brandon! as! he! got! in!
touch!with!this!broken!place!in!his!heart.!I!wondered!how!to!help!him!make!some!
sense! out! of! his! strong! feelings! of! abandonment! .! .! .! maybe! help! him! search! for!
meaning!from!God’s!point!of!view.!Perhaps!we!could!even!talk!about!where!God!was!
when!all!this!happened!to!him.!!
So!I!took!the!risk.!I!suggested!that!we!try!to!connect!his!story!with!God’s!story.!
The! door! stayed! open! and! led! to! a! deep! conversation! about! how! God! also! felt!
abandoned—by!His!own!people.!Discarded!for!other!“gods”!they!liked!better.!How!
Jesus!felt!abandoned!by!the!friends!who!should!have!stayed!with!Him.!Forsaken!on!
the!cross!by!His!Father.!And!how!God!doesn’t!want!any!of!us!to!feel!abandoned!.!.!.!
how!He!longs!to!adopt!us!into!His!family!for!good.!Forever.!

Brandon was open to receiving God’s solution to
human loneliness and isolation! Although he and I
had talked before, we had never gotten to real
issues. This image pushed a button that words did
not trigger.! ! Brandon’s! starting! point! became! evident! from! the! image.! It!
helped! him! verbalize! something! significant! he! could! not! express! before.! In! the!
context! of! our! safe! relationship,! that! picture! opened! his! heart! and! helped! him! put!
words!to!a!deep!need.!Instead!of!trying!to!diagnose!him,!I!sat!engrossed,!listening!as!
this!young!man!shared!a!dark!corner!of!his!life!story!with!me.!And,!together,!we!let!
in!the!light!of!God’s!Word.!!
!
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Why Images Matter
So!why!should!Brandon’s!story!matter!to!us?!It!matters!because!he!represents!the!
younger!generation!in!our!culture!.!.!.!!
.! .! .! who! are! deeply! disillusioned! with! organized! religion! in! general,! and!
Christianity!in!particular.!
.!.!.!who!are!leaving!churches!in!alarming!numbers,!most!never!to!return.!
.!.!.!whose!worldview!and!values!are!overwhelmingly!unbiblical.!
Brandon’s!story!must!matter!profoundly!to!all!of!us!who!long!to!see!lost!people!
rescued!from!the!dominion!of!Satan!and!brought!into!the!Kingdom!of!God,!who!are!
eager!to!apply!the!best!and!most!effective!tools!to!let!Christ’s!perfect!light!into!those!
dark!corners!while!there!is!time.!
Pastors! and! parents! tell! us! in! desperation,! “We! are! losing! the! younger!
generations.”! And! we! agree.! Brandon’s! story! should! also! matter! to! us! because! he!
typifies! the! brokenness! that! younger! generations! bear,! largely! because! they! were!
born! into! a! broken! world.! Our! hearts! should! ache! as! we! grapple! with! this! in! our!
country!today!where!alarming!numbers!of!children!.!.!.!!
.!.!.!are!molested!or!abused!by!the!time!they!are!eighteen.!
.!.!.!are!raised!in!divorced!homes,!or!homes!with!at!least!one!parent!missing.!!
.!.!.!have!a!parent!in!prison!or!on!parole!or!probation.!
.!.!.!grow!up!below!the!poverty!line.!
.!.!.!don’t!graduate!from!high!school!or!are!poorly!prepared!for!productive!work!
and!independent!living.!!
No!wonder!many!feel!abandoned.!Discarded.!Isolated.!Hopeless.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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It!should!alarm!us!that!the!doors!are!fast!closing!for!young!men!and!women!like!
Brandon!to!even!hear!about!Jesus!and!the!good!news!of!the!gospel!in!their!normal!
circles.!Unlike!those!of!us!raised!in!the!1940s!through!the!1980s,!those!in!Brandon’s!
generation!are!very!unlikely!to!experience!church!attendance,!Sunday!school,!youth!
groups,! Bible! studies,! Christian! camps,! VBS,! or! vibrant! campus! Christian!
organizations.! They! are! much! less! likely! than! older! people! to! hear! any! prayer!
uttered!in!school!or!natural!professions!of!faith!from!teachers!and!public!figures!or!
people!of!faith!portrayed!respectfully!in!media.!Do!not!expect!them!to!learn!sacred!
songs! at! school,! see! crosses! and! crèches! erected! in! public! places,! understand! the!
religious! significance! of! major! holidays,! or! hear! the! name! of! Christ! spoken!
reverently!instead!of!profanely.!
But! a! new! door! is! opening—largely! unrecognized! and! untapped! by! Christian!
churches! and! ministries.! That! new! door! is! the! brave! new! world! of! images.!!

Images offer a natural and culturally relevant way
into
the
hearts
and
souls
of
the
younger
generations, if only we understand how to use
them.! Of! course! images! don’t! do! everything,! but! they! are! compelling! starting!
points!that!can!invite!us!into!deep!places.!We!need!to!bring!safety!to!the!table,!along!
with! authentic! relationships,! vulnerability,! humility,! listening! skills,! stories,!
Scripture,!grace!and!truth—all!bathed!in!love!and!compassion.!!
We!will!begin!by!exploring!the!power!of!images—both!for!good!and!for!evil.!We!
will!trace!the!pathways!that!images!follow!into!the!heart!and!into!the!brain,!and!map!
out!the!places!that!images!can!take!us.!We!will!also!see!that!these!are!not!limited!to!
the!younger!generations;!we!are!all!affected!by!a!culture!rapidly!shifting!from!being!
primarily!textKbased!to!becoming!primarily!imageKbased.!All!of!us!are!experiencing!
profound!changes!because!of!the!impact!of!images!in!our!world.!Our!purpose!is!to!
expose! both! the! grave! dangers! we! face,! as! well! as! the! wonderful! opportunities! for!
finding!Jesus!in!unexpected!places!and!being!transformed!into!His!image.!
In!addition!to!our!own!experiences,!we!will!provide!research!from!other!authors!
because!most!of!us!over!forty!can!“see”!better!with!words!and!numbers!than!with!
images,! especially! if! they! come! from! scientifically! valid! sources! and! experts.! We!
usually! prefer! information! packaged! in! truth! statements—propositional! and!
quantifiable.!Fair!enough.!!
But!if!you!really!want!to!get!the!most!out!of!what!you!discover!here,!we!urge!you!
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to!read!more!than!just!the!words!we!have!written.!“Read”!the!images,!too.!
Pause.!
Reflect.!Pay!attention!to!whatever!is!stirred!up!when!you!look!at!each!image!we!
have! included.! The! older! you! are,! the! harder! this! may! be.! But! our! younger!
generation!is!socialized!through!images!so!much!that!they!can!often!“read”!an!image!
as!easily!as!we!older!folks!read!text.!You!will!be!tapping!into!one!of!God’s!resources!
for!revealing!meaning—the!whole!world!beyond!words.!
!
!

The Power of Images
It’s! important! to! start! with! some! definitions.! What! do! we! mean! when! we! use! the!
word!“image”?!Primarily!we!are!talking!about!still!and!moving!pictures!on!paper!or!
on!screens.!But!there!is!much!more.!There!are!painted!images!and!all!forms!of!art.!
There!are!mental!pictures!and!imagined!scenes.!There!are!images!from!nature!and!
our! surroundings—grass! and! flowers,! mountains! and! water,! animals! and! people,!
cities! and! machines,! and! so! on.! Images! include! representations! or! symbols—like!
flags,! road! signs,! and! other! icons.! Gold! and! money! are! images! for! something! of!
worth!connected!to!goods!or!services.!!
Many!images!are!packed!with!religious!or!spiritual!meaning.!Think!of!the!cross,!
the!empty!tomb,!the!image!of!a!fish!used!by!early!Christians!and!even!today.!While!
our! faith! is! rich! with! images,! we! also! recognize! the! problems! associated! with!
idolatry! and! the! worship! of!
manmade!things.!!
And! so! the! list! goes! on.! The!
big! point! here! is! that! images—
whether! real,! represented! in!
printed!or!electronic!form!or!even!
virtual—permeate! our! lives! and!
our! minds,! and! they! are! far! more!
powerful!than!most!of!us!realize.!!
That!is!where!we!are!heading!
next,! identifying! seven! ways! that!
images!impact!us!in!daily!life!and!
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the!implications!flowing!from!each.!All!of!this!will!pave!the!way!for!us!to!explore!the!
positive!power!of!images!in!our!lives,!families,!and!ministries.!!
!
!

Images Capture Significant Events
Images!have!the!power!to!capture!significant!events,!even!imprinting!them!into!our!
memory! banks.! Which! of! us! cannot! still! see! in! our! mind’s! eye! the! Twin! Towers! in!
New!York!City!burning!and!collapsing?!If!we!are!a!little!older,!sights!like!the!Berlin!
Wall! being! torn! down! or! the! Space! Shuttle! Columbia! exploding! in! midKair! or! Neil!
Armstrong!taking!his!first!step!on!the!moon!are!indelibly!printed!in!our!memories.!
Images!document!horrific!events!in!our!history!that!none!of!us!should!ever!forget—
the! death! camps! in! Nazi! Germany! and! the! genocide! in! Rwanda.! They! can! bind!
together!strangers!who!saw!and!experienced!common!events.!!
Through! photos! and! videos! we! capture! events! that! are! significant! only! to! our!
immediate! families! or! ourselves.! They! help! us! remember! what! we! should!
remember—the! high! points,! the! tragedies,! the! rites! of! passage,! the! mundane! and!
goofy! moments.! They! can! also! haunt! us! by! not! letting! us! forget! what! we! wish! we!
could! forget—the! violent! nightmares! of! a! postK
traumatic! stress! victim,! the! ashes! of! a! home!
consumed!in!a!wildfire,!the!smile!of!a!perpetrator!
captured! in! a! family! photo.! Images! can! push!
buttons! in! our! hearts,! minds,! and! perhaps! deep!
in! our! souls! by! taking! us! back! to! scenes! in! the!
stories!of!our!lives.!!
They! also! have! the! power! to! remind! us! of!
significant! events! from! the! biblical! narrative.! A!
simple! wooden! cross! hanging! in! our! home!
reminds!us!of!the!ultimate!sacrifice!Jesus!made!to!
redeem! our! guilt! and! shame—a! visual! reminder!
that!can!prompt!us!into!spontaneous!connection!
with!God.!!
!
!
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Images Motivate Us to Action
Images!can!do!more!than!document!history—they!can!actually!make!history!!They!
can! affect! the! way! we! view! the! world! and! therefore! how! we! choose! to! live! out! of!
that!worldview.!They!can!do!more!than!simply!tell!a!story,!they!can!actually!shape!
our!culture,!our!attitudes,!and!our!actions.!!
For! example,! seeing! images! of! homeless! people! or! of! abandoned! homes! in!
runKdown! neighborhoods! has! moved! many! to! volunteer! in! food! kitchens! or! with!
Habitat!for!Humanity.!Images!from!the!frontlines!have!drawn!many!to!enlist!in!the!
armed!forces.!Viewing!news!reports!and!magazine!covers!about!oilKcoated!pelicans!
brought!many!to!the!Gulf!to!help!with!the!cleanup.!
But!sometimes!the!actions!we!take!are!not!positive.!Consider!the!video!and!still!
images! broadcast! around! the! world! on! 9/11.! They! may! have! had! the! impact! of!
causing! some! to! become! passive,! helpless,! paralyzed! with! fear.! Others! of! us! have!
become!numb!and!fatalistic,!convinced!that!it’s!just!a!matter!of!time!before!the!next!
attack.!Try!to!imagine!for!a!moment!how!radicalized!Muslims!(only!a!tiny!fraction!of!
all! the! Muslims! in! the! world)! might! have! responded! to! seeing! those! same! images?!
Instead! of! the! horror! and! the! sense! of! vulnerability! that! Americans! felt,! these!
radicals! may! have! been! energized! and! ecstatic! at! seeing! their! enemies! so! helpless.!
We! will! never! know! how! many! new! terrorists! have! been! recruited! by! the!
dissemination!of!these!and!similar!images.!!
From! a! Kingdom! perspective,! many! of! us! respond! to! images! of! the! cross! with!
gratitude! and! by! dedicating! our! lives! to! serve! God.! Or! we! respond! to! images! in!
nature! by! worshipping! the! Creator! of! all.! Pictures! of! people! enslaved! to! gods—
whether! secular! or! pagan—have! played! a! part! in! calling! many! into! missionary!
service.!And!the!actions!we!take!in!response!to!images!launch!new!chapters!in!our!
own!histories!and!those!of!others.!!
!
!
!
!
!
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Images Grab Our
Attention
Whole! industries! exist! to! create!
images! for! the! simple! purpose! of!
grabbing! our! attention.! “Please!
notice! me”! is! the! primary!
unspoken! message.! Those! who!
use!images!desire!influence.!If!we!
get! a! newspaper,! watch! TV,! use!
the! Internet,! or! even! drive! down!
the! highway,! we! are! a! target! for!
the!images!of!advertisers.!!
We! can! be! grateful! for! many! of! these! images.! They! direct! us! to! a! hamburger!
place! when! our! kids! get! hungry! on! a! road! trip.! They! capture! cosmic,! otherworldly!
images!from!deep!space.!They!chart!the!melting!of!the!polar!ice!caps!and!the!threat!
to!wild!birds!and!wetlands!from!oil!leaks.!In!grabbing!our!attention,!they!can!alert!
us!to!conditions!that!need!to!be!addressed,!and!that!is!good.!!
God! also! wants! to! grab! our! attention.! He! sends! storms! to! remind! us! of! His!
power,!sunsets!to!hint!at!His!beauty,!seasons!to!remind!us!of!the!passing!of!time.!His!
creation!talks!to!us!all!the!time,! using!images!of!beauty!to!remind!us!of!His!power!
and! goodness.! Many! people! who! do! not! affiliate! with! Christianity! at! all! are! quite!
open!to!discussing!how!being!in!nature!stirs!up!spiritual!longings!in!their!hearts—a!
great!starting!point!for!ministry.!
!
!

Images Rewire Our Sense of Need
But!let’s!get!real.!Not!all!image!purveyors!have!such!innocent!intentions.!There!are!
mixed! motives! behind! the! barrage! of! images! invading! our! homes! and! our! line! of!
sight! 24/7.! Why! are! our! computers! clogged! with! countless! “cookies”! trying! to! spy!
out! where! we! go! on! the! Internet?! Because! they! want! to! tap! into! our! personal!
interests,! our! perceived! needs! and! wants,! our! attempts! to! enhance! our! selfKimage!
and!well!being—all!parts!of!being!human.!They!are!trying!to!track!what!we!usually!
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respond! to! and! then! serve! it! up! just!
when!we’re!most!susceptible.!
The! advertising! industry! uses!
images! to! carry! us! from! attention! to!
intrigue! to! entrapment.! In! all! fairness,!
some! advertisers! are! marketing!
products! that! we! actually! do! need,! so!
their! images! can! help! us! make! betterK
informed! choices! about! essential!
products! and! services.! But! often! in!
today’s! marketing,! the! goal! is! simply! to!
lodge!a!brand!name!or!image!within!our!
memory! banks.! Rather! than! educate! us!
on!the!particulars!of!the!product!or!service,!marketers!have!found!that!name!brand!
recognition! will! suffice.! In! that! way,! when! people! are! considering! a! decision,! they!
will! remember! the! brand! and! thus! be! more! inclined! to! actually! buy! the! marketed!
product.!The!advertisers’!goal!in!using!the!image!is!not!“What!you!see!is!what!you!
get,”!but!rather!“What!you!see!is!what!you!need.”!
What!is!your!favorite!Super!Bowl!commercial!or!television!ad?!Probably!its!core!
message! is! “Buy! soap,! buy! prescription! drugs,! buy! cars.! Just! buy! something!”! But!
first! it! must! convince! us! that! we! actually! need! things! we! were! not! even! aware! we!
lacked.! The! industry! creates! in! us! a! sense! of! “have! to! have”! in! order! for! us! to! feel!
included! or! experience! the! pride! of! having.! Does! all! this! visualKbased! marketing!
strategy! work?! Sometimes! yes,! sometimes! no.! However,! businesses! know! for! sure!
that!people!will!not!buy!unless!they!can!create!awareness!and!motivate!desire!or!a!
sense!of!need!in!some!manner.!!
This! process! from! awareness! to! desire! to! consequences! is! a! universal! process.!
James!described!its!downside!when!he!wrote:!$
When tempted, no one should say, “God is tempting me.” For God
cannot be tempted by evil, nor does he tempt anyone; but each one is
tempted when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and
enticed. Then, after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and
sin, when it is full-grown, gives birth to death. (James 1:13-15)

Not!all!desires!are!evil;!many!are!actually!GodKgiven.!But!most!images!we!encounter!
in!advertising!try!to!convince!us!that!all!desires!are!good!and!that!they!all!need!to!be!
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satisfied.!!
Soon!our!needs!turn!to!wants!that!go!far!beyond!the!real!needs!Jesus!listed:!“Do!
not!be!anxious!about!your!life,!what!you!will!eat!or!what!you!will!drink,!nor!about!
your! body,! what! you! will! put! on”! (Matthew! 6:25,! ESV).! ! What! do! we! get! from!
blending! an! affluent! society! +! an! excess! of! luxuries! +! advanced! technology! +!
advertising!savvy!+!profit!motives!+!worldly!values?!Before!we!know!it,!our!needs!
have!been!manipulated,!our!values!changed,!and!we!lose!sight!of!God’s!purpose!and!
priorities!to!“seek!first!His!kingdom!and!His!righteousness,!and!all!these!things!will!
be!added!to!you”!(Matthew!6:33,!NASB).!Most!of!the!time!images!are!right!at!the!core!
of! much! of! this.! Moving! and! still! images! with! a! few! words! are! perhaps! the! most!
powerful!tools!in!our!culture’s!toolkit.!
!
!

Images Stimulate Our Imaginations
We humans and the entire
created
cosmos
are
the
fruit of God’s imagination.!
As! the! only! beings! created! in! His! image,! we!
can!tap!into!our!GodKgiven!imaginations!and!
creativity.! However,! we! have! all! been!
influenced!by!modernity’s!focus!on!facts!that!
must! be! scientifically! proven! in! order! to! be!
accepted.! It! has! influenced! us! to! rely! too!
heavily,! even! in! our! Christian! faith,! upon!
formulas,! systematic! theologies,! and! all!
things! quantifiable.! This! has! likely!
suppressed! our! GodKgiven! imaginative!
abilities.
As! we! seek! to! release! our! imagination,! we! can! use! images! for! great! good,!
especially!when!they!motivate!us!to!strive!for!a!positive!goal.!I!(Judy)!posted!a!photo!
of!a!trimmer!me!on!the!refrigerator!to!help!me!imagine!a!higher!level!of!fitness!and!
healthier!meals.!A!friend!who!survived!cancer!reported!being!helped!by!imagining!
her!immune!system!fighting!off!malignant!cells.!Commercials!for!vocational!schools!
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depict! underKemployed! couch! potatoes! in! jeans! transformed! into! productive!
employees!in!career!attire;!this!image!can!be!just!the!motivation!one!needs!to!make!
significant! changes.! What! might! we! see! if! we! could! peek! into! the! minds! of! an!
architect! designing! a! building,! a! quilter! creating! her! next! quilt,! an! entrepreneur!
dreaming! of! his! next! business! venture,! a! homeowner! redecorating! a! room?! We!
would!probably!see!images!(not!words)!sparking!their!imaginations.!!
!!Meanwhile,!the!Enemy!is!using!the!power!of!images!to!stimulate!the!sinful!side!
of!our!imaginations,!and!our!actions!as!well.!What!was!considered!pornographic!in!
the! 1950s! is! now! openly! displayed! on! numerous! commercials,! billboards,! movies,!
video! games,! and! computer! or! mobile! device! screens.! This! proliferation! of!
pornographic!images!stimulates!our!imaginations!toward!lust,!infidelity,!and!fantasy!
relationships.! This! feeds! our! false! self! while! demanding! nothing! of! our! true! self,!
thereby! eroding! the! fabric! of! sexuality! as! God! intended! it.! Furthermore,! these!
“images! are! ‘physically’! stored! in! the! brain! as! mental! models,! and! directly! impact!
how! we! think! and! behave.! The! more! we! take! in! such! images,! the! larger! and! more!
dominant! the! mental! model! becomes,! until! it! finally! triggers! ‘automatic’! thoughts!
and! reactions! in! specific! situations—a! habit.”1! What! we! envision! in! our! minds! can!
drastically!affect!what!we!do.!
On!the!other!hand,!images!have!the!power!to!stimulate!our!imaginations!about!
the!things!of!God.!Consider!Michelangelo’s!depiction!of!the!birth!of!mankind!on!the!
Sistine! Chapel,! Auguste! Rodin’s!
bronze!
The$
Thinker!
contemplating! the! hellish! fate! of!
those! at! the! gates! of! Hades,! and!
the! images! of! the! tearless! and!
painless! Holy! City! in! Revelation!
stirring! our! longings! for! heaven.!
Some!of!us!responded!with!saving!
faith!when!someone!drew!out!the!
Bridge! Illustration! for! us! or! the!
Four!Spiritual!Laws!diagram!with!
self!on!the!throne.!!
These! visuals! helped! us!
imagine!ourselves!crossing!over!and!surrendering!our!hearts!and!lives!to!Jesus.!!
!
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Images Educate and Inform Us
Images!can!also!educate!and!inform!
us! on! a! wide! array! of! subjects.!
From! the! evening! news! to! the!
Discovery! and! History! channels,!
from! documentaries! to! photos!
associated! with! investigative!
journalism,! the! world! uses! images!
to! inform! us.! They! help! us! identify!
the! disease! affecting! our! lawns,! or!
tell!us!which!skin!spots!are!normal!
and!which!might!need!the!attention!
of!a!doctor.!
It! helps! that! images! are!
efficient—that!they!communicate!much!with!simply!a!glance.!We!like!the!way!they!
get! to! the! point,! often! much! faster! than! paragraphs! of! words.! Why! talk! for! ten!
minutes! to! describe! a! situation! when! one! image! and! few! words! will! suffice?! How!
many! of! us! have! learned! amazing! things! about! the! world! simply! by! gazing! at! the!
photographs! in! National$ Geographic$ magazine,! even! if! we! don’t! bother! to! read! the!
accompanying! articles?! Students! of! history,! geography,! and! social! studies! (among!
others)!know!that!these!subjects!come!alive!when!presented!with!relevant!images,!
not!just!words!or!textbooks.!Ads!on!Craigslist!are!much!more!likely!to!sell!the!items!
if!accompanied!by!an!image!because!we!can!actually!see!what!we!are!thinking!about!
buying.! Images! can! be! used! alone! or! with! narration,! questions,! or! music! to! make!
their!point.!Often!images!help!implant!that!information!in!our!minds!for!a!long!time.!
But! there! are! some! downsides! to! this! visual! informing! process.! What! we! think!
we! can! see! in! the! picture! is! not! always! what! we! get—like! that! nice! mattress! on!
Craigslist!with!bedbugs.!While!images!may!be!efficient$in!what!they!depict,!they!can!
also! be! imprecise;! what! they! communicate! may! differ! greatly! from! one! viewer! to!
another.! This! forest! image! looks! benign! or! inviting! to! one! person,! but! threatening!
and!dangerous!to!another.!!
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Because! most! images! are! imprecise,!
they! need! interpretation! .! .! .! one! or! more!
contexts! to! get! at! the! real! meaning.!
Unfortunately! images! often! come! at! us! so!
fast! and! furious! and! with! such! intensity!
that! we! have! no! time! to! interpret! them! or!
to! discern! the! values! and! worldview!
embedded! in! them.! They! become!
fragments!of!information,!unprocessed!and!
unexamined! through! the! lens! of! our! own!
values!or!through!God’s!Word.!
Another! downside! to! the! educational!
value! of! images! is! how! easily! they! can! be!
abused! and! turned! into! propaganda.! Like!
statistics,! images! are! sometimes! used! to!
misinform! and! bias! us.! Giving! titles! to!
images! can! heighten! their! impact,! often! at!
the! cost! of! accuracy.! Sensationalism! sells!
where! bland! words! do! not.! Look! at! most! newspapers! or! news! websites:! The!
captions!often!try!to!“hook”!the!reader!through!exploiting!the!emotional!side!of!the!
article! that! taps! into! human! fears.! The! stock! market! did! not! just! turn! down! one!
hundred! points—it! “slumped.”! Our! favorite! sports! team! did! not! simply! lose! by!
fourteen!points—it!“suffered!a!devastating!loss.”!The!politician!did!not!just!address!
some! cause—he! “ripped! into! his! opponent.”! Political! cartoons! are! one! example! of!
images!that!capitalize!on!satire,!caricature,!and!exaggeration!to!skew!our!views!one!
way!or!the!other.!
The!result!of!living!in!an!unexamined,!contextKless!world!of!fragmented!images!
is!not!a!worldview!that!is!biblically!critiqued.!We!who!are!involved!in!ministry!can!
help! believers! mature! by! inviting! them! to! process! the! embedded! messages! in! the!
images! they! see.! This! reflective! process! is! critical! in! “train[ing]! their! senses! and!
mental! faculties! by! constant! use! and! practice! to! discern,! discriminate,! and!
distinguish! good! from! evil…to! recognize! the! difference! between! right! and! wrong,!
and!then!to!do!what!is!right”!(Hebrews!5:14,!various!translations).!The!Holy!Spirit!
will! lead! some! of! us! to! censor! all! questionable! media! from! our! family! life! and!
ministries.! He! may! lead! others! to! choose! to! view! selected! media! but! process! them!
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intentionally!to!“distinguish!good!from!evil”!in!what!they!view—and!help!others!do!
the!same.!!
!

Images Entertain
and Distract Us
It! is! not! news! to! anyone! how!
central! images! are! to! the! world!
of! entertainment.! That! certainly!
includes! wholesome! animations!
for! children! and! shows! with!
appropriate! life! themes! for!
adults.! During! particularly! hard!
times! (war! time,! recessions,! the!
Depression),! people! turn! to!
happy! themes! in! entertainment!
for!solace,!comfort,!and!simple!distraction!from!the!daily!grind.!As!part!of!the!human!
experience,! even! images! of! violence! can! be! appropriate! to! consider.! However,!
images!of!horror!are!sometimes!turned!into!comedies,!or!we!find!ourselves!laughing!
at! tragedies! in! a! mindKnumbing! sort! of! way.! We! can! end! up! questioning! the! very!
foundations!of!moral!reasoning!and!the!implications!of!violence.!!
I!(Judy)!spent!a!morning!recently!in!divorce!court!with!friends!whose!fourKyearK
long! marriage! was! breaking! up.! The! young! wife! sat! silent! and! sober,! occasionally!
sighing!as!we!watched!couple!after!couple!approach!the!magistrate!to!turn!in!their!
divorce!papers.!If!there!were!ever!an!hour!in!this!marriage!worth!sitting!silent!and!
motionless,! contemplating! how! in! the! world! it! all! came! to! this,! and! sighing! in!
empathy,! this! was! it.! But! the! husband! spent! that! long! hour! of! waiting! busily!
distracting!himself!with!the!new!video!games!he!had!installed!on!his!cell!phone!and!
rebuking! his! tearyKeyed! wife! for! sighing.! He! chose! images! to! distract! himself! from!
the! painful! but! potentially! transformational! task! of! praying! and! reflecting! on! what!
was!happening!to!him.!Another!chance!to!hear!from!God!was!stolen!away!by!images.!
He! missed! an! excellent! opportunity! to! cry! out,! “Search! me,! O! God,! and! know! my!
heart;! test! me! and! know! my! anxious! thoughts.! See! if! there! is! any! offensive! way! in!
me,!and!lead!me!in!the!way!everlasting”!(Psalm!139:23K24).!!
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Images Connect Us to
God’s Story!
If images become merely
additions to a program
or
decorations
on
a
page,
they
will
fall
short. But when someone
responds to an image, it
can open a window to the
soul.! ! Remember! Brandon?! His!
starting! point! was! a! simple,! engaging!
picture! that! led! to! not! one,! but! two!
stories.!First,!it!brought!a!significant!part!
of! his! own! story! to! the! surface! with!
questions!in!a!safe!environment.!!
The! teddy! bear! image! opened! the!
door! to! the! second! story! and! allowed!
Brandon!to!consider!the!part!of!God’s!story!that!connected!to!his!own.!Of!course,!not!
everyone!looks!at!a!picture!of!a!lost!teddy!bear!and!says,!“That’s!me.”!Yet!more!of!us!
than! you! might! expect! actually! do! see! ourselves! in! this! picture.! That! is! because!
images!have!the!power!to!retrieve!things!not!yet!articulated!or!resolved!and!bring!
them!tenderly!out!into!the!space!of!God’s!mercy!and!grace.!!

Simply put, Images can take us where words
cannot.
That! is! the! way! God! designed! us.! As! Brandon’s! story! illustrates,! there! are!
personal! and! relational! ways! to! use! images! in! ministry! to! others,! as! well! as! in! our!
own! process! of! personal! growth.! We! can! use! images! to! engage! nonbelievers! in!
evangelistic!conversations!and!also!to!move!us!toward!discipleship!from!the!inside!
out.! Biblical! concepts,! principles,! propositions,! and! truths! are! very! important! as!
final!conclusions,!but!not!as!effective!as!starting!points!in!spiritual!conversations—
especially!to!a!generation!socialized!by!images.!!
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Images—Catalysts for Change
If! you! are! in! the! older! generation,! you! may! recall! seeing! a! gruesome! image! that!
changed!America!profoundly!in!the!late!fifties!and!sixties.!It!depicted!the!mutilated!
body!of!Emmett!Till,!a!fourteenKyearKold!AfricanKAmerican!boy!who!was!murdered!
for!whistling!at!a!white!woman!in!Mississippi.!When!his!mother!in!Chicago!decided!
to! place! Emmett! in! an! open! casket,! fifty! thousand! mourners! were! shocked! and!
outraged! by! what! they! saw.! His! story,! driven! home! into! the! hearts! of! millions!
through! those! chilling! photos,! was! the! catalyst! that! ignited! the! civil! rights!
movement.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
An! NPR! interview! captures! the! impact! on! Margaret! Block,! who! was! only! a! girl!
when!the!pictures!were!published:!
“I remember not being able to sleep when I saw [the photos],” she says. “Can you
imagine being 11 years old and seeing something like that for the first time in your life
and it being close to home? The death of Emmett Till touched us, it touched everybody.
And we always said if we ever got a chance to do something, we were going to change
things around here.”2

See! the! power! of! seeing?$ The! images! of! Emmett! Till’s! butchered! body! are!
sobering!to!look!at,!even!half!a!century!later,!especially!knowing!that!his!murderers!
were!acquitted!in!just!an!hour!by!an!allKwhite!jury.!Of!course,!the!yearning!for!civil!
rights!had!been!stirring!for!a!long!time,!yet!it!was!these!photographs!that!catalyzed!
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the!movement.!Within!weeks,!landmark!court!and!agency!decisions!began!to!legally!
ban!racial!segregation!in!the!South;!Rosa!Parks!refused!to!give!up!her!seat!to!a!white!
male! on! a! bus! in! Montgomery;! and! Dr.! Martin! Luther! King! Jr.! gave! his! first! civil!
rights!speech.!When!the!Civil!Rights!Acts!of!1957!and!1964!were!passed,!historians!
tell!us!that!they!were!inspired!by!Emmett!Till—just!as!thousands!of!Americans!both!
black!and!white!were.!

That is the power of images. Thousands upon
thousands moved—saying to themselves, if we ever
get a chance to do something, we are going to
change things.
Just!as!Emmett!Till’s!mother!insisted!that!the!world!look!upon!the!open!casket!of!
her!slain!child,!so!God!the!Father!resurrected!His!Son!Jesus!so!the!world!would!see!
the!scars!and!never!forget!the!unspeakable!horror,!the!injustice,!and!the!incalculable!
cost!paid!to!redeem!us.!
And!when!we,!ourselves,!and!those!God!brings!into!our!lives!grasp!the!enormity!
of!that!truth,!we!step!into!the!powerful!process!of!spiritual!transformation.!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

Images! can! provide! excellent! starting! points! for! conversations! about! the!
gospel.!
!

•

Our!culture!uses!images!to!enhance!consumption.!
!

•

The!world’s!images!impact!our!view!of!reality—sometimes!by!alerting!us!to!
important! truths!we!need! to!be! aware! of,! and!often! by! numbing! us! to! pain!
and!suffering.!

!
!
!
!
!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

Are! your! buying! habits! more! impacted! by! scriptural! principles! or! by! the!
world’s!use!of!images!in!advertising!and!entertainment?!
!

•

How!has!the!world’s!use!of!images!impacted!your!empathy!toward!others?!

•

How! can! we! help! others! interpret—from! God’s! point! of! view—the! true!
meaning!of!what!they!see?!
!

•

How! can! you! use! images! to! get! to! the! starting! points! of! those! you! seek! to!
minister!to?!

!

!
!
!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
Before!moving!on,!let’s!think!back!to!the!question!Dennis!asked!Brandon!as!we!look!
at!the!following!image.!How$can$you$relate$to$this$image?!Don’t!rush.!Sit!with!the!
image!for!several!minutes.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
•
•

•

Is!there!something!surfacing!within!you!as!you!look!at!the!image?!
!
What! are! some! differences! between! this! image! and! the! image! of! the! lost!
teddy!bear?!
!
What!happens!in!your!soul!when!you!look!into!the!eyes!of!a!child?!

!
•
•

What!are!the!needs!of!a!baby!that!must!be!met!for!life!to!continue?!!
!
Does!this!image!perhaps!make!you!think!about!your!life’s!legacy?!Something!
else?!

!
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Isn’t!it!a!peculiar!thing!that!the!human!soul!desires!life!to!have!meaning?!It!is!not!
enough! to! simply! exist! or! survive! or! even! flourish.! We! want! a! bigger! picture.! We!
want!meaning.!We!want!a!destiny!with!freedom!of!choice.!!
Life!without!meaning!is!a!degraded!life.!To!give!up!the!search!for!the!meaning!of!
life!is!to!succumb!to!the!habit!of!dulling!one’s!soul.!!
Life’s!meaning!answers!the!question!each!dawn!asks,!“Why!bother?”!It!is!like!a!
light!beam!illuminating!the!scenery!along!the!path!of!our!life’s!journey.!But!what!is!
the! source! of! meaning! in! life?! Is! it! limited! to! whatever! we! make! of! it?! Are! we! the!
authors!of!our!own!stories,!or!the!story!of!another!Author?!!
Life!means!that!we!want!our!story!to!have!meaning,!with!an!option!other!than!
death.!Life!implies!that!God!is!the!God!of!the!living.!
John! 10:10! says,! “A thief is only there to steal and kill and destroy. I
came so they can have real and eternal life, more and better life than they
ever dreamed of” (MSG).

What!images!does!Jesus!offer!regarding!this!type!of!life?!
•

The!bread!of!life!

•

LifeKgiving!water!

•
!

What!are!some!others?!

!
!
!
!
This$exercise$was$adapted$from$“Searching$the$Ordinary$for$Meanings,”$available$at:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html$
!
$

!
!
!

!
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Chapter!2!

Pathways of Image Impact
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Recently! Debbie,! a! campus! minister! and! the! mother! of! a! teenKaged! son,! expressed!
her!amazement!at!the!impact!of!an!image!in!one!of!imageKbased!resources!for!youth:!
It was wild! My teenage son picked up one of The New Me books and turned to the
image of being spiritually oppressed. Was I ever surprised! I didn’t even think he’d
know what spiritual oppression is. But when I asked him about it, he said, “It was the
picture, Mom. That was so awesome and then I really got into the verses and God
encouraged me so much!”

What! we! see! does! impact! us—but! how?! Clearly! it’s! more! than! just! fleeting!
impressions! on! the! retina.! A! young! man! views! an! image! and—by! a! mysterious!
process—finds!his!heart!opened!to!be!encouraged!by!the!Word!of!God!as!he!battles!
spiritual! oppression.! How! does! viewing! an! image! move! from! impulses! along! the!
optic!nerve!to!thoughts!in!the!mind,!stirrings!in!the!heart,!and!encouragement!in!the!
soul?!!
When!it!comes!to!text,!we!think!we!understand!this!process!quite!well.!We!get!
how! reading,! studying,! or! meditating! on! a! Bible! verse! leads! to! identifying! a! truth,!
principle,!or!example.!We!think!we!know!how!a!written!or!spoken!truth!can!lead!to!
a!conviction,!encouragement,!or!obedience.!But!when!it!comes!to!images,!most!of!us!
(especially! those! of! us! born! before! 1960)! do! not! understand! how! that! process!
works.!!How

do images leave their imprint on us?
Part of the answer lies in understanding the
pathways an image takes. It all starts with
seeing. You! see! an! image;! it! lodges! in! your! memory,! stimulates! your!
imagination,! or! alters! your! perception! of! reality! and! somehow! journeys! to! your!
mind,! heart,! and! soul.! The! vast! majority! of! images! we! see! flash! on! our! retinas! for!
only! a! couple! of! seconds! or! less! leaving! little! time! to! process! them.! Other! images!
may!evoke!strong!reactions!of!awe!or!delight,!fear!or!passion.!Given!time!for!deeper!
reflection,!they!may!even!connect!us!with!God!and!His!stories.!
The! impact! an! image! has! depends! on! several! factors.! To! start! with,! the! sheer!
number!of!images!matters.!One!image!amongst!a!thousand!is!less!likely!to!stand!out.!
Then! there’s! our! exposure! to! the! image—is! it! a! passing! glance,! or! do! we! stop! to!
gaze?!What!about!intensity?!Many!images!are!fairly!subdued—a!beehive!sticker!on!a!
honey!bottle,!a!business!logo,!or!a!pattern!on!a!TKshirt.!But!other!images!may!deeply!
impact! us—a! breathtaking! sunset,! an! evocative! clothing! ad,! or! a! snapshot! of! the!
devastation!of!an!earthquake.!
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Another! factor! is! context.! Personal! context! may! be! created! from! your! past!
memories,! present! situation,! or! future! imaginations.! A! random! baby! picture! might!
bring! tears! to! the! eyes! of! the! baby’s! grandmother! as! she! recalls! the! years! of!
infertility!treatments!her!daughter!went!through!to!conceive.!Or!there!is!a!provided!
context,! as! in! a! scene! from! a! movie! or! video! game! or! the! caption! under! a! news!
photo.! Often! the! personal! context! blends! with! the! provided! context,! evoking! a!
variety!of!emotions.!

Images have impact.
!
!

Pathways to the Heart
It!all!started!with!seeing.!Adam!and!Eve!were!surrounded!by!a!delectable!paradise!
engaging!all!of!their!senses.!Moses!describes!what!happened!in!Genesis!3:6:!
When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food
and pleasing to the eye, and also desirable for gaining wisdom,
she took some and ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who
was with her, and he ate it.

The! sense! of! sight! was! the! entryway! for! desire.! A! desire! so! strong! that! they!
ignored! God’s! warning! and!
command—creation’s! first! act! of!
disobedience.! They! saw! and! they!
ate,! but! they! never! imagined! what!
they!were!setting!in!motion.!
Thousands! of! years! later,!
seeing! still! takes! us! one! of! two!
ways—toward! God! or! away! from!
Him.! And! in! ever! increasing! ways!
we! battle! “the! lust! of! the! eyes”! (1!
John! 2:16,! NASB)! as! seductive!
advertisements! lure! us! down! the!
path! to! coveting! and! impulse!
buying!or!worse.!
But! clearly! there! is! much! more! to! seeing! than! just! observing! the! visible! world!
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around!us.!The!external!connects!to!the!internal.!Jesus!addresses!the!deeper!issues!
of!seeing!when!He!proclaimed:!
Your eyes are windows into your body. If you open your eyes wide in
wonder and belief, your body fills up with light. If you live
squinty-eyed in greed and distrust, your body is a dank cellar. If
you pull the blinds on your windows, what a dark life you will
have! (Matthew 6:22-23, MSG)

Seeing!comprises!both!a!physical!and!a!moral!sense.!What!we!see!and!the!way!
we! see! it! can! lead! to! light! or! to! darkness,! representing! good! and! evil! respectively.!
Jesus!explained!it!this!way:!“This!is!the!verdict:!Light!has!come!into!the!world,!but!
men!loved!darkness!instead!of!light!because!their!deeds!were!evil”!(John!3:19).!
Images! do! not! imprint! directly! on! an! empty! hard! drive! or! blank! slate! in! our!
hearts.!They!travel!a!pathway!we!are!already!predisposed!to—to!see!good!or!to!see!
evil.!Some!people!who!watched!Jesus!heal!lepers!and!cast!out!demons!saw!a!man!of!
God! doing! miraculous! acts! of! goodness! for! the! needy.! But! other! people! observing!
exactly! the! same! events! saw! a! charlatan! and! an! agent! of! the! devil.! What! caused!
these!different!perceptions?!
The!difference!between!the!two!groups!wasn’t!between!what!they!saw!with!the!
eyes! in! their! heads,! but! rather! what! they! perceived! through! “the! eyes! of! their!
hearts.”!It!was!about!their!readiness:!
I pray that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that you
may know what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of
the glory of His inheritance in the saints. (Ephesians 1:18, NASB)

Because!the!Pharisees’!hearts!
were! already! filled! with!
defensiveness! and! pride,! greed!
for! power,! and! fear! of! being!
upstaged,! they! perceived! Jesus’!
miracles! as! threats.! By! contrast!
the!hearts!of!those!who!followed!
Jesus!probably!perceived!(even!if!
dimly)! a! man! of! kindness! and!
mercy! using! GodKgiven! power! to!
heal! broken! lives! as! well! as!
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broken! bodies.! Perhaps! it! was! the! humility! that! comes! from! brokenness! that!
prepared!them!to!perceive!Him!that!way.!!
We,!too,!have!“eyes!in!our!hearts”!that!perceive!far!more!than!our!physical!eyes!
do,!even!into! eternity.! As!when! a!teacher! “sees”!untapped!talent!or!potential!in!an!
angry,! checked! out! teenager.! Or! when! a! social! worker! “sees”! a! woman! of! dignity!
trying! to! rise! from! an! environment! of! shame.! So! our! hearts! have! varying! levels! of!
readiness! to! create! meaning! from! what! we! see—either! negative,! worldly! meaning!
or! positive,! Kingdom! meaning.! Images

can be agents to bring
transformation to our hearts. But images will be
transformative only to the degree that our hearts
are ready to respond to God’s perspective on what
we see.!That!is!when!images!can!serve!as!effective!tools!in!overcoming!evil!with!
good!(see!Romans!12:21).!!
! Remember!Debbie!from!the!beginning!of!this!chapter?!!With!another!group!
Debbie! tried! a! different! image! pathway! to! get! to! the! “eyes! of! [their! hearts]”—
mosaicing.!Before!we!move!on!let’s!hear!the!story!of!transformation!within!her!and!
her!group.!!!
!
Debbie$on$Using$Mosaics$(00:$03:$23).$Watch$this$video$at:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Using_Mosaics.html!
!

Pathways to the Mind
The!act!of!seeing!doesn’t!just!shape!our!thoughts,!it!also!wires!our!brains.!Both!the!
content! of! the! images! and! the! media! delivering! the! images! profoundly! impact! our!
brains.!In!other!words,!depending!on!how!they!reach!us,!images!can!impact!not!only!
what!we!think,!but!also!how!we!engage!in!the!act!of!thinking!itself.!!
Those! of! us! who! grew! up! before! or! during! the! seventies! were! probably!
socialized!and!schooled!with!lots!of!reading,!and!the!very!act!of!reading!trained!our!
brains!in!a!certain!way.!!
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When! we! read,! we! focus! on!
decoding! one! word! after! another,!
going! left! to! right! and! top! to! bottom,!
beginning! to! end.! Reading! text! in! this!
way!forced!us!to!keep!our!attention!on!
one! thing! for! several! minutes! or!
longer.! This! methodical,! sequential!
process! developed! some! strengths.! It!
helped! us! become! more! linear! and!
logical,! trained! us! to! concentrate! for!
long! periods! of! time,! and! aided! us! in!
reflecting! deeply! and! imagining!
creatively.!
At! school! we! read! colorfully!
illustrated! storybooks,! studied! textbooks! with! a! few! black! and! white! illustrations,!
and! watched! an! occasional! filmstrip! in! a! classroom! perhaps! decorated! with! a! few!
posters.! On! the! way! home! we! viewed! billboards! and! signs.! At! home! we! enjoyed!
comic!books,!coloring!books,!baseball!cards,!photos!in!magazines!and!newspapers,!
and!a!few!family!snapshots.!Churches!offered!little!more!than!the!occasional!flannel!
graph.!For!the!most!part!the!images!we!were!exposed!to!were!black!and!white,!they!
stood!still,!had!little!or!no!sound,!were!very!hoKhum!in!intensity,!and!there!probably!
weren’t! very! many! of! them.! They! were! sidelined! by! the! main! lesson,! which! was!
delivered!in!words.!
Early!television!programming!offered!us!some!black!and!white,!humorous,!nonK
violent! (or! slightly! violent,! nonKbloody)! cartoons! and! a! selection! of! familyKfriendly!
shows.!We!went!on!an!occasional!trip!to!the!local!movie!theater!for!variety.!RK!and!
XKrated! images! required! trips! to! special! limited! showings! or! bookstores.! That! was!
about!it.!!
The! Internet! and! other! technological! media! have! changed! all! that! forever.! We!
have! entered! a! new! era! that! requires! our! minds! to! operate! in! entirely! new! ways.!

Younger generations have been socialized less and
less through text, and increasingly through images
served up in a juicy smorgasbord with ever
increasing speed and intensity. This banquet of
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opportunity contains some nutritious health foods,
some junk food, and some poisoned delicacies.
So,!now,!instead!of!reading!line!
after! line,! it’s! like! trying! to! catch!
flying! pieces! from! a! hundred!
different! jigsaw! puzzles—with!
nobody! to! show! us! what! the!
picture!looks!like.!Life!is!coming!at!
us! in! millions! of! disjointed! image!
pieces,! and! we! are! struggling! to!
make! sense! out! of! and! find!
meaning!in!them.!How!do!we!form!
sustainable! beliefs,! convictions,!
and! worldviews! from! the!
fragments?!
The! Internet—with! its! trillions!
of!images,!words,!and!sounds—has!
drastically!affected!those!of!us!who!

Studies are showing that the
overwhelming exposure to media has retrained our
brains to think more randomly, moving us away from
logical reasoning to more emotional reasoning.! They!
use! it,! both! young! and! old.!

have! distracted! our! minds! as! we! bounce! around! rapidly,! impairing! our! ability! to!
concentrate!and!reflect!about!anything!deeply.!They!have!robbed!us!of!the!ability!to!
cope! with! boredom! through! play,! creativity,! imagination,! and! invention.! Perhaps!
most! worrisome! of! all,! many! images! and! virtual! contexts! can! become! so! addicting!
that!they!overwhelm!our!lives!!
Being!inundated!by!images!and!messages!from!the!media!does!change!what!we!
think.!But!before!we!get!there,!let’s!explore!what!that!deluge!does!to$how!we!think.!
According!to!author!and!researcher!Nicholas!Carr,!“Media!work!their!magic,!or!their!
mischief,!on!the!nervous!system!itself.!Our!focus!on!a!medium’s!content!can!blind!us!
to$these!deep!effects.”1!!In!his!book!The$Shallows:$What$the$Internet$Is$Doing$to$Our$
Brains,! he! reports! comments! from! men! and! women,! old! and! young,! ordinary!
Internet!users!like!you!and!me.!Unless!you!are!among!the!endangered!few!who!don’t!
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use!the!Internet,!you!may!recognize!yourself!in!their!comments:!!
Over!the!past!few!years,!I’ve!had!the!uncomfortable!sense!that!someone,!or!
something,! had! been! tinkering! with! my! brain,! remapping! the! neural!
circuitry,!reprogramming!the!memory.!My!mind!isn’t!going––so!far!as!I!can!
tell––but! it’s! changing.! I’m! not! thinking! the! way! I! used! to! think.! .! .! .! The!
deep!reading!that!used!to!come!naturally!has!become!a!struggle.!.!.!.!What!
the!Net!seems!to!be!doing!is!chipping!away!my!capacity!for!concentration!
and!contemplation.!.!.!.!I!now!have!almost!totally!lost!the!ability!to!read!and!
absorb!a!longish!article!on!the!Web!or!in!print.!.!.!.!Once!I!was!a!scuba!diver!
in!a!sea!of!words.!Now!I!just!zip!along!the!surface!like!a!guy!on!a!jet!ski.!.!.!.!
[We’ve!become]!chronic!scatterbrains.”2!!!

If you have wondered what is happening to your
brain, you are not alone. We who use the Internet
frequently are all being retrained. The power of
words printed on page after page is clearly
diminishing.
Researchers! are! also! wondering! what! is! happening! to! our! brains! when! we!
expose! them! to! the! deluge! of! images! and! words! flitting! across! the! various! screens!
and!media!in!our!lives,!hour!after!hour!and!day!after!day.!Carr!especially!appeals!to!
those!of!us!in!the!older!generations!who!have!grown!up!in!both!camps—the!world!
dominated! by! linear! text! and! the! world! dominated! more! by! random! images.! One!
shift!he!notes!is!that!from!focus!to!distractedness!because!the!Internet!is!designed!
as!an!interruption!system!to!divide!our!attention.!According!to!Carr’s!research:!
The! Net! delivers! precisely! the! kind! of! sensory! and! cognitive! stimuli—
repetitive,!intensive,!interactive,!addictive—that!have!been!shown!to!result!
in! strong! and! rapid! alterations! in! brain! circuits! and! functions.! .! .! .! It! also!
turns!us!into!lab!rats!constantly!pressing!levers!to!get!tiny!pellets!of!social!
or! intellectual! nourishment.! .! .! .! The! Net’s! cacophony! of! stimuli! shortK
circuits! both! conscious! and! unconscious! thought,! preventing! our! minds!
from!thinking!deeply!or!creatively.3!!
He!warns!us!that:!
Calm,!focused,!undistracted,!the!linear!mind!is!being!pushed!aside!by!a!new!
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kind! of! mind! that! wants! and! needs! to! take! in! and! dole! out! information! in!
short,!disjointed,!often!overlapping!bursts—the!faster,!the!better.!.!.!.![And!
that]!thoughtful!people![are!slipping]!comfortably!into!the!permanent!state!
of!distractedness!that!defines!online!life.4!!
Now! not! everyone! considers! these! changes! to! be! troublesome.! Educator,!
philosopher,! and! scholar! Marshall! McLuhan! believes! that! we! may! have! lost!
something!significant!in!the!shift!to!a!reading,!literate!society!several!hundred!years!
ago.! He! claims! that! when! we! became! a! reading! society,! we! experienced$ “a!
considerable! detachment! from! the! feelings! or! emotional! involvement! that! a! nonK
literate!man!or!society!would!experience.”5!!
Mark! Federman! and! Clay! Shirky,! on! the! other! hand,! invite! us! to! celebrate! our!
liberation! from! our! bondage! to! books! and! “enter! the! Web’s! world! of! ubiquitous!
connectivity!and!pervasive!proximity![where!the!greatest!skill!involves]!discovering!
emergent!meaning!among!contexts!that!are!continually!in!flux.”6!!
Maybe!they!have!a!point.!Perhaps!our!linear,!sequential!minds!have!minimized!
emotions.! Of! course,! emotions! do! change! and! they! can! be! unstable! and! unreliable.!
But,!in!fearing!the!fickleness!of!feeling,!have!we!lost!something?!Have!we!minimized!
the!emotions!that!fuel!convictions,!devotion,!and!GodKgiven!passions—a!deep!heart!
response!that!is!part!of!loving!God!and!others?!!
This! is! new! and! certainly! uncomfortable! territory! for! those! of! us! who! highly!
value! the! logical! flow! of! words.! Our

modern minds are used to
propositional truth expressed in words. Engaging
in the emotional reasoning prompted by images
feels much riskier and too abstract. Verbalizing
them can be a frightening experience.! We! authors! admit!
that!in!our!own!personal!ministry!journeys,!we!have!often!felt!insecure!adjusting!to!
those! who! make! decisions! emotionally.! But! when! we! consider! all! that! we—and!
those!we!care!about—have!to!gain,!it!is!worth!the!risk!because!involving!emotions!
helps!the!truth!“stick,”!as!Avery!Willis!explains:!
Bringing! the! stories! of! the! Bible! to! life! in! a! way! that! involves! people’s!
emotions! allows! them! to! walk! away! with! God’s! truth! deeply! embedded! in!
their! hearts.! The! truth! of! God’s! Word! will! stick! in! their! heads! and! hearts.!
The! Holy! Spirit! can! be! counted! on! to! interpret! the! story! for! you! into! the!
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lives!of!those!who!are!wrestling!with!the!truth.7!!
At! the! risk! of! sounding! trite,! we! simply! cannot! turn! the! clock! back.! PostK
modernism!is!becoming!the!dominant!worldview!in!our!culture!whether!we!like!it!
or! not.! The! Internet! and! the! oceans! of! social! and! imageKbased! media! are! here! to!
stay,! at! least! for! the! foreseeable! future.! At! an! industry! conference,! Tim! Brooks,!
managing!director!of!Guardian!News!and!Media,!said,!“The!days!when!you!could!just!
trade!in!words!are!gone.”8!
!

The Content of Images
So! far! we! have! explored! the! “how”! question—the! physiological! and! neurological!
impacts!that!images!have!on!how!we!think.!Now!let’s!turn!to!the!“what”!question—
the!impacts!of!what!we!actually!see!and!
what! we! think! as! a! result! of! viewing! it.!
The! content! of! the! images! we! view! (as!
opposed! to! the! way! those! images! are!
delivered!to!us)!can!play!itself!out!in!our!
psyche,! in! our! emotions! and! behaviors,!
and!in!our!spiritual!lives.!!
!

THE GOOD
Imagine! yourself! looking! at! gorgeous!
images! of! God’s! creation—sunsets,!
mountains,! streams,! forests,! or! tides!
ebbing! and! flowing! on! a! beach.! As! your!
eyes!(the!“windows!of!your!body”)!let!these!pictures!in,!what!might!be!happening!to!
you?!Is!your!breathing!slowing,!are!your!muscles!relaxing—are!you!becoming!more!
tranquil?!Maybe!you!are!connecting!with!your!Maker.!!
No!wonder!the!apostle!Paul!encourages!us!to!be!intentional!about!what!we!focus!
on!and!fill!our!minds!with:!!
Summing it all up, friends, I’d say you’ll do best by filling your
minds and meditating on things true, noble, reputable, authentic,
compelling, gracious—the best, not the worst; the beautiful, not
the ugly; things to praise, not things to curse. (Philippians 4:8,
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MSG)

The! good! things! that! are! “true,! noble,! reputable”! can! include! nature,! people,!
ourselves,! the! world! around! us,! and! the! circumstances! we! live! with.! But! because!
modernKday! media! tend! to! impair! our! capacities! to! meditate! or! consider! anything!
deeply,! we! must! actively! counter! this! process.! As! Scripture! urges,! we! need! to! put!
“the!beautiful,!not!the!ugly;!things!to!praise,!not!things!to!curse”!in!front!of!our!eyes!
continually.! And! we! now! have! unprecedented! access! to! more! good,! inspiring,!
wonderful!images!than!ever!!
!

THE BAD
Unfortunately,! there! is! a! reality! check.! Bad! news! sells! newspapers.! Crisis,! crime,!
conflict,!and!scandal!send!the!ratings!up—especially!if!there!are!graphic!images!to!
go!with!them.!And!“bad!news”!usually!preys!on!our!hopes!and!dreams.!!
MASSIVE!EGYPTIAN!PROTESTS!POWERED!BY!
YOUTUBE,!TWITTER,!FACEBOOK,!TWITPIC!
[PICS,!VIDEO,!UPDATES]

Neal!Ungerleider,!Fast!Company!Weekly,!January!25,!2011

!
!
One!effect!of!image!bombardment!in!our!news!sources!is!that!we!are!never!
more! than! a! click! away! from! colliding! with! everything! bad! happening! around! the!
globe.! Wars,! disasters,! crackpots,! celebrity! shenanigans,! political! wrangling,!
genocide,! injustice,! and! environmental! disasters—they! stream! unendingly! through!
our!media.!This!can!keep!us!in!a!chronic!state!of!stress!about!our!world.!!
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Constant!access!to!the!stories!and!images!of!bad!news!contributes!significantly!
to! the! stress! that! is! endemic! in! our! society.! As! science! reveals,! the! powerful!
hormones!released!when!we!sense!danger!or!threat!are!only!meant!to!last!a!short!
while—just!until!the!emergency!passes.!!
But! what! if! the! emergencies! are! endless?! What! if! they! follow! one! another! in!
rapid,! unremitting! sequence?! The! cumulative! effect! of! stress! hormones! damages!
and! kills! off! brain! cells,! delaying! the! release! of! tranquilizing! chemical! forces!
intended! to! return! our! bodies! to! a! state! of! equilibrium.! With! instant! access! to! all!
that!is!good!and!bad!in!the!lives!of!hundreds!of!friends!and!strangers!on!Facebook,!
many!of!us!live!in!a!constant,!stressful!state!of!either!fight!or!flight.!Peace!eludes!us.!!
!

THE UGLY
There! are! two! particular! types! of! images! that! can! have! an! especially! damaging!
impact! on! our! hearts! and! minds:! images! of! violence! and! images! of! sexuality,!
especially! pornographic! ones.! The! damage! these! images! inflict! increases!
exponentially!with!the!amount!of!exposure!and!the!intensity!of!those!images.!Is!the!
answer! simply! never! to! look! at! images! in! either! category! (as! if! that! were! even!
possible)?! While! some! may! choose! that! route,! it! would! probably! mean! that! we!
would! have! to! stop! reading! our! Bibles,! because! God’s! Word! is! quite! frank! about!
portraying!incidents!both!violent!and!sexual!in!nature.!The!critical!difference!is!that!
Scripture! always! places! these! stories! within! the! context! of! God’s! laws! and! heart,!
explaining!the!very!real!consequences!that!flow!from!them.!!

THE VIOLENT
Our! hearts! should! break! when! we!
learn! about! cases! like! Andrew!
Conley,! an! Indiana! teenager! who!
pleaded! guilty! to! murder.! Just! a! few!
weeks! before! he! strangled! his! tenK
yearKold! brother,! he! told! his!
girlfriend! that! he! wanted! to! be! just!
like! the! fictional! television! killer!
Dexter.! Viewing! images! with! violent!
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content!is!too!often!a!factor!in!tragic!stories!like!Conley’s.!
Since! the! 1950s! thousands! of! studies! have! explored! the! possible! connections!
between! violent! behavior! and! exposure! to! media! violence.! All! except! eighteen! of!
those!studies!confirm!that!viewing!media!images!containing!violence!can!contribute!
to! “aggressive! behavior,! desensitization! to! violence,! nightmares,! and! fear! of! being!
harmed.”9!!When!researchers!at!the!University!of!Michigan!Health!System!reviewed!
research!on!violence!in!the!media,!here!are!some!of!the!conclusions!they!came!to:!!
•

TwoKthirds!of!all!programming!contains!violence.!

•

Programs!designed!for!children!more!often!contain!violence!than!adult!TV.!!

•

Most! violent! acts! go! unpunished! on! TV! and! are! often! accompanied! by!
humor.!The!consequences!of!human!suffering!and!loss!are!rarely!depicted.!!

•

Many!shows!glamorize!violence.!TV!often!promotes!violent!acts!as!a!fun!and!
effective!way!to!get!what!you!want!without!consequences.!!

•

Repeated! exposure! to! TV! violence! makes! children! less! sensitive! toward! its!
effects! on! victims! and! the! human! suffering! it! causes.! Viewing! TV! violence!
reduces!inhibitions!and!leads!to!more!aggressive!behavior.!!

•

Teenaged!boys!who!grew!up!watching!more!TV!each!day!are!more!likely!to!
commit!acts!of!violence!than!those!who!watched!less.!

!

Images of violence have powerful impacts on
people, especially children and teenagers. Media
outlets sometimes deny this power, but it is real
and making a lasting impact on our society. A key
lesson is that the content of the images we view
matters—and it matters deeply.
!

THE PORNOGRAPHIC
In!addition!to!violent!images,!images!depicting!graphic!sexuality!can!be!particularly!
damaging! to! us.! Images! with! “mild”! sexual! overtones! are! routinely! used! to! sell!
everything!from!autos!to!blue!jeans,!so!it!often!takes!more!intensely!sexual!or!even!
pornographic! images! to! shock! us.! Pornography! is! one! of! those! subjects! that! many!
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Christians!would!rather!avoid!thinking!and!talking!about.!But!as!more!and!more!of!
us!both!inside!and!outside!the!Church!struggle!with!porn,!we!simply!cannot!ignore!
the! subject.! While! the! focus! of! our! writing! is! not! about! porn,! part! of! being! “as!
shrewd!as!serpents!and!as!innocent!as!doves”!requires!us!to!be!informed!about!the!
impact! of! pornographic! images! on! our! brains,! our! society,! and! our! souls.! What!
follows!are!some!sobering!facts!that!everyone!in!ministry!should!know.!!
!

Porn’s Impact on the Brain
First let’s explore the impact of
pornography on our brains and
bodies. In his ground-breaking book!
The$ Drug$ of$ the$ New$ Millennium:$ The$
Science$ of$ How$ Internet$ Pornography$
Radically$ Alters$ the$ Human$ Brain$ and$
Body,! author! Mark! B.! Kastleman!
explains!what!happens!when!someone!
looks! at! a! pornographic! image.10!!
Instantaneously! an! overpowering!
flood! of! chemicals! is! released! in! the!
brain.! The! viewer! probably! feels!
arousal! and! fear,! lust! and! shock,!
excitement!and!shame—in!a!confusing!
blend! that! amounts! to! an! emotionalK
chemical! cocktail.! These! chemicals!
virtually! shut! down! the! frontal! lobes,!
containing! the! logic! center! of! the!
brain—the! part! of! the! brain! that!
would!normally!say,!Wait$a$minute$.$.$.$
are$ you$ sure$ you$ want$ to$ do$ this?! The!
viewer’s!cognitive!thought!and!reasoning!abilities!are!overridden!by!the!emotional!
gutKreaction! part! of! the! brain! called! the! limbic! system.! So! the! pleasure/emotional!
center! of! the! brain! literally! takes! over.! That! exposure! to! porn! lodges! itself! as! an!
emotional! memory! before! the! viewer! can! take! measures! to! stop! it.! No! wonder! a!
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porn!viewer!often!asks!himself!in!bewilderment!afterward,!What$was$I$thinking?$
This!is!especially!true!for!teenagers!because!the!cognitive!reasoning!part!of!the!
adolescent!brain!is!still!maturing.!Kastleman!explains:!
Imagine! what! happens! when! pornographic! visual! images! that! already!
bypass! the! logic! centers! enter! and! are! stored! in! the! highly! emotional,!
illogical! adolescent! brain!! This! creates! confusion,! stress,! and! behaviors! in!
children!and!teens!that!are!only!now!beginning!to!be!understood.11!
But! the! bad! news! doesn’t! stop! there.! Repeated! exposure! to! porn! can! become!
highly!addictive—so!addictive,!in!fact,!that!“many!neuropsychologists!and!therapists!
refer!to!pornography!as!‘visual!crack!cocaine.’”12!!Too!often!simple!curiosity!leads!to!
being!hooked.!Kastleman!alerts!us!to!the!dangers!of!this!addiction!when!he!writes:!
Internet! access! to! an! unlimited! supply! of! increasingly! extreme!
pornographic!material!has!produced!an!unprecedented!depth!and!severity!
of!addiction...!an!addict!doesn’t!have!to!be!at!the!computer!screen!to!“see”!
pornography.!Norepinephrine![a!chemical!released!by!the!brain!that!helps!
imprint! images! for! recall]! guarantees! that! he! is! equipped! with! his! own,!
private!mobile!porn!library,!a!catalogue!of!images!he!can!access!at!any!time!
for!selfKmedication.!
Lest! we! be! naïve,! porn! is! no! respecter! of! persons:! It! impacts! the! brains! of!
believers! the! same! way! it! impacts! the! brains! of! those! who! feel! it! is! morally!
acceptable! to! view! it.! Even! though! more! than! 70! percent! of! men! aged! eighteen! to!
twentyKfour!visit!a!pornographic!site!in!a!typical!month,!porn!also!impacts!women.!
In!fact,!one!out!of!every!six!women,!including!Christians,!struggles!with!an!addiction!
to!pornography.!!
How! does! viewing! porn! impact! families,! marriages,! and! children?! Here! are!
some!statistics!from!safefamilies.org!that!should!shock!us!all:!!
•

47!percent!of!families!said!pornography!is!a!problem!in!their!home.!!

•

A! 1996! Promise! Keepers! survey! revealed! that! over! 50! percent! of! the! men!
were!involved!with!pornography!within!one!week!of!attending!the!event.!!

•

At! a! 2003! meeting! of! the! American! Academy! of! Matrimonial! Lawyers,! two!
thirds! of! the! 350! divorce! lawyers! who! attended! said! the! Internet! played! a!
significant!role!in!many!divorces!in!the!past!year,!with!excessive!interest!in!
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online!porn!contributing!to!more!than!half!such!cases.!Pornography!had!an!
almost!nonKexistent!role!in!divorce!just!seven!or!eight!years!ago.!!
•

More! than! 20,000! images! of! child! pornography! are! posted! online! every!
week.!!

•

Nine!out!of!ten!children!between!the!ages!of!eight!and!sixteen!have!viewed!
pornography!on!the!Internet,!in!most!cases!unintentionally.!

•

According! to! compiled! numbers! from! respected! news! and! research!
organizations! in! 2005! and! 2006,! every! second! $3,075.64! is! spent! on!
pornography.!Every!second!28,258!Internet!users!are!viewing!pornography.!
In! that! same! second! 372! Internet! users! are! typing! adult! search! terms! into!
search!engines.!Every!thirtyKnine!minutes!a!new!pornographic!video!is!being!
created!in!the!U.!S.!.!.!.!The!pornography!industry!has!larger!revenues!than!
Microsoft,!Google,!Amazon,!eBay,!Yahoo,!Apple,!and!Netflix!combined.!2006!
Worldwide!Pornography!Revenues!ballooned!to!$97.06!billion.13!

!
Just! think! about! what! is! happening! to! the! family!! And! if! the! flock! is! in! trouble,!
what!about!the!shepherds?!Over!half!of!evangelical!pastors!admit!to!viewing!porn!in!
the! last! year.! FiftyKseven! percent! of! pastors! identify! addiction! to! porn! as! the! most!
sexually!damaging!issue!to!their!congregations.!Informal!polling!among!paraKchurch!
organizations! supports! these! trends.! These! statistics! remind! us! that! some! of! the!
most!damaging!attacks!are!coming!from!the!images!we!look!at.!!
What!we!see!with!our!eyes!is!often!the!first!step!into!temptation,!because!it!can!
stir! up! our! own! evil! desires! (see! James! 1:13).! That! is! why! effective! ministry! must!
include! helping! people! discriminate! in! what! they! choose! to! look! at! and! how! they!
respond!to!what!they!look!at.!Here!is!how!it!usually!happens:!Seeing!!!Stirring!up!
evil!desires!!!Temptation!!!Sin.!Consider!how!this!process!unfolded!with!David:!
One evening David got up from his bed and walked around on the
roof of the palace. From the roof he saw a woman bathing. The
woman was very beautiful. . . . Then David sent messengers to get
her. She came to him, and he slept with her. (2 Samuel 11:2,4)

We can play a critical role in each other’s
spiritual journeys by processing together which
images we will give ourselves permission to look
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at—and where we will draw the line and say to
ourselves, “No, I won’t look at that.”!We!fight!a!stubborn!
battle—not!only!with!helping!others,!but!also!with!our!own!viewing.!Our!culture!lies!
when!it!tells!us!that,!if!it!is!out!there,!we!are!entitled!to!see!it.!As!in!most!other!areas!
of! life,! God’s! boundaries! are! there! to! protect! us.! One! way! to! minister! to! others! is!
simply!to!help!“little!eyes”!to!“be!careful”!what!they!see.!Then!when!they!fail,!we!can!
provide!a!safe,!graceKbased!community!for!confessing!their!sins!and!struggles!with!
temptation!(see!James!5:16).!
!
!

What Then Shall We Do?
Images!are!powerful—and!they!
are! everywhere!! They! impact!
our! hearts! and! our! minds;! our!
families! and! our! society;! our!
men,! women,! teenagers,! and!
children.! We! cannot! combat! an!
enemy!if!we!are!unaware!of!his!
power!and!tactics,!which!is!why!
we! want! to! arm! you! with! facts!
and! statistics.! And! we! cannot!
take! advantage! of! the! ministry!
God! wants! to! accomplish! using!
images!if!we!are!unaware!of!the!potential!benefits.!
So!what!do!we!do!with!a!heightened!awareness!of!the!power!of!images?!Should!
we! try! to! gain! more! skills! and! do! more! research?! Should! we! try! to! create! more!
movies,! websites,! and! video! games! that! reflect! Kingdom! values?! Should! we! fund!
political! and! social! programs! to! fight! the! dissemination! of! violent! and! sexual!
images?! Should! we! try! to! overcome! evil! with! good! at! the! macro! level! and! try! to!
saturate!the!market!as!the!world!does?!!
God!may!call!some!of!us!to!do!any!and!all!of!the!above.!But!we!are!advocating!for!
a! more! incarnational! and! relational! approach! to! spiritual! growth! and! discipleship.!
We! can! connect,! motivate,! instruct,! and! more! through! media! vehicles.! But! these!
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must! lead! to! experiencing! the! real! triune! God! through! authentic,! graceKbased!
relationships! in! communities! where! people! can! confess! struggles! and! find! healing.!
We! are! not! advocating! using! images! for! images’! sake! as! stand! alones.! But! we! are!
convinced! that! images! can! open! doors! to! the! heart! and! mind! through! which! the!
living!God!can!enter!and!bring!lifelong!transformation.!!
So,!will!we!dig!in!our!heels!and!long!for!the!good!old!days!when!people!just!read!
books?! Will! we! simply! unplug! and! refuse! to! participate! in! the! imageKsaturated!
media!swirling!around!us?!Or!will!we!educate!ourselves!about!the!power!of!images!
both!for!good!and!for!harm?!Will!we!find!new!ways!to!tap!into!that!power!that!has!
the! potential! to! connect! us! all—and! especially! younger! generations—to! the!
incomparably! greater! power! of! the! gospel! story?! That! is! the! unavoidable! choice!
before!us.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

•

Images! have! an! often! unrecognized! impact! on! both! our! minds! and! hearts.!
What! effects! an! image! leaves! depends! on! exposure,! intensity,! context,! and!
the!sheer!number!of!images.!!
!
Being!inundated!by!millions!of!random!images!and!messages!from!the!media!
is!fundamentally!changing!how!our!brains!think!by!increasing!distractedness!
and!preventing!our!minds!from!thinking!deeply!or!creatively.!!

!
•

The! content! of! the! images! we! view! can! impact! our! psyche,! our! emotional!
behavior,!and!our!spiritual!lives!depending!on!whether!they!depict!what!is!
good!and!edifying!(see!Philippians!4:8),!bad!(stressful!and!anxious),!or!ugly!
(violent!or!sexual).!!
!

•

Viewing! pornography! is! deeply! damaging! individuals,! families,! marriages,!
and! children,! and! is! so! addictive! that! some! neuropsychologists! call! porn!
“visual!crack!cocaine.”!!

!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

How! do! you! see! images! reshaping! what! you! think! about! life,! God,! and!
relationships?!!
!

•

When!you!think!about!your!own!habit!of!viewing!media!images,!what!impact!
have! you! noticed! those! images! to! have! on! how! you! think! (focus,!
concentration,!distractedness,!depth,!meditation)?!!

•

Describe! what! you! perceive! about! the! impact! of! viewing! porn! in! your!
personal!life,!ministry,!work,!or!family!context.!

!

!
!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
!
Unlike! the! jealousy! of! warped!
husbands!or!foolish!boyfriends,!God’s!
jealousy! is! His! zeal! to! preserve!
something! or! someone! precious.!
Human! jealousy! is! often! selfKfocused!
and! destructive! whereas! our!
Heavenly! Father’s! jealousy! is!
protective!and!constructive.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
—Sue!Edwards,!Daddy’s$Girls!
•

•

As! you! look! at! this! image,!
what! or! who! comes! to! mind?!
Explain.!!
!
Recount!a!specific!experience!
of! someone! being! jealous! of!
you?! What! was! that! like! for!
you?!Why?!

!
•

How!is!it!different!to!have!a!person!be!jealous!for$you?!Why?!
Do not worship any other god, for the LORD, whose name is
Jealous, is a jealous God. (Exodus 34:14)
This is what the LORD Almighty says: "I am very jealous for
Zion; I am burning with jealousy for her." (Zechariah 8:2)
I [the apostle Paul] am jealous for you with a godly
jealousy. I promised you to one husband, to Christ, so that
I might present you as a pure virgin to him. But I am afraid
that just as Eve was deceived by the serpent’s cunning,
your minds may somehow be led astray from your sincere
and pure devotion to Christ. (2 Corinthians 11:2-3)

•

How!would!you!feel!if!your!girlfriend!or!boyfriend!or!husband!or!wife!were!
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not!jealous!for!you?!
!
•

•

What!dangerous!or!unhealthy!influences!or!distractions!might!be!taking!you!
in! the! wrong! direction! or! competing! with! God! for! your! devotion! and!
attention?!How!might!God,!in!His!jealousy,!want!to!protect!you?!!
!
How!do!you!feel!about!God!being!jealous!for!you!and!fighting!for!your!heart?!

!
!

YOUR RESPONSE
God! is! a! romantic! at! heart,! and! he! has! his! own! bride! to! fight! for.! He! is! a!
jealous! lover,! and! his! jealousy! is! for! the! hearts! of! his! people! and! for! their!
freedom.!!!!—John!Eldredge,!Wild$at$Heart!
Remember! or! imagine! a! period! of! time! when! you! basically! ignored! God! and! gave!
your!attention!and!affections!elsewhere.!If!God!had!sent!you!a!text!message!at!that!
time,! what! might! He! have! said! about! His! feelings! of! being! jilted?! How! might! He!
encourage!you!to!come!back!to!Him?!Write!or!draw!a!picture!about!that.!
!
!

GOING DEEPER
Deuteronomy!4:24;!Nahum!1:2;!Zechariah!1:14;!Hosea!3:1!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter!3!

Through Time and Virtual
Realities via Images
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Images!have!the!power!to!take!us!places—all!kinds!of!places.!They!can!take!us!back!
into!the!past,!deep!into!the!present,!or!far!into!the!future.!They!can!take!us!to!virtual!
places! like! Pandora! in! Avatar! or! into! realities! within! our! own! stories! and! God’s!
stories.! Also,! because! each! person! may! respond! to! seeing! the! same! image!
differently,! they! may! well! find! themselves! in! a! very! different! place! from! someone!
else.!
For! example,! have! you! heard! about! the! new! psychiatric! disease! called! “PostK
Avatar!depression”?!It’s!not!listed!in!The$Diagnostic$and$Statistical$Manual$of$Mental$
Disorders,!but!many!people!reported!experiencing!depression!and!suicidal!thoughts!
after!watching!James!Cameron’s!visually!stunning!movie!depicting!the!wonderland!
called!Pandora!inhabited!by!the!blueKhued!native!Na’vi:!
!

When I woke up this morning after watching Avatar for the first time
yesterday, the world seemed . . . gray. It was like my whole life,
everything I’ve done and worked for, lost its meaning. I still don’t really
see any reason to keep . . . doing things at all. I live in a dying world.
—Ivar!
!
Ever since I went to see Avatar I have been depressed. Watching the wonderful
world of Pandora and all the Na’vi made me want to be one of them. I even
contemplate suicide thinking that if I do it, I will be rebirthed in a world similar
to Pandora [where] everything is the same as in Avatar.!!!
—Mike!
People! like! Ivar! and! Mike! emerged! from! their! imaginary! trip! to! Pandora! so!
disenchanted! with! the! dullness! of! their! real! lives! that! they! were! tempted! to! turn!
their! backs! on! reality—and! on! life! itself.! On! the! other! hand,! many! people! viewing!
Mel!Gibson’s!movie!The$Passion$of$the$Christ!emerged!more!awestruck!by!the!fleshK
andKblood! reality! of! Jesus’! crucifixion! than! they! had! ever! been! in! response! to! a!
sermon.!In!our!ministries,! a

simple way to start using images
is to ask, “When you view this image [or video],
where does it take you?” Then listen carefully to
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the responses. Most!likely!they!will!offer!clues!that!will!help!us!recognize!
where!they!are!in!their!journey!with!or!without!God.!!
!
!

Images That Transport Us to the Past
Can! you! remember! the! first! time!
something! you! saw! in! nature! stopped!
you! in! your! tracks! with! wonder?! That!
happened! to! me! [Ralph]! in! October!
1954.! I! was! only! four! years! old! and!
staying!with!my!grandmother.!I!vividly!
remember!staring!out!the!front!door!as!
hurricane!Hazel!screamed!through!our!
small! North! Carolina! town.! Hazel! was!
one! of! the! most! deadly! hurricanes! of!
the! twentieth! century.! The! sheer!
power! of! the! winds! and! pelting! rain! is!
still! etched! in! my! memory,! framed! in!
my!littleKboy!feelings!of!terror!and!awe.!
Do! you! remember! the! first! images!
you! saw! of! 9/11?! Planes! crashing,!
immense!
structures!
crumbling,!
gigantic! smoke! and! dust! clouds! billowing,! people! falling! to! their! deaths,! New!
Yorkers!fleeing!in!panic.!Will!those!images!ever!go!away?!Probably!not.!Images!like!
these!can!influence!our!thoughts!long!after!the!original!event.!!
Images! are! the! stuff! that! memories! are! made! of.! Images! captured! by! cameras!
and! cell! phones! link! in! our! minds! with! stories! that! help! us! remember! special! and!
significant!events.!But!think!about!this:!If

we could delete from our
minds all images that support our memories, what
would be left?!!Probably!not!much.!
Some!personal!memories!are!best!forgotten.!Images!of!past!abuse!can!reKwound!
us!as!they!haunt!our!dreams.!Our!dream!world!is!usually!an!image!that!bridges!the!
gap! between! the! past! and! the! present.! For! example,! many! soldiers! are! reK
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traumatized! by! recurring! nightmares! long! after! they! return! from! the! battlefield.!
These! images! are! actually! a! significant! factor! in! suicide! among! our! military.!
Sometimes! the! postKtraumatic! stress! expresses! itself! as! scenes! from! the! actual!
trauma;!then,!very!quickly,!the!dreams!seem!to!deal!with!the!dominant!emotion!the!
dreamer!experienced.!In!our!dreams,!we!search!for!a!way!to!“picture”!the!emotional!
concern!from!the!past!that!still!lies!unresolved!in!the!present.!So!instead!of!being!in!
a! battle,! as! an! alternative! to! the! former! horror! the! dreamer! may! now! find! himself!
overwhelmed!by!a!tidal!wave!or!swept!up!by!a!tornado.!
Beyond!memories!and!dreams,!our!spiritual!heritage!as!followers!of!Christ!also!
comes! packaged! in! images,! often!
in! tandem! with! words.! A! good!
word!image!in!Jesus’!day!was!the!
sower! and! the! seed! because! it!
connected! with! His! listeners’!
everyday! agrarian! lives.! The!
image! stirred! their! imaginations!
of!seeds!growing!in!various!types!
of! soil.! When! He! went! on! to!
embed! the! seed! image! in! a! story!
about!a!farmer,!people!could!see!
themselves! in! the! story! and! that!
helped! them! transfer! that! image!
into!spiritual!principles!for!their!own!growth.!
One! simple! example! of! the! power! of! images! (combined! with! story)! in! our!
spiritual!heritage!is!the!communion!table.!There!is!a!reason!that!we!use!real!bread!
and! real! wine! (or! juice)! in! a! real! cup! during! the! Lord’s! Supper.! The! very!
concreteness!of!these!elements!confronts!us!with!the!genuine,!historical!sacrifice!of!
Christ!for!our!sins!over!two!thousand!years!ago.!As!we!ingest!these!symbols!of!His!
body!and!blood,!we!cannot!help!but!remember!what!He!sacrificed!to!take!our!sins!
into! His! body! on! the! cross.! This! experience! reKimages! for! us! His! atonement!
stretching!out!of!the!past!into!our!present!need!for!forgiveness.!!
!
!
!
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Images That Ground Us in the Present
We!all!carry!images!in!our!heads.!But!we!don’t!just!carry!images!.!.!.!they!carry!us.!A!
growing! majority! of! us! gather! our! daily! news! primarily! through! viewing! images!
rather! than! through! reading! text.! It! is! primarily! through! images! that! we! both!
authenticate!and!preserve!significant!moments!of!each!day.!They!ground!us!in!what!
we!perceive!as!the!real!world,!even!if!they!are!carefully!selected!and!edited!before!
they!reach!us.!For!soldiers!deployed!half!a!world!away,!images!keep!their!children!
“present”! to! them.! Images! keep! grandparents! up! to! date! on! the! latest! Halloween!
costumes!and!developmental!stages!of!their!grandkids.!They!make!us!feel!in!touch!
from!a!distance!even!when!we!cannot!hug!them.!!
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
But!there!can!also!be!a!downside!to!the!omnipresence!of!images!in!our!broken!
world.!Sometimes!they!authenticate!and!preserve!moments!we!wish!we!had!never!
captured.!That!image!that!seemed!so!cute!when!we!posted!it!on!our!Facebook!page!
turns!off!a!prospective!employer,!for!example—or!gets!us!fired!from!our!current!job.!!
Another! particularly! disturbing! trend! is! called! sexting.! This! is! the! sharing! of!
sexually! explicit! messages! or! nude,! provocative! images! of! oneself! among!
adolescents,!teens,!and!even!adults,!often!distributed!through!their!mobile!phones.!
Gone!are!the!days!when!one!is!sent!to!the!principal’s!office!just!for!chewing!gum!in!
class.!Now!parents!and!educators!are!called!upon!to!explain!the!potential!dangers!of!
sexting,! such! as! compromising! or! ruining! your! reputation,! having! your! image! go!
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viral!for!everyone!to!see,!and!attracting!sex!offenders!and!pedophiles.!!Who

will
talk with this adolescent about the damage being
done to her soul, her still forming sense of
sexual identity, her ability to deal with shame,
and her response to temptation?! These!are!fundamental!matters!
of! spiritual! formation! that! the! world! of! exploitive! images! requires! us! to! step! into,!
whether!we!are!ready!or!not.!!
! But!wait!.!.!.!it!gets!worse.!Posting!an!
inappropriate! image! of! yourself! to! a! few!
friends! is! one! thing:! CyberKspying! and!
posting! inappropriate! images! of! others!
on! the! Internet! multiplies! the! sense! of!
lost!privacy,!devastation,!and!shame.!The!
story! of! Tyler! Clementi,! a! freshman! at!
Rutgers! University,! illustrates! this! dark!
side! of! social! media.! Tyler’s! roommate!
and! another! student! secretly! posted! live!
images! of! him! in! a! sexual! encounter.! A!
few!days!later!he!killed!himself.!!
This! tragedy! highlights! the! fact! that!
“a!lot!of!kids!are!using!digital!technology!
to!spy!on!each!other,”!according!to!Parry!
Aftab,! executive! director! of! WiredSafety.!
“It’s! the! weapon! of! choice! with! older!
teens! and! young! adults—spying! on!
someone! and! broadcasting! what! they’ve! learned.”1! ! ! Some! people! urge! us! not! to!
blame! the! technology.! They! emphasize! that! callous! human! indifference! and! the!
failure! to! consider! the! consequences! leads! to! these! harmful! uses! of! media.! Others!
warn! that! “youth! culture! and! media! culture! .! .! .! including! reality! shows! that! use!
hidden! cameras—[are]! desensitizing! young! people! to! the! hurtful! effects! of! their!
actions”! by! objectifying! people! and! distancing! them! from! compassionate!
connections.2!!!
This,!too,!is!a!matter!of!spiritual!formation.!What!might!Jesus!have!said!to!Tyler!
Clementi! between! his! betrayal! and! his! death?! What! might! Jesus! say! to! the! two!
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students! who! posted! the! images,! facing! both! a! trial! and! their! own! guilt?! ! Who

will
walk
this
generation
compassionately
through the ethics of media use and the soul
damage they endure—or perpetrate—when media
images are abused?! ! These! are! some! challenges! and! opportunities! we!
face!as!ministers!of!the!gospel!in!today’s!mediaKsaturated!world.!
!
!

Images That Form Our Future
Human! imagination! drives! human!
innovation.! We! imagine! our! steps!
forward,! adjust! to! avoid! obstacles,!
and! take! advantage! of! opportunities.!
We! imagine! a! future! different! from!
our! present! and! seek! to! make! it!
happen.! Imagine! your! next! vacation,!
job,! or! date.! Many! of! the! things! we!
envision!
for!
ourselves—our!
aspirations! and! goals—we! can! “see”!
as! images! of! the! future.! The! Bible! is!
full! of! visions! and! prophecies—
verbal!images!of!the!future.!For!seven!
decades,! God’s! people! exiled! to!
Babylon! clung! to! the! prophetic! images! of! their! return—a! straight! highway! in! the!
wilderness,!valleys!raised!up,!mountains!made!low,!rough!ground!leveled,!their!sons!
and!daughters!gathered!from!the!ends!of!the!earth!as!God!brought!them!home!(see!
Isaiah!40;!43).!These!images!of!the!future!kept!their!hope!alive.!
Jesus!was!a!master!at!giving!His!disciples!glimpses!of!the!future!both!to!motivate!
them!and!to!prepare!them!for!what!was!to!come.!As!you!read!these!words!from!one!
of!Jesus’!last!prayers,!pay!attention!to!whatever!images!come!to!your!mind:!$
My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will
believe in me through their message, that all of them may be one,
Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. May they also be in us
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so that the world may believe that you have sent me. I have given
them the glory that you gave me, that they may be one as we are one:
I in them and you in me. May they be brought to complete unity to let
the world know that you sent me and have loved them even as you
have loved me. Father, I want those you have given me to be with me
where I am, and to see my glory, the glory you have given me because
you loved me before the creation of the world. (John 17:20-24)

In!a!sense,!Jesus!invited!them!to!imagine!what!their!world!would!look!like!if!they!
faithfully! carried! out! His! great! commission—to! “make! disciples! of! all! nations”!
(Matthew!28:19).!!

Promises are another powerful form of imaging
the future. Biblical visions
and prophecies provide God’s
people with mental images of
the coming fulfillment of
God’s promises.! From! the! most!
mundane!promises!of!daily!life!(“You!can!have!
a! treat! when! you! finish! your! homework”)! to!
the!most!sacred!of!covenants!(“I!do”),!promises!
provide! the! foundation! for! our! relationships,!
cemented! with! trust.! Again,! as! you! read! the!
words! of! this! sacred! wedding! vow,! notice! the!
images!they!bring!to!the!eyes!of!your!heart:!
I, (name), take you (name), to be my
lawfully wedded (wife/husband),
to have and to hold, for better or for worse,
for richer or for poorer, in sickness and in health,
to love and to cherish from this day forward, until death do
us part.
One!of!the!most!powerful!gifts!we!can!give!those!we!minister!to!is!inviting!them!
to! trust! God’s! promises! in! their! present! for! the! ultimate! outKworking! of! His!
purposes!in!their!future.!!
!
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A Virtual World of Images
So images can take us into time—into the past, present, and future. They also
challenge us to take! a! fresh! look! at! reality—make! that! plural,! realities.! That! is!
because! we! all! live! in! simultaneous! realities! whether! we! are! aware! of! it! or! not.! A!
simple!photograph!invites!us!to!peek!into!something!that!was!real!in!another!place!
and!time—like!that!weathered!picture!of!your!greatKgrandparents!from!seventyKfive!
years!ago.!And!our!imaginations!can!take!us!into!places!that!we!can!never!!
experience—gliding!over!the!surface!of!
Pluto! or! diving! into! a! river! in! a! far! off!
galaxy.! Today! modern! technology! has!
opened! the! door! to! such! virtual$
realities.! What! do! we! mean! by! that!
oxymoron?! How! can! something! be!
nearly,!almost,!but!not!quite,!real?!!
Virtual!
reality!
began!
as!
computerized!
simulations.!
For!
example,! new! pilots! in! training! could!
practice! landing! a! virtual! airplane! in!
various! virtual! weather! conditions!
without! jeopardizing! the! lives! of! real!
passengers—or!themselves.!On!simulators,!teens!can!learn!to!drive!on!virtual!roads,!
seniors! can! brush! up! on! their! skills! behind! the! wheel,! and! medical! and! nursing!
students! can! practice! procedures! on! virtual! patients—all! without! endangering!
others.!Virtual!classrooms!and!meetings!make!it!possible!to!be!nearly!together!(but!
not! quite)! and! to! conduct! important! discussions! without! the! expense! and!
inconvenience! of! traveling.! We! can! even! improve! our! golf! swing! virtually!! The!
virtual! reality! of! online! education! provides! flexibility! in! learning! while! minimizing!
the!consequences!of!realKtime!mistakes.!What!a!wonderful!use!for!virtual!images!!
In!addition,!some!incredible!new!“worlds”!have!been!created!in!cyberspace.!At!
secondlife.com!you!can!create!an!avatar!of!yourself,!customizing!yourself!to!portray!
any!image!you!want.!You!can!enter!a!virtual!world!full!of!people,!places,!and!things!
to! do—all! online.! Your! avatar! can! converse! in! real! time! with! the! avatars! of! others!
visiting! the! site,! buy! products,! form! relationships,! get! married—even! have! virtual!
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Some people who become hooked by
endless hours spent in this virtual social world
say that their “second life” actually feels more
real to them than their first life in the flesh.!
sex! if! you! want! to.! !

Internet! sites! provide! many! places! and! chat! rooms! where! one! can! visit.! And! our!
younger! generation! has! grown! up! with! these! virtual! realities.! We! must! ask!
ourselves!what!lines!are!being!crossed!by!these!fantastic!innovations.!
The! gaming! industry! is! another! way!
people! are! influenced! by! images! as!
players! try! to! accomplish! some! goal—
capture! a! fortress,! eliminate! an! enemy,!
win! a! race,! buy! businesses,! and! so! forth.!
Popular! video! games! like! The! Legend! of!
Zelda,! SoulCalibur,! Halo,! Grand! Theft!
Auto,! and! even! Super! Mario! provide!
realms! you! can! spend! time! in,! almost! as!
though! you! are! living! there.! We! cannot!
yet! quantify! the! longKterm! impact! of!
interactive! engagement! with! virtual!
images.! But! it! is! safe! to! say! that! these!
games! do! impact! how! we! perceive! our!
abilities!and!our!influence!on!virtual!outcomes.!
The! nature! of! video! games! requires! interactive! responses.! Within! this! decade!
kids! will! have! access! to! holographic! interactive! games.! Beecher! Tuttle! reports,! “a!
group! of! scientists! from! the! University! of! Arizona! are! dangerously! close! to!
perfecting!a!technology!that!was!inspired!by!a!scene!from!the!classic!film!Star$Wars,!
where! R2D2! projects! a! threeKdimensional! holographic! image! of! Princess! Leia!
delivering!her!famous!plea.”3!!Imagine!sitting,!walking!around,!and!jumping!with!a!
headset! that! gives! you! the! ability! to! interact! with! lifeKsized! threeKdimensional!
images!from!a!360Kdegree!perspective!projected!in!holographic!form!right!in!front!
of!you!!That!Star$Wars!technology!is!right!around!the!corner.!Which!brings!us!back!
to! Avatar.! When! hundreds! of! viewers! realized! that! the! hope,! peace,! and! harmony!
shown!on!Pandora!could!never!actually!come!true!on!earth,!postKAvatar!depression!
spawned!support!groups—also!offered!virtually!4!!!
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Virtual! alternate! realities! can!
offer!simple,!harmless!entertainment.!
But! they! can! also! blur! the! lines! of!
God’s!
designed!
reality!
with!
technologyKgenerated! realms! or!
kingdoms.! These! new! places! that!
unfold! through! vivid! imagery! can! be!
irresistibly! alluring! to! many.!!

Virtual
reality
has
the
unintended
consequence
of
tricking
our
five
senses
into
questioning what is really true and real.!After!repeated!
use!of!the!virtual,!we!may!prefer!it!to!real!relationships!and!life.!This!is!certainly!one!
danger! of! feeding! on! the! virtual! “intimacy”! called! pornography:! the! prospect! of!
having!a!virtual!partner!to!escape!to!seems!to!excuse!us!from!dealing!positively!with!
a!real!partner!who!may!reject!us.!But!even!in!Avatar!there!is!a!reality!check.!One!of!
the!characters!sighs,!“Sooner!or!later!.!.!.!you!always!have!to!wake!up.”!!
One! of! God’s! desires! is! for! us! to! wake! up,! to! face! reality! rather! than! to! pursue!
“emptiness”!as!though!it!were!reality.!As!we!minister!to!those!caught!up!in!various!
virtual! realities,! the! wisdom! of! Scripture! can! be! very! helpful! in! sorting! out! the!
potential!emptiness!of!the!virtual!and!the!potential!power!of!the!real.!!
To teach the inexperienced the ropes and give our young people a
grasp on reality. (Proverbs 1:4, MSG)
This lover of emptiness, of nothing, is so out of touch with reality,
so far gone, that he can’t even look at what he’s doing, can’t even
look at the no-god stick of wood in his hand and say, “This is crazy.”
(Isaiah 44:20, MSG)
They’ve refused for so long to deal with God that they’ve lost touch
not only with God but with reality itself. (Ephesians 4:18, MSG)

!
Job! posed! an! intriguing! question! for! his! friends! when! he! was! frustrated! with!
them!during!his!very!real!pain:!
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Why are you working yourself up like this? Do you want the world
redesigned to suit you? Should REALITY be suspended to accommodate
you? (Job 18:4, MSG)

!

Virtual realities seem to redesign the world to
suit the desires of participants—a world where
pleasure is maximized and negative consequences
are minimized. They seem to offer an escape from
the pains of living life as if reality can be
suspended.! We! cannot! yet! determine! what! the! longKterm! impacts! will! be! on!
the!psyche!of!someone!who!devotes!countless!hours!to!computer!games,!engaging!
others! in! combat,! racing,! shopping,! sex,! and! so! on.! Will! threeKdimensional!
interactive! virtual! reality! become! the! great! anesthetic! of! our! society?! Or! will! it!
empower!people!to!develop!society!in!positive!ways!for!the!glory!of!God?!Our!hope!
is! that! we! will! find! creative! ways! to! use! images,! combined! with! relationships! and!
guided! reflection,! to! invite! people! into! the! real! Kingdom! of! God.! After! all,! His!
Kingdom! will! supersede! and! swallow! up! all! other! realities! and! kingdoms,! just! as!
Jesus!said!in!His!day:!
Steep yourself in GOD-REALITY, God-initiative, God-provisions. You’ll
find all your everyday human concerns will be met. (Luke 12:31, MSG)

!

Images That Open Our Hearts
In chapter 2 we explored what images can
do in our everyday, real lives. Used
effectively in our ministries,! images! can!
begin! to! connect! the! past! to! the! present! in!
our! emotional! realities! in! ways! that! words!
alone! can! rarely! accomplish.! In! one! Bible!
study! I! [Judy]! was! launching,! I! handed! the!
women!copies!of!a!new,!imageKbased!study!
book5!we!would!be!using!and!asked!them!to!
flip! through! the! pages! until! their! hearts!
stopped!them!on!any!of!the!images.!!
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A! mature! woman! ministry! leader! sat! silently,! a! tear! trickling! down! her! cheek.!
When!it!was!her!turn!to!share,!she!whispered,!“This!image!was!me!forty!years!ago.!
Bullied,!ashamed.!I!learned!never!to!stand!out!!.!.!.!never!to!be!noticed.!I!guess!I!still!
struggle! with! that.”! I! cannot! imagine! any!
question! I! could! have! asked! that! would! have!
gotten! to! this! place! in! her! emotional! reality—
but!the!image!did!it!instantly.!!
In!another!group!of!eight!young!women!in!
their! twenties,! I! tried! the! same! approach.! I!
handed!each!a!copy!of!another!study!book6!and!
invited! them! to! select! one! image! that! they!
connected! with.! All! except! one! of! them!
“randomly”!identified!with!the!same!image!.!.!.!
and!then!went!on!to!explain!in!great!detail!why!
their! lives! felt! so! fragmented.! Again,! had! I!
simply!asked,!“How!does!your!life!feel!to!you?”!
I! doubt! that! any! of! them! would! have! come! up!
with! the! word! “fragmented.”! Yet! this! image!
opened! doors! into! their! emotional! realities! on! our! very! first! meeting! that! might!
have!taken!many!weeks!to!approach!without!the!power!of!images.!!
And!do!not!miss!the!fact!that!these!issues!are!the!stuff!that!spiritual!formation!is!
made!of—issues!of!our!true!identity,!our!unresolved!wounding,!our!hesitancy!to!live!
out! of! our! true! self,! our! struggle! to! live! with! integrity! instead! of! being! one! person!
today!and!another!tomorrow.!What!an!opportunity!to!explore!with!people!the!truth!
that!in!God:$
All the broken and dislocated pieces of the universe—people and
things, animals and atoms—get properly fixed and fit together in
vibrant harmonies . . . [and that] Christ brought you over to God’s
side and put your lives together, whole and holy in his presence.
(Colossians 1:20, 22, MSG)

!
The!lives!of!so!many!people!we!minister!to!are!anything!but!“whole!and!holy.”!
Before!you!read!the!next!paragraph,!take!at!least!a!minute!to!gaze!at!this!image.!It!
addresses! an! alarming! and! growing! social! trend! in! a! deeply! emotional! manner.! As!
you!gaze,!notice!the!thoughts!and!feelings!that!come!to!you.!!
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!
For! a! growing! number! of! people! in! our!
culture,! selfKinjury! (especially! cutting)!
provides! a! temporary! way! to! escape! from!
their!painful!emotional!realities.!While!cutters!
come! from! every! age,! gender,! and! economic!
group,! the! majority! are! women! between!
thirteen! and! thirty! years! old.! Ask! almost! any!
high! schooler! or! twentysomething,! and! they!
could! probably! name! friends! who! are! cutting!
or!abusing!themselves.!If!we!assume!these!are!
suicide!attempts,!we!may!miss!the!underlying!
emotional!realities!that!could!be!brought!into!
the!light!for!Jesus—and!the!community!of!His!
followers—to!
address.!
Consider!
the!
conclusions! of! one! counseling! service! in!
Denver!on!this!issue:!
!
People!who!injure!themselves!are!experiencing!overwhelming!feelings,!like!
extreme! anxiety! or! tension,! and! in! the! moment! selfKinjury! may! seem! to!
provide! a! feeling! of! escape! or! relief.! Some! people! also! experience!
“depersonalization,”!which!is!when!a!person!doesn’t!feel!real,!or!feels!she!is!
outside!of!her!body!watching!herself.!People!who!feel!this!way!might!cut!or!
harm! themselves! to! help! themselves! feel! “real”! again.! Others! cut! or! injure!
themselves!as!a!way!of!punishing!themselves.!Many!people!who!selfKinjure!
have! a! history! of! physical,! emotional! or! sexual! abuse,! and! have! a! sense! of!
shame!about!themselves.7!!
Of!course,!it!is!beyond!the!scope!of!this!book!to!suggest!strategies!to!help!
people! stop! cutting.! But! as! ministry! leaders! and! parents,! we! need! to!
become!aware!of!the!underlying!emotional!and!perhaps!spiritual!struggles!
in!those!God!brings!to!us.!Using!an!image!like!this!one!can!help!you!initiate!
a!conversation!that!may!lead!to!a!process!of!healing.!!
One! of! the! most! amazing! moments! is! when! our! story! or! the! story! of!
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someone! we! are! helping! moves! into! God’s! story—and! into! a! deeper!
relationship! with! Him.! Who! knows! what! God! may! use! to! break! through! with!
His!reality!into!the!lives!of!those!around!us?!Our!individualistic,!secular!culture!
perpetuates!the!lie!that!my!story!is!the!only!story!that!matters.!It!whispers!that!
my! story! is! nothing! but! a! random! sound! byte! in! time,! hardly! connected! at! all!

Jesus
routinely tapped into the power of stories
(parables) and images (wheat fields, sunsets,
wedding celebrations, feasts) to show harassed
and helpless people how their ordinary stories
were connected to the outrageously grand story
of God’s very real Kingdom in their midst. ! ! We! are!
with! the! grand! megaKstory! God! is! writing! for! His! creation.! !

tasked!with!following!His!example.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

Images!have!the!power!to!take!us!into!the!past,!the!present,!and!the!future.!!
!

•

•

•

The! omnipresence! of! exploitive! images! and! virtual! realities! requires! us! to!
walk! with! others! as! they! wrestle! with! the! ethics! of! media! use! and! the! soul!
damage!they!endure!or!inflict!when!media!images!are!abused.!!
!
Images! can! open! the! door! into! our! emotional! realities! in! ways! that! words!
alone!can!rarely!accomplish.!
!
Jesus!used!images!and!stories!to!help!people!connect!their!individual!stories!
with!God’s!megaKstory.!!

!
!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

What!image(s)!(such!as!a!memory,!nightmare,!or!something!you!posted)!has!
haunted!you?!What!image(s)!(such!as!a!promise,!prophecy,!or!creative!idea)!
motivates!you?!Why!do!you!think!they!have!impacted!you!so!strongly?!!
!

•

•

Think!of!a!young!person!(real!or!hypothetical)!engaged!in!sexting!or!cyberK
spying.!If!you!could!come!alongside!him!or!her,!what!are!several!things!you!
would!hope!to!discuss?!
!
What! experience! do! you! have! with! virtual! realities?! How! might! this!
exposure!affect!your!spiritual!life!and!growth?!!!
!

•

How!might!your!experience!help!you!minister!to!others!dealing!with!virtual!
realities?!
!

!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
BLAMING! .! .! .! making! it! your! fault!
that! my! life! isn’t! perfect! to! avoid!
admitting! my! own! mistakes! or!
weaknesses.!
•

•

What! blame! has! been! dumped!
on!you!that!you!didn’t!deserve?!
!
When!have!you!seen!somebody!
step! up! and! take! responsibility!
instead! of! whining,! “You’re!
always!blaming!me!”?!
!
!

REFLECTING
The man said, “The woman you
put here with me—she gave me
some fruit from the tree, and I
ate it.”
Then the LORD God said to the
woman, “What is this you have
done?”
The woman said, “The serpent deceived me, and I ate.”

(Genesis

3:12-13)!!

!
Trace!the!blame!trail!in!Genesis.!Adam!blamed!his!sin!on!___________.!Eve!blamed!it!on!
___________.!What!about!us?!Why!do!we!blame!others!for!what’s!really!our!fault?!
!
• How!can!you!relate!to!Adam!and!Eve?!Who!have!you!blamed!.!.!.!for!what!.!.!.!
and!why?!!
!
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These men are grumblers and faultfinders; they follow their own evil desires; they
boast about themselves and flatter others for their own advantage. (Jude 16)
Two other men, both criminals, were also led out with him to be
executed. When they came to the place called the Skull, there
they crucified him, along with the criminals—one on his right,
the other on his left. Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they
do not know what they are doing.” And they divided up his
clothes by casting lots. (Luke 23:32-34)!

!
Jesus! was! the! only! completely! blameless! person! who! ever! lived.! And! even!
though!we!don’t!deserve!it!He!took!our!blame!to!the!cross,!choosing!to!offer!us!grace!
and! forgiveness.! Is! there! anyone! you! need! to! apologize! to! or! offer! grace! and!
forgiveness!to?!
!
!

REALITY
•

I!feel!like!blame!is!being!placed!on!me!that!is!not!mine!to!bear.!
!

•
•

•

I!feel!out!of!sorts,!and!I!completely!blame!them.!
!
I’m!also!not!sure!how!I!feel!about!not!having!anyone!to!blame!my!ditziness!
on!anymore.!
!
Other!.!.!.!

What!is!the!reasoning/feeling!behind!the!statement!you!checked!or!wrote?!
!
!
Now!consider!and!write!down!your!answer!to!the!following:!!
“Instead!of!blaming!you!for!my!mistakes,!I’ll!ask!God!to!help!me!.!.!.”!
!
!
!

This$exercise$was$adapted$from$the$CONNECT$series,$
$“RELATIONSHIPS:$Bringing$Jesus$into$My$World”$Bible$study$available$at:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html$
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Chapter!4!

Reaching a Generation
Shaped by Images
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Rewind! briefly! to! Brandon’s! story! in! chapter! 1.! A! picture! of! a! forlorn! teddy! bear!
lying! on! a! cobblestone! street! triggered! his! unresolved! feelings! of! abandonment!
since! his! parents! divorced.! “That’s! me,”! he! sighed.! But! when! we! showed! the! same!
picture!to!Bob!(in!his!late!fifties)!and!asked,!“How!can!you!relate!to!this!image?”!Bob!
said! matterKofKfactly,! “Somebody! lost! a! teddy! bear.”! Neither! Bob’s! background! nor!
the! way! he! was! socialized! led! him! to! interpret! and! personalize! the! image! the! way!
Brandon! did.! The! divorce! rate! for! his! generation! was! not! nearly! as! high! as!
Brandon’s,!nor!was!he!accustomed!to!approaching!images!in!this!way.!!
We! noticed! the! same! thing! at! a! recent! ministry! training! forum.! PosterKsized!
images! related! to! our! topics! covered! the! walls.! When! we! asked! the! group! (ages!
twentyKfour!to!sixtyKfive)!what!they!saw!in!the!images,!those!over!fifty!didn’t!have!
much!to!say,!while!those!under!thirtyKfive!could!have!talked!for!hours.!For!many!of!
us! at! any! age,! the! right! image! evokes! our! own! stories.! But! for! our! younger!
generation!it!just!comes!much!more!naturally.!Why!is!that?!
Perhaps!because!things!are!changing,!it!is!vital!that!we—recognizing!the!power!
and!pervasiveness!of!images—retool!our!ministry!approach!accordingly.!Most!of!us!
in!ministry!gravely!underestimate!the!power!and!impact!to!the!younger!generation!
of! the! massive! cultural! changes! shaping! their! socialization,! especially! changes!
brought! by! postKmodernism,! sexual! freedom,! multiculturalism,! and! spiritual!
pluralism.!These!currents!of!change!in!our!cultural!landscape!are!monumental—not!
subtle—and!they!influence!our!spiritual!journeys.!We!need!to!be!equipped!to!bring!
the!gospel!of!Jesus!to!bear!on!these!realities.!
!
!
!

Jesus on Change
After! His! death! and! resurrection,! Jesus! appeared! to! Peter! and! some! of! the! other!
disciples! early! one! morning! beside! the! Sea! of! Tiberius! after! a! frustrating! and!
fruitless!night!of!fishing:!
Then [Jesus] said, “Throw out your net on the right-hand side of the
boat, and you’ll get [plenty of fish]!” So they did, and they couldn’t
haul in the net because there were so many fish in it. (John 21:6,
NLT)
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Why weren’t the disciples catching any fish? They certainly had all the vision,
motivation, and skills necessary; they were fully equipped and had a long track
record of successful catches. Only Jesus recognized the change. It was quite
simple: The fish had moved! We’re not told why. But until the disciples realized
that the fish had moved and adjusted their fishing strategies accordingly, their nets
would remain empty.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

By way of analogy, the Holy Spirit is awakening
many twenty-first century “fishers of men” in His
Body to the sobering reality that, in our day, the
fish are moving! Those we minister to—especially
young adults—are changing in fundamental ways and
at such an unprecedented and exponential rate that
it deserves to be called a paradigm shift.! While! many!
factors!are!at!play,!the!imageKsaturated!media!is!making!a!significant!impact.!So!just!
as! Peter! adjusted! his! fishing! techniques! in! response! to! the! movement! of! the! fish,!
consider! that! perhaps! the

Lord is calling us to adapt our
lives and ministries if we are to meet the younger
generations with the gospel where they are now.$
Where!have!social,!cultural,!and!spiritual!currents!swept!them?!!
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Four Shaping Questions!
Those of us who grew up in the fifties and sixties did not have the vast exposure
to the media available today. We were socialized by the two influences we spent
the most time with: family and school (with church playing a distant third). We
learned to fit into society by conforming to the norms, customs, and values we
saw in our parents, teachers, and peers. However, according to a Kaiser Family
Institute study, today’s teenagers spend more time engaging with various media
than they spend receiving classroom instruction—fifty-three hours per week.1
Now images—supposedly portraying societal norms—are having a deeper impact
than ever before. These images impact how a teenager views his world and makes
decisions, as well as what decisions he makes.
Within! every! generation! and! society,! at! least! four! developmental! questions!
shape!a!young!person’s!socialization:!!
1. How!can!I!know!what!is!true!and!false,!right!and!wrong?!!
2. Who!can!I!trust?!!
3. Who!am!I?!!
4. What!(or!Who)!is!beyond?!Is!there!a!God!or!not?!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!!!!!!!Most! likely,! images! will! shape! how! people! (especially! young! people)! answer!
these!fundamental!human!questions!in!ways!they!don’t!even!realize.!While!no!two!
individuals! have! the! same! life! journeys,! we! will! look! at! four! commonalities! that!
describe!the!central!tendencies!in!this!age!group.!Whether!you!see!yourself!in!these!
trends! or! not,! you! will! likely! see! them! reflected! in! the! lives! of! many! in! this! age!
group.!!
!
!

Learning and Thinking
The!first!and!most!obvious!shift!has!been!from!text!to!visual!and!oral!learning.!We!
realize! that! individuals! have! different! learning! preferences,! but! do! we! also! realize!
how! much! our! generational! culture! influences! how! we! learn! and! think?! As!
discussed! in! chapter! 2,! those! born! before! 1975! were! primarily! educated! through!
written!means!with!a!lot!of!text.!Reading!printed!words!strung!across!a!page!trained!
them! to! reason! in! a! linear,! sequential! way.! Mastery! was! a! high! value,! so! they!
accepted! the! claims! of! “experts”! as! truth! and! measured! learning! by! what! they!
“knew.”!They!were!also!suspicious!of!thinking!based!on!emotional!reasoning!.!.!.!and!
they!still!are.!
On!the!other!hand,!those!born!after!1975!have!been!socialized!primarily!through!
millions! of! images.! Even! though!
they! can! read,! images! rather! than!
words! are! central! to! how! they!
prefer! to! learn.! They

are no
longer
word-centric;
in many ways they are
word-phobic.
They
tend to view words
and
reading
as
significantly
less
important than seeing
and experiencing.! Many!
educational! systems! accommodate!
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these! tendencies! by! creating! nonKtextbookKbased! environments,! dominated! by!
images!and!experiential!learning.!!
The! younger! generations! also! prefer! the! nuances! of! story! to! formulas! and!
principles.! Their! patterns! of! reasoning! are! more! mosaic! and! nonKsequential,! no!
doubt!influenced!by!the!countless!sound!bytes!and!various!camera!angles!they!have!
seen.! This! shift! impacts! how! they! reason,! make! decisions,! are! best! persuaded,! and!
how!they!form!convictions.!The

best learning environments for
them are experiential—blending images and stories
with text, all delivered interactively and in ways
that honor the logic of emotions more than the
logic of intellect.
The younger generation is more tolerant of gray
areas, ambiguity, mystery, contradiction, and
paradox.!While!younger!believers!may!hold!to!the!truth!of!the!Bible,!they!aren’t!
as!driven!to!accept!something!as!“right”!just!because!an!older!authority!says!it!is!so.!
Although!this!may!change!our!starting!points,!it!does!not!diminish!our!hope!to!lead!
them!into!the!clear!truths!of!Scripture!as!God’s!authoritative!Word.!
Driving! the! move! to! audioKvisual!
learning! has! been! the! pervasiveness!
of! technology.! Technology! has!
become! central! to! the! younger!
generation’s!
learning,!
communication! and! socialization,!
and! the! formation! of! their! identities.!
They! are! masters! of! multiKtasking,!
often! using! several! technologies! at!
once.! But! this! shift! from! sustained,!
deep! attention! to! powerKbrowsing!
may! have! pros! and! cons! when! it!
comes! to! learning! and! thinking.!
According! to! Jordan! Grafman! at! the!
National! Institute! of! Neurological!
Disorders!and!Stroke:!
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The!constant!shifting!of!our!attention!when!we’re!online!may!make!our!
brains! more! nimble! when! it! comes! to! multitasking,! but! improving! our!
ability! to! multitask! actually! hampers! our! ability! to! think! deeply! and!
creatively.!The!more!you!multitask,!the!less!deliberative!you!become;!the!
less!able!to!think!and!reason!out!a!problem.2!

Nicholas Carr warns that the intensive multi-taskers among us are in danger of
becoming “suckers for irrelevancy,” highly distractible and less able to
concentrate. In particular he fears that we are losing the capacity for “calm, linear
thought—[which] we use in traversing a lengthy narrative or an involved
argument, [and which] we draw on when we reflect on our experiences or
contemplate an outward or inward phenomenon.”3
Because! technology! throws! life! at! us! in! millions! of! fragmented! pieces,! it’s! no!
wonder! that! we! struggle! to! form! an! integrated,! cohesive! view! of! life.! Young

adults pick up pieces of their worldview from many
directions but then lack an overall framework to
integrate them. Usually!they!don’t!believe!any!framework!exists!that!can!
integrate! the! fragments.! Life! feels! random!
and!meaningless.!
In! my! ministry,! I! (Dennis)! have! had! to!
learn! to! change! my! lead! foot! to!
accommodate!young!adults.!Normally!I!like!
to! create! conceptual! content,! organize! it,!
and! then! explain! these! ideas! using! many!
words.!This!fits!with!my!strengths!and!past!
training.! I! used! to! focus! on! how! I! should!
deliver!the!goods!to!those!I!thought!needed!
them.! I! feared! that! allocating! time! for! my!
audience!to!reflect,!discuss,!and!experience!
things!would!detract!from!all!the!great!stuff!
I!could!share!with!words.!
I! would! lead! people! through! a! logical,!
sequential,! 1K2K3! process,! assuming! that! if!
they! grasped! truth! they! would! naturally!
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make! applications! in! steps! of! obedience.! Facts! and! faith! dominated! my! message,!
with! feelings! and! my! own! vulnerability! staying! on! the! sidelines.! I! mistakenly!
believed!that!if!I!got!to!their!minds,!their!hearts!and!behaviors!would!follow.!
Now,! that’s! all! changed.! My! initial! goal! with! those! God! brings! my! way! isn’t!
getting! them! to! listen! to! me,! but! helping! me! really! listen! to! them.! I! use! a! blend! of!
images,!stories,!and!openKended!questions!to!gain!trusted!access!to!their!emotions!
and!fragments!of!their!life!stories.!I!have!found!that!dialoging!with!them!as!a!flawed,!
fellow!journeyer!is!the!best!way!to!engage!their!hearts!on!the!way!to!their!minds.!!
!
!

Relating Socially
Another!important!shift!is!from!intact!families!to!widespread!relational!brokenness.!
Child!Development!101!teaches!us!that!a!child!learns!to!relate!socially!by!observing!
how! her! family! relates,! especially! her! parents,! and! interacting! with! them.! If! the!
family!is!essentially!functional!and!remains!together,!she!is!more!likely!to!grow!into!
an!adult!who!can!trust!others,!make!commitments,!and!communicate!her!heart.!But!
if!her!family!is!abusive,!highly!dysfunctional,!and/or!dissolved!through!divorce,!she!
will!likely!struggle!throughout!her!life!to!form!healthy!relationships.!!
Many!in!the!older!generations!
grew!up!in!intact!families.!Even!if!
our! families! were! dysfunctional,!
they!
generally!
remained!
together.! Many! in! younger!
generations,! however,! have!
experienced! the! breakup! of!
families—their! own! or! their!
friends’.! Among! our! younger!
generation’s! losses,! probably!
none! is! more! damaging! than! the!
loss! of! stable,! twoKparent!

Since 1970
the number of divorced people has quadrupled to
18.3 million. Currently more than 40 percent of
households.! !
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American children live in single-parent homes,
many created by divorce.!When!you!factor!in!the!trauma!of!abuse—
statistically! more! likely! to! happen! at! the! hands! of! a! family! member! than! a!
stranger—you!understand!why!so!many!young!people!struggle!with!relationships.!
In! the! book! Prozac$ Nation¸! author! Elizabeth! Wurtzel! describes! the! affect! her!
parents’!divorce!had!on!her!life.!Telling!each!new!therapist!her!story,!she!received!
the!standard!response,!“No!wonder!you’re!so!depressed.”!But!Wurtzel!felt!that!these!
therapists!were!missing!something:!!
They! react! as! if! my! family! situation! was! particularly! alarming! and!
troublesome,!as!opposed!to!what!it!actually!is!in!this!day!and!age:!perfectly!
normal.! I! mean,! I! think! about! my! development! and! I! feel! like! a! Census!
Bureau! statistic! or! some! sort! of! case! study! on! the! changing! nature! of! the!
American! family! in! the! late! twentieth! century.! My! parents! are! divorced,! I!
grew!up!in!a!femaleKheaded!household,!my!mother!was!always!unemployed!
or! marginally! employed,! my! father! was! always! uninvolved! or! marginally!
involved! in! my! life.! There! was! never! enough! money! for! anything,! my! mom!
had!to!sue!my!dad!for!unpaid!child!support!and!unpaid!medical!bills,!my!dad!
eventually!disappeared.!But!all!this!information!is!no!more!outstanding!than!
the!plot!of!an!Ann!Beattie!novel.!Or!maybe!it’s!not!even!that!interesting.4!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Of! course! divorce! existed! before! the! seventies.! But! it! did! not! form! the! socially!
destructive!metaKnarrative!of!an!entire!generation!as!it!has!for!young!adults.!Older!
generations!had!Andy!Griffith!and!the!Cleavers!as!their!media!role!models;!today!we!
have! “Two! and! a! Half! Men”! and! “Family! Guy”! to! point! the! way.! No! wonder! many!
seriously!doubt!whether!a!happy,!enduring!marriage!and!family!life!is!even!possible.!!

Their relational wounding leaves them with a sense
of absence, rejection, abandonment, distrust, and
shame, and it presents significant challenges to
their emotional and spiritual growth.! They! need! to! see!
models! and! find! genuine! hope! that! they! can! establish! stable! families! of! their! own.!
Many! feel! powerless! to! change! themselves! or! their! painful! life! realities.! While! the!
secular!culture!may!“empower”!them!in!practical!ways,!the!Body!of!Christ!can!help!
them!experience!true!healing!in!biblical!ways.!!
A! shift! from! trust! to! distrust! also! affects! relationships,! as! emerging! adults!
struggle! to! answer! the! second! core! developmental! question:! Who! can! I! trust?! Or!
perhaps!more!in!keeping!with!their!emotional!reasoning:!Who!should!I!care!about?!
After!all,!trusting!and!caring!are!at!the!heart!of!all!good!relationships—with!people!
and!with!God.!As!mentioned,!older!generations!enjoyed!the!security!and!structure!of!
intact! families,! as! well! as! support! from! social! and! community! institutions! such! as!
churches! and! government.! Their! limited! exposure! to! media! made! them! less! aware!
of! danger! locally! or! worldwide,! so! they! tended! to! believe! that! authorities,!
institutions,! and! people! (even! strangers)! could! be! trusted.! Pastors! and! priests,!
teachers!and!coaches,!neighbors!and!police,!politicians!and!presidents!were!deemed!
safe!and!trustworthy!people,!by!and!large.!!
Not! so! among! the! younger! generation.! Many! have! experienced! abuse,!
abandonment,!and!social!dislocation—from!the!family!to!the!whole!of!society.!They!
have! been! deluged! with! exposure! to! all! that! is! wrong,! evil,! and! dangerous! in! the!
world.! The! rise! in! safety! concerns! has! led! to! a! generation! of! highly! protective—
arguably! overKprotective—parents! whose! highest! values! include! minimizing! risk!
and! preventing! failure! in! their! children.! For! example,! the! percentage! of! children!
allowed! to! ride! their! bicycles! to! school! has! plummeted! from! 87! percent! to! 13!
percent!since!1975.!Of!course!there!are!real!dangers!out!there.!But!more!and!more,!

the world portrayed in our media and images warns
young people to protect themselves more than it
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encourages them to trust. The foundation for trust
has
eroded,
replaced
by
growing
levels
of
disillusionment and betrayal. And!without!trust,!relationships!do!
not!operate!in!a!healthy!manner,!leaving!people!isolated!and!fearful.!!
Dr.! Jean! Twenge! summarizes! what! these! trends! tell! us! about! the! younger!
generation:!
In!2000,!64%!of!18K24KyearKolds!said!that!most!people!are!“just!looking!out!
for!themselves”!rather!than!“try[ing]!to!be!helpful,”!and!53%!said!that!most!
people!“would!try!to!take!advantage!of!you!if!they!got!a!chance.”!.!.!.!GenMe!
trusts! no! one,! suggesting! a! culture! growing! ever! more! toward!
disconnection!and!away!from!close!communities.!Trust!no!one!and!rely!on!
yourself! is! a! selfKfulfilling! prophecy! in! an! individualistic! world! where! the!
prevailing!sentiment!is!“Do!unto!others!before!they!do!it!to!you.”5!

How does one reach out to a generation that is
so suspicious of everyone’s motives? How do people
with few deep connections to anyone find their way
in the world?
Images! are! part! of! the! problem.! For! example,! many! popular! interactive! games!
reduce! play! and! relating! down! to! maiming,! killing,! and! conquering—the! dynamics!
of! destructive! power.! Perhaps! the! documented! decline! in! empathy! among! the!
younger!generation!(down!40!percent!since!2000)6!!and!the!rise!in!selfKabsorption!!
can! be! partially! explained! because!
the! media! enables! people! to! connect!

By using
social media, we can
live
vicariously
rather than face-toface,
and
we
can
negotiate
without
needing
to
trust
anybody.
from! a! distance.! !
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In!reality!these!are!spiritual!issues,!because!trusting!God!(and!others)!is!at!the!
heart! of! true! transformation.! When! working! with! young! adults,! it’s! important! that!
we!are!safe,!trustworthy!friends!to!them.!We!can’t!be!shocked!and!frightened!by!the!
brokenness!in!their!lives,!but!instead!we!need!to!offer!them!genuine!hope,!even!as!
we!model!how!Christians!deal!with!conflict!and!wounding!in!our!own!lives.!!
!

Forming Their Identity
At! a! recent! training! event,! young! people! were! asked! to! look! through! The$ New$ Me!
(Not! Currently! Available)! and! pick! an! image! that! represents! how! they! usually! feel!
about!themselves.!The!following!are!the!top!three!images!they!chose.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!!!!!!!Take! in! these! images! for! a! few! minutes! and! then! consider,! with! these! starting!
points,!where!would!your!dialogue!begin?!
Answering! the! third! core! developmental! question,! “Who! am! I?”! begins! at! the!
moment!of!one’s!birth!and!continues!for!a!lifetime.!It!includes:!
•

clarifying!one’s!gender!identity,!ethnicity,!and!nationality!

•

growing!into!one’s!personality,!giftedness,!vocation,!and!calling!

•

resisting! the! temptation! to! be! defined! or! labeled! by! one’s! false! self,!
handicaps!or!addictions,!failures!or!successes,!friends!or!family!

!
Forming!personal!identity!is!something!we!all!do,!usually!by!our!midKtwenties.!
Perhaps!no!developmental!task!is!more!lifeKdefining!than!determining!who!we!are.!

It is critical for
believers to view themselves as people created in
the image of God to reflect
His glory in a broken world.!
But! it! can! also! be! difficult! and! daunting.!

As!today’s!younger!generation!!
grapples! with! the! “Who! am! I?”! question,! at!
least!two!trends!stand!out!that!are!significantly!
undermining! their! journey! toward! a! healthy!
selfKidentity:!sexualization!and!shame.!
Sex! has! been! around! in! every! generation,!
and!
parents!
lament!
the!
sexual!
experimentation! of! their! children.! However,!
sexualization! is! happening! at! an! earlier! age!
than! ever! before.! Young

people are
inundated with overt sexual
messages,
turning
what
should
be
non-sexual
relationships or experiences
into sexual ones.! Fashions! and!
movies! aimed! at! young! audiences! are! getting! sexier! all! the! time.! ElementaryKaged!
cheerleaders!are!told!to!“shake!your!booty”—and!then!get!kicked!off!the!squad!for!
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complaining! that! they! feel! uncomfortable.! Thirty! percent! of! seventeenKyearKolds!
have! received! a! nude! or! nearly! nude! image! on! their! cell! phones.7! Exposure! to!
pornography! is! just! a! click! away! for! them—and! that! doesn’t! even! touch! on! the!
trauma!inflicted!on!the!children!used!to!produce!child!porn.!Images!like!these!speak!
into! young! adults’! hearts,! trying! to! tell! them! who! they! are—or! should! be.! ! For

many, protecting one’s innocence, purity, and
virginity until an appropriate age has become
something to be ashamed of
rather than proud of.
Establishing! one’s! gender! identity! used! to!
be! relatively! simple—a! done! deal! as! soon! as!
the! doctor! exclaimed,! “It’s! a! boy!”! or! “It’s! a!
girl!”!But!today!there!is!an!epidemic!of!gender!
confusion!and!struggles!with!sexual!preference.!
The! mainstream! media! increasingly! portrays!
homosexuality,! bisexuality,! and! transgender!
lifestyles! as! valueKneutral! options.! For! some,!
tolerance! for! diversity! is! giving! way! to!
preferences! for! sameKsex! romance.! These!
changes! deeply! impact! how! the! younger!
generations! form! healthy! genderKidentity,! and!
they! challenge! our! notions! of! spiritual! growth.!!

With only one out of two
hundred young adults (ages
eighteen to twenty-three) holding a biblical
worldview8, very few ever hear the voice of
Scripture speak into their sexual identity or
behavior in any persuasive way.
In! the! midst! of! all! this! sexualization! there! has! also! been! a! shift! from! guilt! to!
shame.! To! illustrate,! those! of! us! born! before! 1975! lived! in! a! time! dominated! by!
social!norms!and!socially!or!religiously!constructed!“do’s!and!don’ts.”!We!knew!how!
we! “ought! to”! behave! and! were! expected! to! follow! the! rules.! We! were! “taught”! to!
feel!guilty!when!we!broke!a!rule!or!did!something!we!knew!we!shouldn’t!do.!For!us,!
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guilt!is!that!inner!critical!voice!saying,!“I!have!done!something!wrong.”!
Today’s! younger! generations! grow! up! with! fewer! rules! and! laxer! standards.!
They!feel!entitled!to!choose!the!norms!they!are!comfortable!with!and!ignore!those!
they! don’t! like.! They! feel! less! guilty! over! doing! things! that! induced! guilt! in! older!
generations,!often!not!believing!they’ve!done!anything!wrong!until!they!are!caught.!
While!they!still!feel!guilt!sometimes,!they!are!much!more!likely!to!experience!their!
own! brokenness! through! the! lens! of! shame—freely! admitting! to! feeling! worthless,!
dirty,! inadequate,! or! hopelessly! flawed.! ! For

them, shame is that
inner critical voice saying, “It’s not about what
I have done. It’s who I am. I am wrong—flawed,
hopeless.”!Shame!(more!than!guilt)!brings!them!in!touch!with!the!depravity!of!
man.!“Good”!shame,!when!it!is!healthy!and!redemptive,!invites!us!to!own!our!sinful,!
fallen!natures!and!trust!God!for!His!solution.!!
•

Do!you!think!shame!is!healthy!or!unhealthy?!!

•

Imagine!if!God!had!not!given!us!the!capacity!to!feel!guilt!and!shame.!Do!you!
think!we!would!be!better!off,!or!worse?!!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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But!there!is!also!such!a!thing!as!“bad”!shame!.!.!.!shame!so!dark!and!toxic!that!it!
becomes!the!foundation!of!our!identity!and!the!overarching!metaphor!that!we!allow!
to! define! us.! Thus! we! have! Brandon! saying,! “That’s! me,”! about! the! teddy! bear—
tossed! aside,! expendable,! dirty,! not! worthy! enough! to! be! loved! and! protected.!
Brandon! probably! continues! to! struggle! with! unhealthy! selfKcondemnation! over!
things!he!should!never!have!been!ashamed!of!in!the!first!place.!!
We! also! have! Traci,! a! beautiful! young! wife! I! (Judy)! know,! saying,! “I! feel! like! a!
whore!”!even!though!she!was!not!sexually!active!growing!up!and!was!a!virgin!on!her!
wedding!night.!Why?!Because!identityKdefining!shame!was!heaped!on!her!by!a!coach!
and! a! youthKworker! who! sexualized! what! should! have! been! trusted! and! safe!
relationships! for! her.! Brandon! and! Traci! represent! millions! in! the! younger!
generation!who!struggle!with!“heaped!on”!shame!over!life!circumstances!they!could!
not!control!or!over!GodKgiven!and!largely!unalterable!aspects!of!their!identity!such!
as! their! race,! ethnicity,! gender,! bodily! or! intellectual! design,! family,! economic! or!
social!status.!!
Our! imageKbased! research! revealed! a! sobering! result! when! we! asked! young!
adults! to! select! one! picture! (from! among! hundreds)! that! best! expressed! how! they!
felt!about!themselves.!The!most!commonly!selected!image!was!of!a!pile!of!manure.!
Think!about!it!.!.!.!a!pile!of!manure.!!How

do you think feeling this
way about yourself impacts your ability to receive
God’s love and blessings?
Our!shameKbased!culture!also!scolds!us!for!failing,!for!merely!surviving,!even!for!
aging.! Shaming! words! are! the! weapon! of! choice! for! bullies! and! abusers,! whether!
they! are! playground! brats,! violent! spouses,! harassing! parents,! coercive! bosses,! or!
selfKrighteous! Pharisees.! Many! advertisements! try! to! shame! us! into! buying! a!
product! to! enhance! our! public! image.! The! images! that! accompany! these! messages!
cause! us! to! feel! inadequate.! Then! we! increase! the! damage! by! the! coping!
mechanisms!and!addictions!we!use!to!medicate!the!pain!and!hide!the!shame.!!
A! special! aspect! of! shame! occurs! within! the! arena! of! sexuality.! ! Sexual

shame sometimes leads to shamelessness—when we are
so resigned to whatever we feel ashamed of that we
become numb to it.!The!business!of!pornography!is!shameless!and!snares!
alarming!numbers!of!men!and!women,!Christians!and!nonKChristians.!According!to!a!
Market!Wire!report,!fifty!percent!of!all!Christian!men!in!America!and!twenty!percent!
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of!all!Christian!women!are!addicted!to!pornography,!and!many!more!regularly!view!
or! download! pornographic! pictures! and!
movies.9!!!!!
There! are! several! proactive! things! we!
can! do! besides! preaching! about! right!
behaviors,! but! it! will! probably! mean! casting!
our! nets! on! the! other! side! of! the! boat.! We!
must! explore! God’s! design! for! sexuality! and!
what! it! means,! not! just! the! guidelines! for!
sexual! behavior.! We! must! address! the! raw!
nerve! of! shame! over! who! they! are,! not! just!
the! guilt! over! what! they! have! done! or! seen.!
We! can! introduce! them! to! the! Son! of! Man!
who! also! suffered! abandonment,! abuse,! and!
public!humiliation.!!
We! can! help! each! other! “fix! our! eyes! on!
Jesus,! the! author! and! perfecter! of! our! faith,!
who! for! the! joy! set! before! him! endured! the!
cross,! scorning! its! shame! [or! ‘despising! the!
shame,’!NASB],!and!sat!down!at!the!right!hand!
of!the!throne!of!God”!(Hebrews!12:2).!We!can!embrace!the!power!of!the!gospel!to!
heal!our!shamed!sexual!identities.10!
These! identityKdefining! issues! remain! hidden! for! most! of! us,! because! shame!
always! tells! us! to! hide.! But! we! cannot! ignore! these! underKtheKwaterline! issues! or!
relegate!them!to!professional!counselors.!They!will!sink!our!ministry!ship!unless!we!
address!them!compassionately!in!our!teaching,!small!groups,!and!discipleship.!!One

mark of a mature self-identity is the living out
of who God says we are—not who our culture, peers,
or personal wounding says we are.
Scripture!is!full!of!word!pictures!that!portray!our!true!identity!in!Christ—on!the!
cross! He! exchanged! our! guilt! for! His! righteousness! and! our! shame! for! His! mercy.!
The!maturing!believer!is!learning!to!answer!the!“Who!am!I?”!question!by!declaring,!!
“I! am! God’s! Son/! Daughter! .! .! .! His! Beloved! .! .! .! Chosen! .! .! .! Servant! .! .! .! Bride! .! .! .!
Disciple!.!.!.!Redeemed!and!Ransomed!One”—and!then!truly!living!out!that!identity.!!
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Viewing and Processing Spirituality
The! final! developmental! question! we!
will! explore! is! the! existential! issue! of!
what! we! believe! is! “beyond”! us:! “Is!
there! a! God?”! Many! of! us! from! the!
older! generations! grew! up! learning!
Bible! stories! at! church.! Apologetics!
dominated! the! debate! between!
Christianity! and! secularism.! Whether!
we!followed!Christ!or!not,!we!viewed!
America! as! a! Christian! nation.! Today,!
many! who! selfKidentify! as! Christians!
are! ashamed! to! carry! the! label.!
Clearly!the!landscape!is!changing.!!
A!major!shift!in!this!area!has!been!
from! a! basic! biblical! worldview! to! a!
diminished! knowledge! of! God.! Most!
young! adults! believe! there! are! many!
ways! to! God.! “Whatever! works! for!
you”! is! the! predominant! mantra.!
Obviously,!this!is!not!a!biblical!perspective!that!adheres!to!the!redemptive!work!of!
Christ! as! the! way! to! a! right! relationship! with! God.! Lisa! Miller! has! concluded! that!
functionally!we!are!a!Hindu!nation!now.!!Only

a few American adults
acknowledge a Hindu religious identity, yet a
majority adhere to the Hindu belief that there are
many ways to God—not just one.11
Our!younger!generations!have!grown!up!in!much!more!pluralistic!environments!
than!their!elders.!They!have!been!exposed!to!a!vast!array!of!religious!options!via!the!
media! and! other! images.! Instead! of! trying! to! understand,! compare,! contrast,! and!
decide!on!a!faith!to!adhere!to,!many!simply!piece!together!selected!bits!from!various!
faiths!which!they!like!and!thus!form!their!own!private!religious!preference.!Young!
adults!can!be!fascinated!with!the!demonic.!From!Harry$Potter!to!Twilight,!interest!in!
the!occult!is!trivialized!and!popularized!in!a!way!that!makes!the!demonic!spiritual!
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beings! appealing.! Many! take! animistic! beliefs! seriously;! they! may! worship!
goddesses!or!multiple!gods.!This!may!sound!tolerant!to!our!multiKcultural!ears,!but!
it!places!the!human!mind!as!the!“captain!of!my!soul”12! !in!utter!rebellion!against!the!
triune!God!of!heaven!and!earth.!In!Soul$Searching:$The$Religious$and$Spiritual$Lives$of$
American$ Teenagers,$ Dr.! Christian! Smith! asserts! that! teens! have! developed! a!
“moralistic!therapeutic!theism”13!pulled!from!various!spiritual!perspectives!to!form!
a!designer!spirituality!of!their!own!liking.!

One
result
of
this
meshing of beliefs is a
diminishing
knowledge
of
the true triune God.
Without! understanding! the! sweeping!
megaKnarrative!of!God’s!initiative!of!love!and!
salvation! across! human! history,! many! are!
not!at!all!convinced!that!the!God!of!the!Bible!
is! good.! That! makes! it! very! difficult! to! like!
Him—much! less! love,! trust,! or! obey! Him.!
People! simply! don’t! have! a! clear! idea! who!
they! are! rejecting.! The! silver! lining! of! this!
dark! cloud! is! that! the! younger! generations’!
longing! for! authentic! relationships! also!
provides! opportunities! to! explore! openly!
their!curiosity!about!God.!!
Even! so,! as! our! society! moves! further! away! from! its! historical! Christian! roots,!
tolerance!toward!religion!in!general!and!Christianity!in!particular!is!decreasing.!In!
the!younger!generation,!over!90!percent!view!Christians!in!negative!terms!such!as!
“intolerant,!hypocritical,!homophobic,!judgmental,!naïve,!and!too!political.”14!!We!in!
the!older!generations!might!underestimate!this!profound!shift!because,!as!people!of!
faith,!we!have!been!a!majority!or!a!significant!minority!in!our!society.!But!prophetic!
cultural! observers! like! Gabe! Lyons,! author! of! The$ Next$ Christians:$ The$ Good$ News$
About$the$End$of$Christian$America,!are!announcing!“the!fall!of!Christian!America.”!
America!was!practically!Christian!just!a!handful!of!years!ago,!but!in!the!past!
several! decades,! our! country’s! predominant! selfKperceptions! have! been!
challenged! and! replaced.! Moving! at! the! speed! of! our! everKaccelerating!
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technology,! society’s! ideals! have! evolved,! removing! its! Christian!
underpinnings!one!by!one.!So!although!many!of!us!still!feel!like!we!reside!in!
Christian! America,! that! reality! is!
dead.15!
What! has! been! the! role! of! images! in!
this! shift?! Younger! generations! are!
exposed! to! other! faiths,! spiritual!
perspectives,! and! concepts! of! God!
through! images! on! TV! much! more! than!
through! reading.! ! We

live in a
multi-cultural,
multifaith global community,
and images expose youth
and young adults to a
myriad of perspectives
rather than a focused
understanding
of
the
Christian
faith.
Over
time,
multiple
faiths
have
become
part
of
their mosaic of beliefs.! Nevertheless! we! can! be! effective! if! we!
model! engaging! with! culture! as! thinking! Christians,! rather! than! separating! from! it!
or! blending! into! it! unreservedly.! As! Lyons! writes,! we! can! “be! provoked! but! not!
offended;! creators! but! not! critics;! called! more! than! employed;! grounded! but! not!
distracted;!in!community!and!not!alone;!countercultural!rather!than!‘relevant.’”16!
!

Moving with the Fish
Today,! young! adults! with! a! biblical! worldview! are! a! tiny! minority! within! society.!
They!have!grown!up!in!an!international!environment!of!increasing!hostility!directed!
at!Christianity.!As!Lyons!has!recommended,!the!“next!Christians”!need!to!learn!how!
to! live! as! fruitful! insiders! serving! within! secular! and! spiritually! pluralistic!
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contexts.17!Like!the!young!prophet!Daniel!who!lived!as!an!exile!in!a!culture!hostile!to!
his! faith,! they! need! to! be! skilled! at! using! spiritual! warfare! strategies! (even! more!
than!skilled!apologetics)!to!proclaim!to!their!own!generation!that!“there!is!a!God!in!
heaven”!(Daniel!2:28).!They!will!need!to!engage!with!culture,!not!separate!from!it!or!
just!blend!in.!They!will!need!to!be!a!force!for!restoration!in!a!broken!world!even!as!
they! proclaim! the! Christian! gospel! of! redemption,! reconciliation,! and! restoration.!
And! we! older! believers! need! to! move! with! them! as! they! take! their! place! as! God’s!
fishermen!among!their!own!generation.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

Emerging! adults! think! and! learn! largely! through! audioKvisual! means.!
Because! of! this,! it’s! important! that! our! ministry! approach! be! more!
interactive! and! experiential,! and! that! we! learn! to! relate! to! them!
authentically,!rather!than!as!“experts.”!
!

•

Because!of!pervasive!relational!brokenness,!the!lack!of!intact!homes,!and!the!
increased! isolation! brought! by! media! interactions,! we! need! to! emphasize!
and!model!trustworthy,!genuine!friendships!with!young!people.!!
!

•

As! young! adults! are! forming! a! sense! of! identity,! we! need! to! help! them!
understand! biblically! who! they! are,! what! their! sexuality! means,! and! how!
they!can!move!through!their!shame!to!wholeness!in!Christ.!
!
Growing! up! in! a! religiously! pluralistic! society! has! created! a! generation!
needing!the!right!tools!and!the!right!attitude!to!succeed!and!be!productive!
and!effective!ChristKfollowers.!

•

!
!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

What! are! two! or! three! concrete! ways! you! could! adapt! your! teaching! to!
honor!the!younger!generation’s!desire!for!experiencing!truth?!!
!

•

Jesus! demonstrated! a! deep! awareness! of! the! many! ways! people! struggle!
with! shame.! What! is! one! way! you! could! adapt! your! ministry! of! the! gospel!
when!you!are!ministering!to!sexualized!or!shameKbased!people?!!

!
!
!

!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
David! was! the! mighty! king! of! Israel! and!
the!author!of!many!songs!called!“psalms.”!
God!even!called!him!“a!man!after!my!own!
heart;!he!will!do!everything!I!want!him!to”!
(Acts!13:22).!Yet!David’s!past!was!stained!
by! some! shameful! deeds—lusting! after!
another!man’s!wife,!adultery,!even!murder!
to! escape! exposure.! But! after! all! this!
caught!up!with!him,!he!remembered!God’s!
merciful!heart!and!came!clean,!asking!God!
for! forgiveness.! These! are! excerpts! from!
the! prayer! David! wrote! after! facing! his!
shame.!!
Have mercy on me, O God,
because of your unfailing
love.
Because of your great
compassion,
blot out the stain of my
sins.
Wash me clean from my guilt.
Purify me from my sin.
For I recognize my rebellion;
it haunts me day and night. . . .
For I was born a sinner—
yes, from the moment my mother conceived me.
But you desire honesty from the womb,
teaching me wisdom even there.
Purify me from my sins, and I will be clean;
wash me, and I will be whiter than snow.
Oh, give me back my joy again;
you have broken me—
now let me rejoice. . . .
Remove the stain of my guilt.
Create in me a clean heart, O God.
Renew a loyal spirit within me . . . .
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Restore to me the joy of your salvation,
and make me willing to obey you.
Then I will teach your ways to rebels,
and they will return to you. . . .
You do not desire a sacrifice, or I would offer one.
You do not want a burnt offering.
The sacrifice you desire is a broken spirit.
You will not reject a broken and repentant heart, O God.
(Psalm 51:1-3,5-10,12-13,16-17, NLT)

•

!
God’s! Spirit! had! convinced! David! that! several! things! were! painfully! true!
about!him.!What!were!some!of!those!things?!!

•

David!says!his!sins!“haunted”!him!day!and!night.!What!are!you!haunted!by?!

•

In!what!area!of!your!life!do!you!want!God!to!.!.!.!
.!.!.!restore!your!lost!joy?!
.!.!.!help!you!be!more!willing!to!obey!Him?!

•

What!would!it!feel!like!for!God!to!wipe!your!slate!clean!and!give!you!a!fresh!
start?!!

•

Who! do! you! know! that! may! be! encouraged! by! exploring! God’s! mercy! from!
this!passage?!

!
Another!rich!promise!of!God’s!mercy!is!found!in!Isaiah!1:18:!
"Come now, let us reason together," says the LORD.
"Though your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as
snow; though they are red as crimson, they shall be like wool.”

God! did! what! David! could! never! do! for! himself—He! stepped! in! to! cleanse!
David’s! heart! from! everything! that! defiled! him—the! sins! and! guilt,! and! all! the!
shame,!too.!
!
This$exercise$was$adapted$from$the$
$“Freedom:$Breaking$the$Power$of$Shame”$Bible$study$available$at:$
$http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html$
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Chapter!5!

Imagination and Images
!
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!
!
!
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First! this:! God! created! the! heavens! and! earth—all! you! see,! all! you! don’t! see.! Earth!
was!a!soup!of!nothingness,!a!bottomless!emptiness,!an!inky!blackness.!God’s!Spirit!
brooded!like!a!bird!above!the!watery!abyss.!
God spoke: “Light!”
And light appeared.
God saw that light was good
and separated light from dark.
God named the light Day,
he named the dark Night.
It was evening, it was morning—Day One. (Genesis 1:3-5, MSG)

God’s!imagination!was!unleashed!!What!an!awesome!picture.!It’s!critical!that!we!
pause! at! this! juncture! in! our! discussion! of! images! and! ministry! to! consider! the!
matter! of! imagination! because! it! serves! in! many! ways! as! the! link! between!
transformative!ideas!and!images!themselves.!
!
!

The Dawn of Images and Imagination
Try! imagining! a! time! before! the! primeval! chaos! when! “darkness! was! over! the!
surface! of! the! deep”! (Genesis! 1:2),! a! time! when! absolutely! nothing! existed—
material! or! immaterial—outside! of! the! imagination! of! our! Creator.! Then! He! said,!
“Let!there!be!light”!(verse!3).!Light!was!the!very!first!of!His!splendid!creations,!and!
by!it!we!are!able!to!see!all!the!rest.!“God!saw!that!the!light!was!good”!(verse!4).!!
When!God!gave!us!the!gift!of!sight,!He!also!gave!us!the!ability!to!make!sense!out!
of!what!we!see.!When!we!view!something!with!our!eyes,!we!wrap!meaning!around!
it,! thus! forming! a! mental! image! in! our! “mind’s! eye.”! Think! of! imagination! as! the!
marriage! of! our! capacities! to! both! perceive! and! create! images.! !

Our

imaginations allow us to form a mental image
something not currently perceived through sight
perhaps never before perceived in reality. Lest
forget, we have imaginations because God has
imagination and we are created in His image

of
or
we
an
(see!

Genesis!1:26K27).!!
One!of!Adam’s!first!opportunities!to!engage!his!imagination—by!adding!words!
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to!images—came!when!God!asked!him!to!name!the!animals!in!the!garden.!The!act!of!
naming! brings! meaning! to! things.! When! we! engage! our! imaginations! in! naming!
something—like! a! sofa! we! see—that! can! carry! different! meanings! into! different!
contexts.! When! our! eyes! see! a! sofa! in! a! living! room! context,! for! instance,! our!
imagination!adds!the!meaning!“a!place!to!sit!and!relax.”!The!same!identical!sofa!seen!
in!a!psychiatrist’s!office!may!mean!“a!place!to!process!my!life!and!receive!counsel,”!
while!the!same!sofa!in!a!hospital!waiting!room!can!mean,!“a!place!to!wait!and!pray!
for!a!sick!friend!or!loved!one.”!!
Imagination!is!the!GodKgiven!ability!to!create!mental!images.!But!she!can!get!a!
bad! rap! in! some! quarters,! including! religious! ones.! The! fact! is,! she! deserves! an!
audience!because!imagination!allows!us!to!tap!into!the!nonKverbal!reasoning!of!the!
heart!and!mind!as!well!as!the!silent!voice!of!the!invisible.!! We

can think of
imagination
as
the
key
that
unlocks
our
creativity—which are two of the most stunning
attributes the Creator endowed us with when we
were made in His image.
!
!

The Dark Side of Images and Imagination
Unfortunately,! early! on,! the! GodKgiven! gifts! of! sight! and! imagination! were! twisted!
into!something!evil.!Eve,!beckoned!and!deceived!by!the!serpent,!“saw!that!the!fruit!
of!the!tree!was!good!for!food!and!pleasing!to!the!eye,!and!also!desirable!for!gaining!
wisdom”! (Genesis! 3:6).! Satan! whispered! lies,! tempting! her! to! imagine! her! life! and!
identity!differently!than!what!God!had!given!her.!This!gaining!of!wisdom!to!become!
like!God!was!Satan’s!seduction!to!corrupt!the!human!race.!And!it!worked.!She!saw!
the! fruit,! imagined! forbidden! possibilities,! tasted,! and! shared! it! with! Adam.! When!
“their!eyes!were!opened”!(Genesis!3:7,! NLT),! they!did!receive!a!measure!of!spiritual!
and!moral!insight.!!
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However,!it!cost!them!their!innocence!
and! plunged! the! world! back! into! another!
form! of! chaos! and! darkness.! Like! Eve,!
seeing! can! lead! us! to! many! evils! as! we!
imagine!outcomes!far!different!from!God’s!
intentions.! Enter! the! dark! side! of!
imagination.!!
For! some! Christians,! the! idea! of! an!
image! is! often! connected! to! idolatry.! That!
is! because! the! first! and! second!
commandments! warn! us! against! abusing!
the! gift! of! imagination! by! turning! images!
of! anything! into! idols! or! false! gods.!
History!tells!stories!of!people!groups!who!
engraved! stone! or! cast! metal! or! carved!
wood! into! images! that! became! their!
objects! of! worship.! When! I! (Judy)! lived! in! Africa,! I! saw! some! of! these! village! idols!
and!witchdoctor’s!fetishes.!I!was!grieved!to!see!how!they!enslave!desperate!people!
to!a!vicious!cycle!of!fear!and!appeasement.!This!is!spiritual!warfare!at!its!darkest.!
But!we!in!the!West!also!endow!things!and!people!with!supernatural!power!they!
don’t! deserve.! We! give! them! places! in! our! hearts! that! should! be! reserved! for! God!
alone.! They! become! our! hope! or! our! models! for! living.! In! addition! to! worshipping!
the!almighty!dollar,!we!tend!to!deify!pop!stars,!athletes,!celebrities,!and!technology.!
Surely! God’s! heart! grieves! when! we! abuse! the! very! images! He! gave! to! point! us! to!
Him! by! imagining! powers! they! never! had.! Paul! describes! the! slippery! slope! from!
healthy!images!to!deadly!idols!when!he!writes:!!
For although they knew God, they neither glorified him as
God nor gave thanks to him, but . . . [they] exchanged the
glory of the immortal God for images made to look like mortal
man and birds and animals and reptiles. . . . They exchanged
the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served created
things rather than the Creator—who is forever praised.
Amen. (Romans 1:21,23,25)

Sadly, sometimes our imaginations extract God
from His world. So as we focus on the power of
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images, we need to beware of the danger of
idolatry—creating
visions
of
the
world
that
diminish the truth of God’s presence and dominion.
!
!

Imagination Beyond Logic
How!many!children,!afraid!in!a!dark!room,!have!been!dismissed!with!the!words,!“Oh,!
that’s! just! your! imagination”—as! though! nothing! real! is! behind! their! discomfort?!
Our! traditional! Western! approach! to! most! things! spiritual! tends! to! minimize!
imagination,! so! we! may! prefer! analyzing! to! adoring,! clarifying! to! crying! out,!
studying!to!submitting,!mastering!to!mystifying.!If!it!is!concrete!and!logical,!if!we!can!
capture!it!propositionally!in!words,!then!it!must!be!real!and!true.!Sadly,!we!may!be!
trained! to! trust! our! logic! and! push! back! our! imagination,! even! when! it! comes! to!
God’s! Word.! But! as! we! explored! in! the! previous! chapter,! we! don’t! have! to! choose!
between!logic!and!imagination:!both!can!point!us!to!truth!and!to!reality.!
God! has! graciously! given! us! His! written! Word—authoritative,! sufficient,!
inspired,!protected,!translated,!exegetical,!and!proclaimed!by!His!people!across!the!
ages.! It! is! what! we! have! come! to! love! and! trust! in! hearing! from! Him.! But

God
also has other means of communication—means that
are engaging for the younger generation in fresh,
understandable ways. He has always had at His
disposal words not composed of letters, messages
inaudible to the human ear, and truths not
reducible to verbal propositions.! These! expressions! of! His!
heart!have!reached!the!nonKliterate!for!ages,!and!are!getting!through!loud!and!clear!
in!our!time,!especially!to!our!postmodern!generations.!However,!everything!must!be!
tested!by!God’s!Word.1!
Making! sense! of! what! God! has! revealed! for! practical! life! is! crucial.! C.! S.! Lewis!
said! that,! “Reason! is! the! natural! order! of! truth;! but! imagination! is! the! organ! of!
meaning.”2! ! So,! because! our! younger! generation! is! seeking! meaning,! then! we! are!
wise!to!unleash!our!imaginations!in!healthy,!biblical!ways!to!help!them!“perhaps!feel!
their!way!toward![God]!and!find!him”!(Acts!17:27,!NLT).!!
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Steve!Knight!is!a!young!“kingdom!journalist”!who!is!passionate!about!the!role!of!
communication!in!mission.!He!describes!imagination!as!the!muscle!of!meaning:!!
We! can! get! all! of! the! facts! and! information! correct! (i.e.,! communicating!
truth),!but!if!we!don’t!understand!the!context!and!if!we!fail!to!engage!our!
audience!at!a!deeper,!more!fundamental!level!(the!level!of!imagination!and!
wonder),! then! the! meaning! will! be! lost! and! transformation! will! not! truly!
occur.! This! is! true! whether! we! are! communicating! the! Gospel! or! whether!
we! are! communicating! about! Gospel! ministry.! Imagination! is! the! muscle!
that!flexes!to!turn!facts!into!fascination!and!ultimately!transformation.3!
One! way! to! engage! the! imagination! in! our! ministries! is! by! using! images,!
metaphors,! and! symbols.! Consider! the! following! meditation! as! a! possible! way! of!
introducing!people!to!the!reality!of!their!dependence!on!God.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

A Meditation on Food
Daily!we!eat.!Some!barely!enough!to!survive!others!with!little!restraint.!But!we!all!
are!bound!to!this!food!addiction!for!life.!
Much! effort! goes! into! the! habit.! Some! grow! their! own! food.! Others! toil! at! the!
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mass!production,!marketing,!and!distribution!of!food.!The!rest!of!us!work!to!make!
enough!money!to!exchange!for!food!from!a!store,!a!restaurant,!or!for!many!around!
the!world,!their!only!option!is!to!scavenge!for!some!little!scrap!to!eat.!
All!this!effort!for!a!simple!habit!.!.!.!an!undeniable!necessity.!Is!this!one!of!life’s!
most!meaningless!acts?!Or!does!it!reveal!the!simple!reality!of!dependence?!
On!a!daily!basis!we!ingest!material!provision!for!our!material!bodies.!Silently!its!
scream!of!meaning!seeks!to!touch!our!souls:!“You!are!a!dependent!being.!You!need!
provision.! You! need! a! provider.”! ! Is! there! a! Universal! Provider?! Food! doesn’t! say!
conclusively.! It! simply! alludes! to! our! dependence! .! .! .! and! its! own! existence! as!
provision.!
Food$means$we$are$dependent$beings,$and$food$reminds$us$of$this$daily.$$!
Food$implies$there$is$a$Personal$Provider$Who$has$delicately$designed$this$$
nourishment$process$for$us.!
!

CONSIDER
•

“It! is! written:! ‘Man! does! not! live! on! bread! alone,! but! on! every! word! that!
comes!from!the!mouth!of!God.’”!!!!–!Jesus,!Matthew!4:4!

•

“Fruit!trees!of!all!kinds!will!grow!on!both!banks!of!the!river!.!.!.!their!fruit!
will! serve! as! food! and! their! leaves! for! healing.”! ! ! –! the$ Prophet$ Ezekiel,!
Ezekiel!37:12!

•

Genesis 1:29-31, Isaiah 55:1-2

PONDER AND DISCUSS:
•

Why!do!you!think!some!foods!are!nourishing,!while!other!types!of!food!can!
make!you!sick?!!

•

How!do!you!think!God!feels!about!hunger!and!starvation?!!!

•

Is!there!such!a!thing!as!“food!for!the!soul”?!!

•

Where!could!you!find!this!different!type!of!food?!

•

If!you!pray!over!a!meal,!do!you!pause!to!consider!your!dependency?!.!.!.!or!
God!as!your!Personal!Provider?!!

!
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See! how! effective! an! image! coupled! with! some! “food! for! thought”! and!
symbolism!can!be?!To!be!very!clear:!We!do!not!want!to—nor!do!we!need!to—back!
down! on! logical,! revealed! truth,! and! we! don’t! need! to! compromise,! either.! But! we!
are! wise! to! consider! other! vehicles! God’s! Spirit! can! use! to! reveal! meaning! on! the!
way!to!real!truth.!
!
!

Knowing God Through Images
The!apostle!John!confronted!the!challenge!of!loving!a!God!we!can’t!even!see!(see!1!
John!4:20).!In!fact,!how!can!we!even!know!Him,!much!less!like,!love,!trust,!and!obey!
Him,! when! He! and! His! Kingdom! are! invisible! to! our! eyes?! In! an! age! when! the!
knowledge! of! the! triune! God! has! been! alarmingly! diminished,! He! gives! us! images!
and!stories!that!can!richly!shape!our!vision!of!reality.!In!fact!He!has!always!revealed!
His!invisible!qualities!through!things!we!can!see:!
For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his
eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being
understood from what has been made, so that men are without
excuse. (Romans 1:20)

How!then!do!we!make!sense!of!the!invisible,!beyond!our!five!senses?!Somehow!
God!has!endowed!humanity!with!an!intuitive!knowledge!of!Himself!not!dependent!
on!words.!This!paradox!of!clearly!seeing!invisible!qualities!is!a!gift!implanted!within!
us!all!as!beings!created!in!His!image.!When!we!see,!observe,!and!reflect!on!what!He!
has!created,!two!things!emerge!about!God:!His!eternal!power!and!His!divine!nature.!
Because! God! has! “set! eternity! in! the! hearts! of! men”! (Ecclesiastes! 3:11),! we! can!
embrace!an!eternal!perspective!about!reality.!And!our!observable!world!reinforces!
God’s!eternal!power.!!
God,!like!humans,!longs!to!be!known,!not!merely!seen.!So!He!reveals!Himself!in!
sensory! ways! throughout! the! entire! universe! through! what! we! see,! smell,! hear,!
taste,!and!touch.!Consider!God’s!silent!but!real!language!described!in!Psalm!19:1K4:!!
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The heavens declare the glory
of God;
the skies proclaim the work
of his hands.
Day after day they pour forth
speech;
night after night they
display knowledge.
There is no speech or
language
where their voice is not
heard.
Their voice goes out into all
the earth,
their words to the ends of
the world.!

Use$the$following$link$to$visually$experience$the$“silent”$language$of$God:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Psalm_19_Video_Clip.html$

God is not limited to revealing Himself through
words. For Him, images are also a valid language—a
language mutually spoken between His Holy Spirit
and our spirits across all people groups.! So! what! do!
they! say,! these! declaring! heavens! and! proclaiming! skies?! They! say! that! God! is!
glorious!! How! far! is! their! visual! language! heard?! Throughout! all! the! earth!! God!
declares! and! displays! knowledge! of! Himself! and! His! reality! through! what! we!
humans!can!see!with!our!eyes!and!interpret!with!our!minds.!
The glory of GOD—let it last forever!
Let GOD enjoy his creation!
He takes one look at earth and triggers an earthquake,
points a finger at the mountains, and volcanoes erupt. (Psalm
104:31-32, MSG)

No!wonder!many!people!say!they!feel!closest!to!God!when!they!are!in!nature.!That!is!
also!why!no!one!has!an!excuse!to!dismiss!His!existence.!!
Silently!and!forcefully!God!says,!“People,!I!offer!love!to!you.!I!offer!you!beauty.”!It!
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is! part! of! His! grace! to! all! mankind.! If! we! want! to! help! others! receive! His! love!
messages,!we!will!need!to!be!able!to!unpack!images!the!way!we!now!interpret!text.!
Thus! the! power! of! images! connected! with! words! can! begin! to! shape! our!
understanding!of!the!loving!God!of!Scripture!who!is!the!jealous!and!merciful!lover!of!
our!souls.!!
!
!

Images as Metaphors
One! subset! of! images! is! a! word! picture! called! a! metaphor.! Scripture! brims! with!
hundreds!of!them.!A!metaphor!is!an!implied!comparison!between!two!things.!They!
are!figurative!(not!literal)!expressions!that!employ!a!logic!of!comparison!instead!of!
equality.!If!we!pause!to!experience!the!literal!and!sensory!part,!then!we!will!better!
appreciate!the!figurative!part!where!much!of!the!meaning!resides.!!
When!Paul!says!that,!“I!planted!.!.!.!,!Apollos!watered”!(1!Corinthians!3:6),!he!isn’t!
talking!about!actual!plants!in!a!field.!He!is!comparing!his!ministry!of!proclaiming!the!
gospel! and! nurturing! new! believers! to! the! work! of! a! farmer! tending! his! crops.!
Because! he! lived! in! an! agrarian! society,! comparing! something! as! abstract! as!
evangelism! to! something! as! concrete! and! everyday! as! farming! helped! them!
understand!what!he!meant.!This!method!of!building!meanings!by!evoking!likenesses!
between! visually! perceived! objects! is! efficient! for! the! human! mind.! We! see! and!
rapidly!interpret!the!world!around!us!by!employing!metaphors.!

Jesus was a master at using images as metaphors
in His ministry. By pointing to and telling
stories about concrete objects from ordinary life
that they could see, Jesus helped His hearers
understand invisible spiritual realities that they
couldn’t see.!He!described!Himself!by!using!metaphors:!!
I$am$.$.$.$the$Vine,$the$Living$Water,$the$Good$Shepherd,$the$Lamb,$the$Bread$of$Life$
(examples!from!the!Gospel!of!John)$
He!described!His!Kingdom!by!saying!it!is!like!a!mustard!seed,!a!pinch!of!yeast,!a!
vineyard,! a! wedding! feast,! a! banquet,! an! inheritance,! a! buried! treasure,! and! a!
priceless!pearl.!!
He!used!metaphors!to!compare!life!in!His!Kingdom!to!a!soldier!under!orders,!a!
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child!in!a!family,!a!servant!in!a!household,!utensils!in!a!kitchen,!and!sheep!in!a!flock.!!
He! compared! various! forms! of! ministry! to! fishing,! searching! for! something!
we’ve!lost,!planting,!harvesting,!reaping,!childbearing,!and!tutoring.!!
He!unmasked!the!true!nature!of!Satan!by!comparing!him!to!a!thief,!a!robber,!a!
serpent,!an!accuser!in!court,!and!a!ravenous!lion.!!
The!point!is!that!He!didn’t!always!have!to!spell!out!how!those!things!were!alike.!
The! power! of! image! metaphors! is! that! the! new! or! expanded! meaning! is! often!
implicit.!!
Elizabeth! Achtemeier! uses! a! vivid! metaphor! when! she! says! that,! “The! human!
mind!is!a!picture!gallery,!and!we!live!by!the!images!found!in!it.”4!!In!fact!the!ability!to!
think! in! terms! of! metaphors! and! analogies! is! universal,! illustrated! in! all! the!
disciplines.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
H.!Richard!Niebuhr!said:!
We!are!far!more!imageKmaking!and!imageKusing!creatures!than!we!usually!
think!ourselves!to!be!and!.!.!.!are!guided!and!formed!by!images!in!our!minds!
.!.!.!.!Man!.!.!.!is!a!being!who!grasps!and!shapes!reality!.!.!.!with!the!aid!of!great!
images,!metaphors,!and!analogies.5!
As! Jesus! did! so! effectively,! we! can! learn! to! use! images! and! metaphors! to! grab!
attention! and! call! others! to! deeper! walks! with! God,! creating! deeper! awareness! of!
His! life! and! realities.! To! paraphrase! a! famous! saying,! “whoever! controls! the!
metaphor,!controls!the!conversation.”!
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Symbols: Images with Cultural Significance
Symbols,!along!with!metaphors,!are!part!of!the!same!family!of!word!pictures!arising!
from!images.!One!way!to!look!at!a!symbol!is!to!see!it!as!an!image!that!has!grown!up,!
has! become! more! heavily! laden! with! meaning,! and! has! emerged! as! a! shared!
language!in!a!culture.!Over!time,!a!symbol!has!come!to!stand!for!an!idea,!or!a!whole!
system!of!ideas.!For!instance,!take!the!American!flag.!At!first!it!was!a!simple!image!
identifying!a!newborn!nation!on!the!world’s!stage.!But!over!time,!different!layers!of!
meaning!and!sets!of!emotions!have!become!wrapped!around!this!visual!symbol!both!
in!the!United!States!and!around!the!world.!In!one!context!and!to!some!groups,!the!
flag! symbolizes! patriotism! and! loyalty! to! the! ideals! of! our! country.! In! another! it!
symbolizes! the! valor! of! a! fallen! veteran.! In! foreign! contexts! it! can! symbolize!
affluence! and! cultural! dominance,! or!
Western! imperialism! and! aggression.! When!
we!see!media!images!of!radicals!burning!the!
American!flag,!it!is!probably!because!the!flag!
has! become! such! a! powerful! symbol! for!
everything!they!hate!or!envy!about!America.!
What! emotions! are! stirred! up! in! you! when!
you! see! an! American! flag?! Those! emotions!
have! nothing! to! do! with! the! flag’s! colors! or!
fabric! and! everything! to! do! with! what! the!
flag!symbolizes!to!you.!!
Consider! Dallas! Willard’s! understanding!
of!the!power!of!images!and!symbols:!
Closely! associated! with! these! idea!
systems! are! images! that! occupy! our!
minds.! Images! are! always! concrete! and!
specific,! as! opposed! to! the! abstractness!
of!ideas,!and!they!are!heavily!laden!with!
feelings.!They!frequently!have!a!powerful!emotional!and!sensuous!linkage!
to!governing!idea!systems.!!
For!example,!hair!(long,!short,!skinhead,!green,!orange,!or!purple),!body!
piercings,! tattoos,! flags! (and! their! desecration),! and! clothing! styles! have!
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provided!powerful!images!and!symbols!for!conflicting!idea!systems.!These!
images!are!often!adopted!by!one!generation,!ethnic!group,!or!locale!to!set!
itself!off!from!another.6!
Jesus! Himself! elevated! the! simple! biblical! image! of! water! to! one! of! the! Bible’s!
most!powerful!symbols!when!He!told!the!woman!at!the!well:!!
“Everyone who drinks this water will be thirsty again, but whoever
drinks the water I give him will never thirst. Indeed, the water I give
him will become in him a spring of water welling up to eternal life.”
(John 4:13-14)

The point is that God
has given special visual
symbols to assure us of His
love and goodness.
Today’s! Christ! followers! cherish! many!
symbols,!including!the!bread!and!wine!of!the!
Lord’s!Supper!and!the!water!of!baptism.!But!
the!symbol!of!the!cross!is!the!ultimate!visual!
reminder! of! God’s! love! and! Jesus’! sacrifice.!
Willard! unpacks! the! significance! of! this!
symbol!for!spiritual!maturity:!!
Of! course,! Jesus! understood! the! great!
significance! of! images.! He! carefully!
selected! an! image! that! brilliantly!
conveys! Himself! and! His! message:! the!
Cross.!The!Cross!represents!the!lostness!of!man!as!well!as!the!sacrifice!of!
God!and!the!abandonment!to!God!that!brings!redemption.!No!doubt!it!is!
the!allKtime!most!powerful!image!and!symbol!of!human!history.!Need!we!
say! He! knew! what! He! was! doing! in! selecting! it?! He! is! the! master! of!
images.! For! their! own! benefit,! His! followers! need! to! keep! the! image! of!
the! Cross! vividly! present! in! their! minds.! In! fact,! learning! to! keep! the!
Cross! constantly! in! mind! is! a! major! factor! in! spiritual! growth! and!
maturity.7!!!!
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Sadly,!many!in!our!younger!generations!have!forgotten—if!they!were!ever!told!
in!the!first!place—what!the!cross!really!means.!In!the!secular!realm!movements!are!
afoot!to!remove!crosses!(and!flags!and!other!symbols!dear!to!previous!generations)!
from!the!public!square.!All!through!Scripture!and!history!a!huge!human!problem!has!

We desperately want God to remember
His promises and yet we forget them so often—or
perhaps we’ve never fully understood or embraced
them at all.
been! forgetfulness.! !

Visual! symbols! were! also! used! as! memorials—calling! the! nation! of! Israel! to!
remember!certain!events.!From!the!stone!piles!erected!on!the!shores!of!the!Jordan!
River! to! the! details! on! the! high! priest’s! garments! to! each! aspect! of! the! tabernacle,!
visual! images! were! provided! as! memorials! so! that! God’s! people! would! never,! ever!
forget!His!nature!and!goodness!to!them.!That!fear!of!forgetting!is!still!with!us.!Along!
several! streets! in! my! neighborhood,! I! (Judy)! have! noticed! a! cluster! of! teddy! bears,!
plastic!flowers,!ribbons,!and!photos—memorials!so!that!a!slain!family!member!will!
not!be!forgotten.!In!our!ministries,!we!will!serve!people!well!if!we!continue!to!help!
them! unpack! and! remember! the! rich,! layered! meaning! embedded! in! the! images,!
metaphors,!and!symbols!found!all!around!us!in!nature,!culture,!and!Scripture!(see!2!
Peter!1:12,15).!Symbols!can!be!God’s!memory!aides.!
!
!

The Power of One Controlling Image
Most! of! us! grow! up! with! various! influential! images,! meaning! that! certain! images!
color!the!way!we!think!about!reality!and!how!we!should!live!life.!Some!are!pleasant,!
while!others!are!intensely!painful,!shaped!from!the!shards!of!our!past!wounds.!For!
example,!the!pain!of!having!a!physically!abusive!parent!or!being!constantly!teased!
and!bullied!in!primary!school!may!linger!for!years!and!significantly!control!a!young!
man’s! selfKidentity! and! decisionKmaking.! He! may! go! so! far! as! to! conclude,! “I! am! a!
victim!and!will!always!be!one”!or!“I’ll!never!let!anyone!victimize!me!again,”!risking!
becoming!an!abuser!himself.!!
Ultimately!each!one!of!us!must!answer!for!ourselves!the!question!Which$image$
will$I$let$control$my$decisions?$or!Which$image$will$dominate$my$worldview?!For!three!
of!the!disciples,!that!question!was!perhaps!answered!in!a!defining!moment!known!
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as! the! Transfiguration.! Jesus! had! invited! Peter,! James,! and! John—His! “inner!
circle”—to!come!away!with!Him!on!a!high!mountain!where!He!was!transfigured!in!
dazzling!radiance!before!their!very!eyes—a!clear!sign!that!He!was!no!ordinary!man!
or! prophet.! Yet! when! the! spirits! of! Moses! and! Elijah! appeared,! too,! the! exuberant!
disciples!volunteered!to!erect!shelters!for!all!three!of!them.!Immediately!God!spoke!
from!a!bright!cloud:!“This!is!my!dearly!loved!Son,!who!brings!me!great!joy.!Listen!to!
him”!(Matthew!17:5,! NLT).!Immediately!Moses!and!Elijah!disappeared,!leaving!Jesus!
as!the!preKeminent!One!they!should!heed.!
The!same!should!be!true!for!us!today.!!Every

image or person who

distracts us or commands
too
much
allegiance
should
fade
.
.
.
leaving
us
fixed
on
Jesus alone. When we see
and
submit
to
Jesus
preeminently as Lord, we
become transformed to be
more like Him! ! (see! 2!
Corinthians!3:18).!!
So! it! will! also! be! when! all! of! God’s!
people! are! singing! a! new! song! before!
God’s!throne!in!heaven.!According!to!the!
powerful! scene! described! in! Revelation!
5:1K14,! an! angel! will! shout,! “Who! is!
worthy! to! open! the! book?”! (verse! 2,!
NASB).!One!of!the!elders!replies!that!only!
Jesus—the! slain! Lamb! whose! death!
ransomed! people! for! God—only! He! is! worthy! “to! receive! power! and! riches! and!
wisdom!and!might!and!honor!and!glory!and!blessing”!(verse!12,! NASB).!For!the!same!
reason,!only!Jesus!is!worthy!of!being!our!controlling!image!and!dominant!reference!
point!in!life.!!
Because!we!can!choose!the!images!that!influence!us,!we!must!give!way!to!Jesus!
as!our!one!dominant!image!if!we!are!to!step!into!the!abundant!life!He!offers!to!us.!
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Because!Jesus!Himself!is!God’s!ultimate!image:!“He!is!the!radiance!of![God’s]!glory!
and! the! exact! representation! of! His! nature”! (Hebrews! 1:3,! NASB).! Throughout! His!
ministry,!He!often!asked!people,!in!essence,!“Which!character!image!represents!you?!
Are! you! like! the! rich! young! ruler! or! the! Good! Samaritan?! Are! you! more! like! the!
prodigal! son! or! his! father,! or! his! older! brother! or! the! persistent! neighbor! or! the!
foolish!virgin?!When!other!people!see!your!life,!what!image!will!they!associate!with!
it?”! Then! He! offers! us! a! whole! new! paradigm! for! thinking! of! ourselves! as! His!
brothers! and! sisters,! His! friends! and! servants,! His! messengers! and! ambassadors,!
sheep! in! His! flock,! the! bride! of! His! dreams.! He! reminds! us! that! we! are! truly! the!
Father’s! chosen! ones,! His! beloved! sons! and! daughters! on! a! lifelong! journey! of!
submission!and!transformation!into!the!image!of!Jesus.!!

As Kingdom citizens we must see all good images
leading ultimately to Jesus alone. He is the One
we are to set our hearts and minds on.! We! are! to! look! to!
Him,!the!Author!and!Perfecter!of!our!faith!(see!Hebrews!12:2).!We!must!fix!our!eyes!
on!Him!to!define!us,!shape!our!true!identity,!and!teach!us!how!to!live!out!of!who!He!
says! we! are.! As! Jesus! increasingly! dominates! our! internal! image! database,! we! will!
see! more! clearly! the! reality! of! His! Kingdom! come! “on! earth! as! it! is! in! heaven”!
(Matthew! 6:10).! Just! as! every! knee! will! bow! and! every! tongue! will! eventually!
confess! to! the! Lordship! of! Christ,! so! every! image! will! eventually! bow! to! the!
supremacy!of!Jesus!Himself,!“the!image!of!the!invisible!God!.!.!.!the!exact!likeness!of!
the!unseen!God”!(Colossians!1:15,!NIV!and!AMP).!!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

Our! textKcentric,! propositional! faith! (Scripture)! depends! on! the! power! of!
words.! But! the! power! of! images! (metaphors,! stories,! symbols)! can! carry!
profound!spiritual!meaning,!deeply!impacting!our!spiritual!transformation.!!
!

•

•

•

Images! in! nature,! culture,! and! Scripture! can! help! lead! us! to! worship! and!
surrender! ourselves! to! the! triune! God! who! is! everywhere.! But!
misinterpreted,!they!can!also!become!unholy!idols.!
!
Images!offer!us!a!holistic!approach!to!communicate!God’s!eternal!love.!When!
connected! to! stories,! metaphors,! and! symbols! in! the! context! of! trusted!
relationships,! they! can! embody! the! gospel! story! in! ways! that! appeal! to!
communityKoriented,!postmodern!men!and!women.!!
!
We!all!have!dominant!images!that!can!shape!our!identity!and!worldview.!If!
we! surrender! and! embrace! Jesus! and! His! worldview! as! our! one! dominant!
image!over!all!others,!we!can!taste!the!transformation!He!promises!us.!!

!
!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

Who!or!what!is!the!dominant!image!in!your!life?!(see!2!Corinthians!5:14)!
!

•

What!image!does!your!life!present!to!those!around?!
!

•

How!will!you!help!others!move!toward!having!Jesus!as!their!dominant!image!
and!the!relationship!that!defines!them?!

!
!
!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

FROZEN TUNDRA!
I!wish!I!could!just!say!that!life!sucks,!but!then!I!would!have!to!feel!something.!That’s!
the!problem.!I!don’t.!I!watch!people!laugh!and!wonder!if!I!will!ever!feel!that!spilling!
out!of!my!gut!like!it!did!back!then.!Or!will!I!watch!a!sad!movie!and!feel!the!need!to!
even! blow! my! nose?! Tissues! are! only! for! my! sinus! problems.! Even! though! today!
shone!through!my!morning!window!with!all!the!energy!of!spring,!my!soul!feels!like!
frozen!tundra,!buried!beneath!feet!of!snow.!An!eternal!permafrost.!I!wish!I!could!feel!
something,!but!then!I!am!also!afraid!of!what!might!come!if!the!dam!breaks.!Where!
could!God!be!in!all!of!this?!
Robert,! a! twentyKyearKold! artist! who! uses! cigarettes! to! burn! himself,!
articulates,! “I have a hard time talking about what’s going on inside me.
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When I start talking, all of the crap I’m saying sounds so lame. I like
looking at the scars on my arms because I know that they’re real. It’s like
I’m trying to say, I’ve suffered, man, just look.”8!
When!have!you!ever!been!physically!so!cold!you’ve!become!numb?!How!did!you!
warm!up,!and!how!did!that!feel?!
Have! you! been! with! someone! who! seemed! emotionally! numb?! What! was! that!
experience!like?!
!

HOPE
For this people’s heart has become calloused;
they hardly hear with their ears,
and they have closed their eyes.
Otherwise they might see with their eyes,
hear with their ears,
understand with their hearts
and turn, and I would heal them. (Acts 28:27)

!
And so I insist—and God backs me up on this—that there be no
going along with the crowd, the empty-headed, mindless crowd.
They’ve refused for so long to deal with God that they’ve lost
touch not only with God but with reality itself. They can’t think
straight anymore. Feeling no pain [Having lost all sensitivity
(NIV)], they let themselves go in sexual obsession, addicted to
every sort of perversion. But that’s no life for you. (Ephesians
4:17-20, MSG)
I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will
remove from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of
flesh. (Ezekiel 36:26)

!
Other Scriptures: Romans 1; Hebrews 3:13
•

What are some things that used to touch you but you’ve become callous to
them now?

•

Can you remember why you might have numbed that part of you?
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BECOMING
•

•

When!you!feel!numb,!what!do!you!do?!Do!you!have!any!idea!what!feelings!or!
thoughts!or!fears!you!are!trying!not!to!feel?!
!
What!hope!do!you!have!that!God!will!meet!you!in!your!numbness!and!give!
you!a!new!heart!that!can!feel!again—both!pain!and!pleasure?!What!part!do!
you!play!in!regaining!feeling?!

!
•

How!might!others!come!alongside!you,!to!warm!you!up,!to!surround!you!as!
your!numbness!comes!to!life?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Chapter!6!

The Ethics of Images
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Before! reading! on,! pause! for! a! moment! and! really! look! at! these! two! images.! How!
would!you!rate!them!in!terms!of!ugliness!or!beauty?!!

Believe it or not, there is an ethic to images.
That simply means they are not value-neutral.! Just! as!
imagination!can!be!misused,!so!images!themselves!can!communicate!good!or!evil,!or!
perhaps! something! in! between! such! as! beauty! arising! from! ashes.! The! beauty! in!
them! can! move! us! toward! stunning! pleasure,! while! the! ugliness! in! them! has! the!
power! to! move! us! toward! evil.! And! the! same! image! can! move! different! people! in!
different!directions!depending!on!their!contexts.!!
The! good! news! is! that! God! has! jamKpacked! His! creation! with! innumerable!
glimpses! of! His! beauty.! The! bad! news! is! that! Satan! is! trying! to! sell! us! a! false! and!
superficial!beauty—a!beauty!that!is!simply!a!thin!veneer!leading!to!a!black!hole!of!
death.!So!as!consumers!of!images!we!must!become!keenly!discerning!about!what!we!
look!at!with!our!eyes,!because!what!we!see!is!not!always!what!we!get.!!
!
!

Searching the Ordinary for Beauty
Let’s! start! with! the! good! news.! The! Creator! has! flooded! our! world! with! natural!
beauty.! As! we! drive! out! of! our! cities! or! even! just! step! outside! our! homes,! God,!
through!the!beauty!of!nature,!is!just!waiting!to!be!noticed.!From!the!blaze!of!autumn!
leaves!and!swirl!of!mountain!streams,!to!the!gleam!of!a!snow!bank!and!the!hush!of!a!
woodland!path,!nature’s!beauty!whispers,!If$you$think$I’m$beautiful,$wait$until$you$see$
the$God$who$created$me!$!
Part! of! God’s! command! to! mankind! to! “subdue”! and! “rule! over”! the! earth!
(Genesis!1:28)!includes!protecting!its!beauty!forever—not!just!its!productivity.!But!
we! are! unlikely! to! protect! what! we! rarely! take! the! time! to! enjoy! and! cherish! as!
precious.! God! intended! that! natural! beauty! refresh! us! and! proclaim! His! glory! in!
visual! rather! than! verbal! language.! Part! of! maturing! in! our! faith! is! learning! to!
understand!the!language!of!God’s!revealed!glory!and!beauty.!
Consider!Psalm!8:1:!!
O LORD, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth!
You have set your glory above the heavens.

As!we!touched!on!in!the!last!chapter,!this!glory!and!beauty!is!still!so!powerful,!
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although! visual! and! wordless,! that! what! we! see! can! lead! to! truth.! The! psalmist!
writes! that! “silence! fills! the! earth:! unspoken! truth! is! spoken! everywhere”! (Psalm!
19:4,!MSG).!
We! need! to! look! for! and! seek! to! understand! this! unspoken! truth! in! God’s!
creation,! but! manKmade! beauty! also! surrounds! us.! After! all,! we! are! created! in! the!
image! of! the! original! Creator! of! beauty.! An! aesthetically! pleasing! building,! a!
handcrafted!piece!of!furniture,!a!well!designed!website,!or!the!taste!and!appearance!
of! a! deliciously! prepared! meal! are! beautiful! to! those! who! care! to! notice! and!
appreciate.!They!give!us!pleasure,!again!pointing!us!back!to!the!God!who!created!us!
with!a!desire!in!our!soul!for!beauty!and!delight!in!all!things!good.!!
Then,! there! is! the! beauty! of! the! human! body! and! human! sexuality—both! of!
which!God!gave!us!and!delights!in.!Long!before!the!glamour!industry!turned!it!into!a!
competition!for!dollars!and!mates,!God!declared!the!beauty!of!male!and!female!to!be!
“very! good”! (Genesis! 1:31).! Savor! this! poem! celebrating! the! beauty! of! human!
sexuality!expressed!in!the!context!of!marriage:!
!
Young Man
How beautiful you are, my darling,
how beautiful!
Your eyes are like doves.

Young Woman
You are so handsome, my love,
pleasing beyond words!
The soft grass is our bed;
fragrant cedar branches are the beams of our house,
and pleasant smelling firs are the rafters.”
(Song of Songs 1:15-17, NLT)

Of!course,!the!specifics!of!what!constitutes!outer!feminine!beauty,!for!instance,!
vary!greatly!from!culture!to!culture.!Depending!on!where!you!are,!the!most!beautiful!
woman! may! have! silky! paperKwhite! skin! (Japan),! chin! tattoos! and! lips! dyed! indigo!
blue! (Maori! in! New! Zealand),! a! lower! lip! stretched! to! plate! size! (Ethiopia),! kohlK
lined! eyes! and! henna! tattoos! (Middle! East,! Nepal),! a! long! neck! stretched! by! brass!
rings! (Thailand),! or! a! shaved! head! and! stretched! earlobes! with! two! front! teeth!
extracted!(Masai!of!Kenya).!!
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!

!

From the
world’s perspective, our cultures define and
refine our tastes in beauty. In places like
America, the media defines both beauty and
ugliness—and they do it largely through images.!If!you!
All! this! begs! the! question:! Who! gets! to! define! beauty?! !

want! to! discover! the! epitome! of! a! beautiful! couple! or! a! wedding! locale,! a! vacation!
spot!or!a!sport!utility!vehicle,!the!media!will!be!happy!to!tell!you.!
!
!

The Beauty of His Holiness
God’s!very!being!defines!true!beauty.!We!can!hear!King!David!groping!for!words!to!
describe! God’s! indescribable! beauty! so! compelling! that! it! should! move! us! to! the!
ecstasy!of!worship:!
Splendor and majesty are before him;
strength and joy in his dwelling place. . . .
Ascribe to the LORD the glory due his name.
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Bring an offering and come before him;
worship the LORD in the splendor of his holiness. . . .
Yours, O LORD, is the greatness and the power
and the glory and the majesty and the splendor,
for everything in heaven and earth is yours.
(1 Chronicles 16:27,29; 29:11)

!

So God’s person is the “gold standard” of beauty
in His Kingdom.!And!He!reveals!to!us!His!holiness!and!glory!and!joy—that!
is!beautiful.!!
For!David,!the!fearsome!general!and!manliest!of!warriors,!seeking!“the!beauty!of!
the!Lord”!was!his!greatest!passion!and!his!vital!need:!!
One thing have I asked of the Lord, that will I seek, inquire for,
and [insistently] require: that I may dwell in the house of the
Lord [in His presence] all the days of my life, to behold and gaze
UPON THE BEAUTY [the sweet attractiveness and the delightful
loveliness] OF THE LORD and to meditate, consider, and inquire in
His temple. (Psalm 27:4, AMP)

His!intensity!suggests!that!David!was!longing!for!much!more!than!an!enjoyable!
worship! experience! or! religious! entertainment.! The! cry! of! his! heart! was,! “Change!
me,!O!God!”!He!longed!to!see!God!as!He!truly!is!in!all!of!His!resplendent!beauty—and!
to!be!transformed!by!it.!Paul!clarified!the!connection!between!God’s!beauty!and!our!
transformation!when!he!wrote:!!
Whenever, though, they turn to face God as Moses did, God
removes the veil and there they are—face to face! . . . Nothing
between us and God, our faces shining with the brightness of his
face. And so we are transfigured much like the Messiah, our lives
gradually becoming brighter and more beautiful as God enters
our lives and we become like him. (2 Corinthians 3:16,18, MSG)

Did!you!get!that?!! When

we behold God and experience His
presence, when we see His glorious attributes in
the face and life of Jesus and are drawn into
intimate connection with Him, we begin to be
changed and become more beautiful ourselves. That
is the good news about true beauty.
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The Bad News About Beauty
Now! here! comes! the! bad! news! about! beauty.! Even! at! its! best,! outward! beauty—
beauty!that!can!be!seen!with!the!eyes—is!only!temporary.!King!Lemuel!cautioned!us!
that! “charm! is! deceptive,! and! beauty! is! fleeting”! (Proverbs! 31:30).! Isaiah! also!
warned!us!that:!
All men are like grass,
and all their glory is like the flowers of the field.
The grass withers and the flowers fall,
because the breath of the LORD blows on them. (Isaiah 40:6-7)

Using! the! same! metaphor! of! a! blossom! falling! with! its! beauty! destroyed,! Paul!
warned!us!not!to!take!pride!in!our!wealth!or!allow!it!to!define!us,!for!it!too!will!fade!
away!even!as!we!go!about!our!business—a!hard!lesson!many!of!us!are!learning!in!
these!difficult!economic!times!(see!James!1:11).!!
!
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!!!!At

its worst, beauty is often just a veneer worn
by ugliness or evil. What!you!see!isn’t!really!what!you’re!getting!at!
all.!From!the!beginning,!Satan’s!modus$operandi!has!been!as!one!who!“masquerades!
as! an! angel! of! light”! (2! Corinthians! 11:14).! He! disguises! himself! in! beauty! because!
God! hardKwired! us! to! be! repulsed! and! repelled! when! we! come! face! to! face! with!
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gross!ugliness!and!wickedness.!The!best!Satan!can!do!is!to!imitate!beauty!masking!
his!true!motive—to!“steal!and!kill!and!destroy”!the!abundant!life!Jesus!came!to!give!
us! (John! 10:10).! Our! ability! to! discern! between! Satan’s! deceptive! beauty! and!
genuine! beauty! requires! us! to! focus! our! gaze! on! the! Author! and! Perfecter! of! our!
faith!(see!Hebrews!12:2).!
This! exposes! the! dangerous! side! of! some! images.! In! our! day,! they! who! are!
among! Satan’s! most! effective! “servants”! also! masquerade! behind! beauty! (2!
Corinthians!11:15).!Given!such!unlimited!access!to!our!eyes!and!minds!and!hearts,!
images!have!the!power!to:!!
•

Convince! a! man! at! midKlife! that! his! sexual! prowess—or! lack! thereof—
defines! him! .! .! .! or! that! his! possessions! and! money! determine! his! worth! in!
society.!!

•

Convince! an! adolescent! girl! or! a! young! woman! to! degrade! her! beauty! by!
offering!her!body!in!promiscuity!to!just!about!anyone.!(see!Ezekiel!16:25)!!

•

Give!birth!to!the!deadly!progression!of!sin.!James!1:14K15:!“But!each!one!is!
tempted!when,!by!his!own!evil!desire,!he!is!dragged!away!and!enticed.!Then,!
after!desire!has!conceived,!it!gives!birth!to!sin;!and!sin,!when!it!is!fullKgrown,!
gives!birth!to!death.”!Millions!of!men!and!women!are!already!snared!in!the!
destructive!power!of!pornographic!images!as!beauty!is!corrupted!by!lust.!

!
When!Satan!tempted!Jesus,!he!“spread!out”!the!kingdoms!of!the!earth!in!all!their!
worldly!beauty!and!said,!“They’re!yours!in!all!their!splendor!to!serve!your!pleasure.!
I’m!in!charge!of!them!all!and!can!turn!them!over!to!whomever!I!wish.!Worship!me!
and!they’re!yours,!the!whole!works”!(Luke!4:5K7,! MSG).!Of!course,!he!still!uses!that!
same! old! trick! today! in! a! billion! sinister! variations,! manipulating! and! deceiving! us!
into!believing!there!is!depth!beneath!the!facade.!! True

to attract
habitually
pride
and
idolatrous

beauty is meant
us to God, so when we find ourselves
seeking pleasure and beauty to feed our
appetites,
we
can
be
sure
that
worship is upon us.! Too! many! of! us! swallow! Satan’s!

sales! pitch! “spread! out”! visually! on! the! various! screens! we! view.! And! when! this!
happens,! we! choose! the! shallow! and! the! immediate,! and! we! miss! the! “real! and!
eternal!life,!more!and!better!life!than![we]!ever!dreamed!of”$available!only!through!
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Christ!(John!10:10,!MSG).!!
Failing! to! see! the! possibility! of! real! life! in! Christ! is! the! saddest! tragedy! of! all.!

Satan blinds
intrinsic beauty of the gospel:
Using! his! old! baitKandKswitch! trick,! !

us

to

the

If our Message is obscure to anyone, it’s not because we’re holding
back in any way. No, it’s because these other people are looking or
going the wrong way and refuse to give it serious attention. All
they have eyes for is the fashionable god of darkness. They think he
can give them what they want, and that they won’t have to bother
believing a Truth they can’t see. They’re stone-blind to the
dayspring brightness of the Message that shines with Christ, who
gives us the best picture of God we’ll ever get. (2 Corinthians 4:3-4,
MSG)

If they go unexamined critically, exposure to
images embedded with the world’s verbal and nonverbal messages can put us in serious danger. With
our ethical filters set on mute, we become dull if
not blind to the beauty of the Lord Himself, the
goodness of His gospel, and “the splendor of his
coming” again!!(2!Thessalonians!2:8).!!
!
!

From Dull to Discerning
So!what!does!all!this!talk!of!beauty!and!ugliness!and!the!ethics!of!images!have!to!do!
with!the!ministry!of!the!gospel?!It!goes!without!saying!that!as!consumers!of!images!
ourselves!we!need!to!be!careful!what!we!see.!But!this!book!focuses!on!implications!
for! the! ways! we! minister! to! others,! especially! the! younger! generation! whose!
worldview! is! so! profoundly! shaped! by! what! they! see.! We! want! them! to! grow! to!
spiritual!maturity,!becoming!experienced!and!skilled!in!both!the!doctrines!and!the!
practices!of!righteousness.!The!problem,!according!to!the!writer!of!Hebrews,!is!that!
so!many:!
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Have become DULL in your
[spiritual] hearing and
sluggish [even slothful in
achieving
spiritual
insight]. . . . But solid food
is for full-grown men, for
those whose senses and
mental
faculties
ARE
TRAINED

BY

PRACTICE

TO

DISCRIMINATE AND DISTINGUISH

what is morally
noble and what is
evil and contrary either
to divine or human law.
(Hebrews 5:11,14, AMP)
BETWEEN

GOOD AND

This!is!where!the!rubber!meets!the!road!in!our!lives!as!ChristKfollowers.!It!is!the!
choice!between!dullness!and!discernment;!not!only!in!what!we!do,!but!also!in!what!
we! view.! While! we! don’t! suggest! gouging! out! your! eyes! (see! Matthew! 5:29),! we!
must!learn!to!selectively!close!them.!!
We!admit!that!this!is!a!lot!easier!said!than!done.!Today!images!are!coming!at!us!
at! an! overwhelming! rate—faster! than! we! can! process.! The! mixture! of! beauty! and!
ugliness!is!often!swarming!with!a!hodgepodge!of!verbal!and!sexual!abuse,!blood!and!
gore,! fearless! acts! of! valor! blended! with! tears! of! determination! and! heroism.! We!
laugh!at!cynical,!demeaning!comments!because!they!come!embedded!in!comedy.!We!
ignore! violence! and! selfishness! because! they! come! within! children’s! cartoons.! We!
overlook!appeals!to!crass!materialism!and!gluttony!because!the!ads!are!so!slick!and!
clever.!If!the!commercial!for!that!car!came!right!out!and!said!blatantly,!“Buy!this!car!
and!you’ll!attract!a!sexy!woman,”!our!verbal!filter!would!say,!“No!”!But!because!the!
same! message! is! spoken! nonverbally! through! the! images,! it! slips! through! almost!
unnoticed!while!being!seductively!persuasive.!!

beauty and ugliness
often come intermixed with goodness and evil—even
within the same image!! Let’s! look! again! at! the! two! images! from! the!
The! principle! to! remember! here! is! that!

beginning!of!this!chapter.!!
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!
Perhaps! you! described! the! first! image! as! rather! bleak! and! ugly—a! dead! and!
lifeless! trees—and! the! second! as! beautiful! flowers,! so! lovely! to! look! at.! Someone!
else,!however,!might!see!the!first!one!as!the!death!of!the!old!for!the!sake!of!birthing!
fresh,!new!life.!As!for!the!second—yes,!the!flowers!are!pretty,!but!oh,!my!allergies!!
Keep!them!away!from!me!or!I’ll!die!trying!to!breathe.!Where!you!see!beauty,!I!may!
see!none!at!all.!!
The!same!is!true!of!ugliness.!Yes,!it!
is!true!that!God!created!things!that!are!
innately! ugly! to! human! senses—such!
as! decaying! human! flesh! or!
excrement—so! that! we! would! seek!
God!in!His!holiness!and!life.!!
Measured! by! the! benchmarks! of!
beauty! in! our! culture,! some! people!
would!have!found!my!(Ralph’s)!ninetyK
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yearKold! grandmother! rather! ugly,! too,! even! expendable.! But! she! was! beautiful! to!
me.! My! sense! of! her! beauty! came! wrapped! with! decades! of! memories! of! her!
kindness! that! almost! blinded! me! to! her! wrinkles! and! deteriorating! body.! These!
examples! illustrate! the! complexity! of! the! personal! context! we! bring! to! the! mixed!
images!we!see.!!
Here! is! another! paradox! we! must! help! each! other! negotiate! as! we! learn! to!
distinguish! between! good! and! evil! in! our! world! of! images:! Not

all beauty
is good and not all ugliness is bad. Part of
helping people mature is teaching them to detect
and value inner beauty more than outer beauty, in
themselves and others (see!1!Peter!3:3K4).!!
No!image!illustrates!this!more!powerfully!than!the!cross.!On!the!one!hand,!the!
cross! speaks! to! us! of! convicted! criminals! pierced! by! nails! to! suffer! an! extended,!
excruciating!death!to!the!taunts!and!shaming!of!the!crowds.!What!could!be!more!evil!
and!ugly!than!the!hypocritical!religious!leaders!subjecting!the!innocent!Lamb!of!God!
to!this!torture?!Yet,!on!the!other!hand,!that!same!cross!speaks!to!us!of!a!love!so!!
!
sublime! and! unselfish! that! the! Lamb! of!
God! sacrificed! Himself! for! His! beloved,!
and!of!a!God!so!merciful!and!full!of!grace!
that! He! made! the! cross! a! place! of!
perpetual! redemption! and! hope—what!
could! have! more! goodness! and! beauty?!
We! are! called! to! see! the! ugliness! of! our!
own! hearts! and! the! beauty! of! His!
solution—redemption! through! the!
ugliness! of! the! cross! and! the! beauty! of!
Jesus’!mercy!offered!to!us!there.!!
When!I!(Judy)!was!living!in!Uganda,!
a! rebel! force! called! Lord’s! Resistance!
Army,! led! by! Joseph! Kony,! controlled!
large! tracts! of! the! north.! They! were!
notorious! for! their! savagery! against!
children,! some! of! whose! maimed! bodies!
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we!saw!in!Kampala.!When!I!had!seen!one!too!many!teenaged!girls!with!body!parts!
sliced! off,! I! cried! out! to! God,! “Why! must! I! see! this! horror?”! He! replied,! “You! will!
never!know!how!good!I!am!until!you!really!see!how!evil!My!enemy!is.”!!
In! 2008! my! wife! and! I! (Ralph)! visited! Rwanda! with! some! people! from! our!
church.! During! our! stay,! our! hosts! escorted! us! to! a! genocide! museum! at! a! nearby!
technology! school.! We! stood! on! the! killing! fields! where! forty! thousand! Tutsis! had!
been!slaughtered!and!buried.!Perhaps!one!could!begin!to!embrace!the!depravity!and!
scope!of!this!tragedy!through!statistics!and!news!articles!alone.!!
Then! we! viewed! room! after! room! of! bodies! preserved! in! lime,! revealing! the!
grooves! carved! by! machetes! on! the! limbs! and! skulls! of! adults! and! children.! Those!
images!have!never!left!me—and!I!hope!they!never!will.!
Though! they! speak! loudly! of! unspeakable! evil,! the! Rwandan! government! takes!
care!to!ensure!that!these!brutal!reminders!are!available!to!all!who!will!come.!They!
know! the! importance! of! people! learning! to! discern! good! from! evil.! They! know! the!
power!of!raw!images!to!embed!deep!realities!within!our!souls.!Their!hope!is!to!avoid!
a!repeat!of!ethnic!genocide.!
Our! culture! often! focuses!
on! images,! not! of! goodness,!
but!of!evil.!There!is!a!place!for!
this! even! as! the! Rwandan!
genocide! museum! displayed!
the!ugliness!of!hatchets!in!the!
hands! of! evil! men.! The!
ugliness! of! war,! sexual! abuse,!
environmental!
pollution—
they! speak! to! the! fallen!
human! condition! and! can! be!
motivating! catalysts! for!
positive!change.!However,!these!images!can!also!numb!us!to!these!very!realities.!We!

as
bearers of the Gospel, we need to hone our ability
to discern good from evil as we negotiate the
images of beauty and ugliness within our cultural
contexts.
can! become! so! used! to! ugliness! that! we! perceive! it! as! normal.! Again,!
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Clearly!just!shutting!our!eyes!to!what!seems!ugly!or!evil!at!first!glance!isn’t!the!
answer.! Nor! is! opening! our! eyes! wide! to! whatever! presents! itself! as! beautiful! and!
attractive.! The! growing! disciple! of! Jesus! is! learning! that! what! he! sees! isn’t! always!
what!it!seems!at!first.!He!is!practicing!discernment!by!asking!himself!and!answering!
probing!questions!like!these!pertaining!to!the!images!he!views!on!his!TV,!computer!
screen,! iPod,! cell! phone,! game! console,! online! magazines,! apps,! and! other! media!
sources:!!
•

What!good!or!evil,!what!beauty!or!ugliness!do!I!see!in!these!images?!

•

What!emotions!and!desires!do!these!images!stir!up!in!my!heart?!

•

What!do!I!think!these!images!are!trying!to!get!me!to!believe,!want,!or!do?!

•

If!Jesus!were!looking!over!my!shoulder!at!these!images,!how!would!He!feel?!
How!would!I!feel?!What!might!He!say?!

•

Do! these! images! point! me! toward! the! beauty! of! the! Lord! or! toward!
something!else?!

•

Does! viewing! these! images! bring! anything! wholesome,! helpful,! edifying,! or!
beneficial!to!me!(the!guidelines!for!our!words—see!Ephesians!4:29)?!!

!
Both!for!us!and!for!those!we!influence,!the!journey!toward!godly,!inner!beauty!
involves! aligning! our! hearts! with! the! heart! of! God! who! is! supremely! beautiful! in!
holiness!and!filled!with!jealous!love!for!us,!enduring!mercy,!and!diverse!creativity.!

In the transforming process of overcoming evil
with good (see Romans 12:21), the maturing
believer begins with stepping out of spiritual
dullness and blindness to the message of images so
that evil doesn’t get the best of him.! He! develops! the!
habits!of!critical!awareness!and!intentional!evaluation!of!the!images!he!sees!through!
the!lens!of!the!beauty!of!the!Lord’s!holiness.!He!denies!access!to!images!he!knows!
won’t! be! beneficial! or! constructive! to! him! or! to! others,! even! if! they! might! be!
permissible!(see!1!Corinthians!10:23).!He!refuses!to!let!his!culture!or!peers!set!the!
minimum!standards!for!what!he!consumes!visually;!he!exercises!his!right!to!set!his!
own! minimum! standards.! He! is! able! to! discern! what! is! good! for! his! soul.! And! he!
takes!one!more!step:!He!proactively!fills!his!eyes,!mind,!and!heart!with!true!beauty:!!
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Summing it all up, friends, I’d say you’ll do best by filling your
minds and meditating on things true, noble, reputable, authentic,
compelling, gracious—the best, not the worst; the beautiful, not
the ugly; things to praise, not things to curse. (Philippians 4:8, MSG)

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

!
•

There!is!an!ethic!to!images,!which!simply!means!that!they!are!not!valueK
neutral.! As! consumers! of! images,! we! must! become! keenly! discerning!
about!what!we!look!at!with!our!eyes.!
From! the! world’s! perspective,! our! cultures! define! and! refine! our! tastes!
in! beauty.! In! places! like! America,! the! media! define! both! beauty! and!
ugliness—largely! through! images.! But! above! all! that,! God’s! person! and!
the!splendor!of!His!holiness!set!the!“gold!standard”!for!beauty.!!

!
•

Beauty! and! ugliness! often! come! intermixed! with! goodness! and! evil—
even! within! the! same! image,! depending! on! the! personal! context! we!
bring!to!it.!!

•

In!the!transforming!process!of!overcoming!evil!with!good,!the!maturing!
believer!is!stepping!out!of!spiritual!dullness!and!learning!to!discriminate!
between!the!good!and!evil!embedded!in!the!images!around!him.!

!

!

For Personal Reflection
•
!
•

Where!do!you!tend!to!see!beauty!and!ugliness!around!you?!What!one!or!
two!forces!have!most!strongly!shaped!your!view!of!beauty!and!ugliness?!
On! a! scale! of! 1K5! (1! =! rarely! even! notice,! 5! =! keenly! sensitive),! how!
discerning! are! you! to! the! good! or! evil! “ethic”! in! the! images! you! view?!
Explain.!

!
•

What! impact! do! you! think! it! has! on! a! person’s! spiritual! maturing! if! he!
remains! dull! to! the! ethical! content! of! the! images! in! his! world?! What!
about! if! he! is! discerning! about! the! ethical! content! of! the! images! in! his!
world?!!

•

How! can! we! as! ChristKfollowers! bring! a! quality,! authentic,! and!
restorative!Gospel!into!our!culture!through!the!power!of!images?!

!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
TOUCHED AND HEALED!
In! Bible! times,! a! disease! called!
“leprosy”! was! greatly! feared! but! not!
necessarily!understood.!Lepers!.!.!.!
.! .! .! generally! looked! blemished!
and!deformed.!
!
.!.!.!weren’t!allowed!to!participate!
in!religious!or!social!activities!!
!
.! .! .! were! usually! isolated! so! they!
wouldn’t!infect!other!people.!
!
.! .! .! were! often! verbally! abused!
and! often! had! rocks! thrown! at! them!
to!keep!them!away.!
!
.! .! .! needed! to! make! themselves!
known!by!wearing!distinctive!or!ragged!clothes!and!crying!out,!“Unclean!!Unclean!”!
so!people!(especially!religious!leaders)!could!avoid!them.1!!!
A leper came to him, begging on his knees, “If you want to,
you can cleanse me.” Deeply moved, Jesus put out his hand,
touched him, and said, “I want to. Be clean.” Then and
there the leprosy was gone, his skin smooth and healthy.
Jesus dismissed him with strict orders: “Say nothing to
anyone. Take the offering for cleansing that Moses
prescribed and present yourself to the priest. This will
validate your healing to the people.” But as soon as the
man was out of earshot, he told everyone he met what had
happened, spreading the news all over town. So Jesus kept
to out-of-the-way places, no longer able to move freely in
and out of the city. But people found him, and came from
all over. (Mark 1:40-45, MSG)
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REFLECTING
This!man!probably!had!not!touched—or!been!touched!by—anyone!in!years.!Think!
about! the! price! he! had! paid! for! his! disease.! List! several! ways! he! probably! had!
suffered!because!of!it.!!
•

•

When!Jesus!honored!this!man!by!touching!him,!what!effect!do!you!think!this!
had! on! his! soul?! .! .! .! on! his! dignity?! .! .! .! on! his! community?! Consider! the!
previous!image!before!responding.!
!
Now! think! about! the! importance! of! touch! in! your! own! life—being! touched!
tenderly,! abusively,! or! not! being! touched! at! all.! What! memories! or! feelings!
or!longings!get!stirred!up!in!you!when!you!think!about!touch!in!your!life?!

!
In!Jesus’!day,!people!with!leprosy!were!“outcasts”!and!“untouchables.”!It!varies!
from!place!to!place,!but!every!society!still!has!its!social!outcasts.!Today!they!might!
be!the!disabled,!AIDS!victims,!and!so!on.!What!groups!of!people!are!the!“outcasts”!or!
“untouchables”!in!your!context?!How!do!you!usually!respond!to!them—stopping!to!
notice!or!turning!away!or!something!else?!
!
!

FINDING MERCY
For you are a people holy to the LORD your God. Out of all the
peoples on the face of the earth, the LORD has chosen you to be
his treasured possession. (Deuteronomy 14:2)

Now you are called “The Outcast” and “Jerusalem, the Place
Nobody Wants.” But, says the LORD, when I bring you home again
from your captivity . . . you shall be my people and I will be your
God. (Jeremiah 30:17-18, 22, TLB)

Both the one who makes men holy and those who are made holy
are of the same family. So Jesus is not ashamed to call them
brothers. (Hebrews 2:11)!
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In!the!Old!Testament,!God!chose!the!stubborn,!nothingKspecial!nation!of!Israel!to!
be! His! special! people! as! a! foretaste! of! His! love! for! all! people.! Today! God! invites!
anyone! to! join! His! family! by! trusting! Jesus.! From! these! passages,! how! does! God!
(Father,!Son,!and!Holy!Spirit)!feel!about!His!people?!How!does!your!heart!respond!to!
knowing!that!Jesus!is!not!ashamed!of!you?!!
Have!you!ever!experienced!someone!else!being!with!you!in!your!darkest!place!
and! not! being! ashamed! of! you?! From! Hebrews! 2:11,! how! can! you! expect! Jesus! to!
respond!to!your!dark!places?!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
This$exercise$was$adapted$from$the$CONNECT$series$Bible$study,$$
“Freedom:$Breaking$the$Power$of$Shame,”$available$at:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html$
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Chapter!7!

Images, the Bible,
and Church History
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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When!I!(Dennis)!first!attended!an!Orthodox!church!service,!it!felt!so!foreign!to!me!
that!I!wanted!to!just!watch!and!not!participate.!But!I!was!so!drawn!in!that!I!could!
not! remain! merely! a! passive! observer.! The! sights,! sounds,! and! smells! engaged! not!
only!my!senses,!but!also!my!heart.!Incense,!tinkling!bells,!beautiful!a!cappella!choral!
music,! and! light! from! ornate! chandeliers—all! these! stimuli! nudged! me! out! of! my!
passivity!into!a!deeper!worship!experience.!But!the!icons!are!what!really!caught!my!
attention.! Colorful! paintings! on! the! walls! and! overhead! dome! depicted! scenes! of!
Jesus!with!the!crowds,!the!temple!and!Holy!!
of! Holies,! as! well! as! other! haloed! saints! or!
biblical! figures! surrounded! by! winged!
angels.! I! also! watched! the! other!
worshippers.!Something!about!their!posture!
spoke! of! intense! and! sincere! devotion! or!
respectful! veneration! (not! worship)! of! the!
figures! in! the! icons.! Observing! the!
Communion! portion! of! the! service! was!
particularly!powerful.!I!wondered!what!was!
happening! here.! Was! their! response! right!
and! sincere! or! idolatrous! and! forced?! Were!
these!images!ethically!beautiful!and!good,!or!
was! their! beauty! insidious! in! some! way?! I!
reflected! back! on! my! usual! church! worship!
experience!and!wondered!why!it!seemed!so!
passive! and! cognitive! compared! to! this.!
Something! about! this! whole! experience!
moved! me! beyond! the! communication! of!
biblical!truth!and!ignited!a!longing!within!me!for!more!authentic!worship.!!
Since!the!earliest!days!of!the!church,!images!and!art!have!played!at!least!three!
significant!(and!sometimes!controversial)!roles!for!followers!of!Christ.!Through!the!
ages!we!have!used!images!to!communicate!the!truth!of!biblical!stories!and!themes!
as! a! means! of! honoring! the! fathers! and! mothers! of! the! faith! and! shaping! a! biblical!
worldview.! We! also! have! used! images! like! the! fish! and! the! cross! as! identifying!
symbols! of! our! Christian! faith.! And! many! art! forms! (such! as! icons,! sculptures,!
frescos,!and!paintings)!have!invited!us!into!private!devotion!and!corporate!worship!
of! God.! Even! the! architecture! and! furnishings! of! cathedrals! and! church! buildings!
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were! designed! to! enhance! our! connections! with! God! and! His! metaKstory.! In! this!
section! we! will! touch! on! the! historical! controversy! over! the! commands! and!
practices! related! to! the! use! of! images! in! worship.! But! first,! join! us! in! a! brief! walk!
through! the! church’s! history! of! images! and! art! as! part! of! worship! and! devotional!
life.1!
!
!

Images in the Early Centuries and the
Reformation
Sign of the Fish !
We’ve!all!seen!the!simple!sign!of!the!fish!on!
bumper! stickers! and! wall! plaques.! The! fish!
was! an! early! Christian! symbol,! probably!
referencing! Jesus’! feeding! of! the! five!
thousand.! In! addition,! the! Greek! acrostic!
Ichthys—translated!“fish”—stands!for!“Jesus!
Christ,! Son! of! God,! Saviour.”2! During! times!
of! persecution,! especially! in! the! early!
centuries,!Christians!used!this!image!to!find!
a! safe! place! to! spend! the! night! and! fellowship! with! other! believers.! This! simple!
image!of!a!fish!survives!today!as!a!way!that!believers!identify!themselves!across!the!
globe.!!
!

Mosaic Tiles !
Shaping! colored! tiles! into! beautiful! mosaic! images!
was!an!art!form!common!in!the!Roman!Empire.!Early!
Christians!adapted!this!form!to!communicate!biblical!
messages.! Often! appearing! on! walls,! floors,! and!
ceilings,! these! tiles! depicted! central! themes! of! the!
church! in! stunning! color! to! communicate! to! their!
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nonKreading!audiences.!
!

Triptych
A! triptych! was! a! work! of! art! consisting! of! three!
panels!that!were!hinged!together,!usually!placed!
on!or!over!the!altar!in!a!church.!Triptychs!could!
also! be! folded! and! easily! transported.! These!
panels!were!popular!during!the!Middle!Ages!and!
served! to! invite! people! to! meditate! on! various!
biblical!stories.!!
!

Stained Glass Windows
If!you!can,!try!to!recall!the!last!time!you!worshipped!in!a!
church! with! stained! glass! windows.! How! did! that! art!
form!impact!your!experience?!Stained!glass!windows!are!
extensions! of! mosaic! tiles.! These! windows! allow! light! to!
sparkle! through! colored! glass! as! they! depict! various!
biblical! stories! and! church! saints.! A! subtler! message! of!
this!art!form!includes!the!revelation!that!“God!is!light”!(1!
John! 1:5),! revealing! His! truth! among! us.! For! many!
believers!today,!worshipping!in!a!sanctuary!with!stained!
glass! windows! creates! a! sense! of! almost! timeless!
connection! with! the! saints! and! biblical! characters!
through!the!ages.!!
!

Illuminated Bibles

!

Before! the! printing! press,! the! Scriptures!
were! copied! by! hand! to! preserve! and!
communicate! God’s! Word! to! illiterate!
people.! Artists! supplemented! the! text! using!
inks,! paints,! gold,! and! silver,! by! adding!
decorated! initials,! borders,! and! miniature!
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illustrations.! Ethiopian! monks! created! the! earliest! preserved! illuminated! Bible! in!
the!fifth!century,!but!most!were!created!during!the!Middle!Ages!and!Renaissance.3!!!
!

Stations of the Cross !
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
One! of! the! most! common! uses! of! images! for! worship! sprang! out! of! the! practice! of!
early! believers! making! pilgrimages! to! Jerusalem.! There! they! retraced! the! route! of!
Jesus!as!He!carried!His!cross!to!His!death.!Each!important!stopping!point!along!this!
Via$ Dolorosa! was! called! a! “station.”! In! the! medieval! period! when! people! could! not!
travel! to! Jerusalem,! they! created! a! series! of! depictions! that! served! the! same!
purpose,! usually! in! the! form! of! paintings! or! sculptures,! arranged! on! the! walls! of!
their! churches! or! in! a! prayer! garden.! Especially! during! Holy! Week,! Christians!
followed!the!stations!of!the!cross!in!a!liturgical!or!
private!process!of!meditation!and!worship—as!an!
act!of!devotion!to!God.!These!visual!depictions!of!
the! passion! of! Christ! serve! as! a! context! for! a!
believer’s!prayer!and!reflection!even!today.!!
!

Icons
Icons! are! usually! flat! panel! paintings! depicting!
holy! beings! or! objects,! most! commonly! of! Jesus,!
Mary,! biblical! characters,! saints,! angels,! or! the!
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cross.! They! might! be! painted! on! wood,! carved! in! stone,! molded! in! metal,!
embroidered!on!cloth,!printed!on!paper,!or!done!in!mosaic!or!fresco.!Still!common!in!
Orthodox!and!Catholic!churches,!icons!are!not!meant!merely!to!be!looked!at.!While!
the! eyes! see! the! image,! the! mind! and! heart! are! meant! to! grasp! something! deeper!
and! richer—God’s! love! and! beauty! along! with! grace! and! truth.! Still,! the! icon! is! a!
muchKdebated! art! form! that! led! to! periods! of! persecution! in! the! eighth! and! ninth!
centuries.!
!

Images During and After the Reformation
The!Protestant!Reformation!called!for!the!church!to!communicate!the!great!truths!of!
Scripture!to!the!masses!in!ways!they!could!understand,!especially!through!written!
means!with!the!advent!of!the!printing!press.!So!the!Reformation!churches!elevated!
the! written! Word! and! promoted! literacy! and! the! translation! of! Scripture! into! the!
vernacular.! One! example! of! this! movement! is! a! Bible—hard! fought! for! and!
translated!by!Martin!Luther—which!was!illustrated!by!his!followers.!
In! response! to! this! movement,! the! Roman! Catholic! Church! determined! at! the!
Council! of! Trent! that! the! arts! (especially! paintings! and! sculptures! used! in! church!
settings)!should!be!used!to!communicate!biblical!themes!and!connect!more!directly!
and! emotionally! with! the! nonKliterate! masses.! Baroque! art! depicting! religious!
themes!emerged!in!the!1600s!and!was!more!direct!and!dramatic!than!the!icons!of!
the! past,! drawing! viewers! into! the! emotion! of! the! scenes.! They! represent! perhaps!
the! epitome! of! religious! art! that!
adorned! the! walls! of! Roman!
Catholic! churches! in! this! era.! This!
image! of! the! hands! of! God! and!
Adam!at!the!time!of!Creation!is!one!
of! the! most! recognized! images!
today.!
However,! out! of! a! fear! of!
idolatry,! the! Puritans! and! other!
Anabaptist! reformers! reacted! to!
the! perceived! excesses! of! Roman!
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Catholic!art!forms!by!often!covering!up!these!colorfully!painted!scenes.!One!example!
can! be! seen! in! the! whitewashed! murals! on! the! walls! of! St.! Nicholas’! Church! in!
Oddington,!Gloucestershire.4!!!
!
!

Crosses and Crucifixes
Probably!the!most!enduring!image!(and!art!form)!used!during!worship!and!private!
devotion! for! Christians! is! the! cross! because! it! communicates! the! essential! truth! of!
our!faith:!Christ’s!sacrificial!death!on!the!cross!for!our!redemption.!The!earliest!form!
was! the! crucifix,! still! used! in! Roman! Catholic,! Eastern! Orthodox,! Coptic,! Anglican,!
and!Lutheran!public!religious!services!in!keeping!with!1!Corinthians!1:23:!“but!we!
preach! Christ! crucified:! a! stumbling! block! to! Jews! and! foolishness! to! Gentiles.”!
During!the!Middle!Ages,!small!crucifixes!hung!in!the!living!quarters!of!monks,!clergy,!
and!laity;!today!they!are!still!commonly!displayed!in!Catholic!homes.!While!Martin!
Luther!approved!of!the!use!of!crucifixes!and!crosses!for!devotional!purposes,!John!
Calvin! did! not.! Today! most! other! Protestants! prefer! the! empty! cross! in! their!
churches! (or! jewelry! or! homes)! to! emphasize! that! Christ! conquered! death! and! is!
risen.!!
!
!

Don’t Make Graven Images
What!is!your!understanding!about!the!proper!place!of!images!in!worship!contexts?!
Your! answer! probably! reflects! your! religious! heritage.! The! heart! of! the! historical!
controversy! and! theological! debate! about! images! stems! from! two! different!
interpretations!of!the!second!commandment:!
Thou shalt have no other gods before me. Thou shalt not make unto
thee any GRAVEN IMAGE, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven
above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under
the earth: THOU SHALT NOT BOW DOWN THYSELF TO THEM, NOR SERVE THEM:
FOR I THE LORD THY GOD AM A JEALOUS GOD, visiting the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of
them that hate me; And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that
love me, and keep my commandments. (Exodus 20:3-6, KJV)

The!Hebrew!word!translated!“graven!image”!in!Exodus!20:4!is!pechsel!meaning!
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a! carved! or! molded! image.5! The! concept! of! “graven”! implies! something! that! is!
molded,!sculpted,!carved,!engraved,!stamped,!or!impressed.!!
So! here! are! the! tough! questions:! When! is! an! image! also! an! idol?! When! does!
honoring! and! venerating! actually! entail! adoring! and! worshipping?! When! does! it!
unlock!evil!and!a!negative!reflection!of!the!mind!and!heart?!What!is!the!intent!of!the!
second! commandment’s! prohibition! against! graven! images?! Respected! theologians!
have!differed!in!their!interpretations.!One!interpretation!leaves!you!with!permission!
to! use! images! in! worship! and! ministry! as! long! as! they! don’t! lead! to! idolatry.! We’ll!
call!this!the!“use!but!don’t!abuse”!view.!The!other!interpretation!sets!you!on!a!path!
opposed!to!using!any!created!or!artistic!piece!that!represents!the!Almighty,!even!if!
you! are! using! it! to! worship! the! Almighty! Himself.! We’ll! call! this! the! “beware! the!
slippery!slope”!view.!!
!
!

Beware the Slippery Slope View
The! first! and! more! conservative! view! is! that! if! you! never! actually! “make”! such! an!
object! as! a! “graven! image”! in! the! first! place,! then! you! will! never! be! able! to! “bow!
down!thyself!to!them,!nor!serve!them”!later!on.!It!is!a!preventative!view!and!it!is!a!
minority! view! throughout! church! history.! It! would! stop! human! craftsmen! from!
carving! or! molding! virtually! any! images! at! all! that! depict! humans,! angels,! land!
animals,!sea!creatures,!or!any!person!of!the!triune!God—including!Jesus.!It!assumes!
that!too!many!of!us!simply!cannot!resist!the!slippery!slope!into!idolatry.!!
In! AD! 726,! Byzantine! Emperor! Leo! III! banned! the! use! of! images! because! he!
equated! them! with! idolatry! and! saw! them! as! a! violation! of! the! second!
commandment.6! ! However,! Pope! Gregory! III! responded! by! asserting! that! images!
were!not!idols,!but!rather!a!means!to!help!people!focus!on!God!in!prayer!(the!“use!
but!don’t!abuse”!view).!
More! recently,! theologians! like! Karl! Barth! leaned! toward! the! “slippery! slope”!
view.! He! believed! that! “natural”! religion! always! leads! to! false! religion,! so! using!
images!that!depict!nature!to!draw!people!into!a!right!devotion!of!God!are!misplaced!
efforts!at!best,!and!perhaps!dangerous.7!
To!illustrate!the!current!danger!of!“natural”!religion,!I!(Judy)!have!seen!firsthand!
one! contemporary! expression! of! idolKworship.! An! African! friend! of! mine! named!
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Monica! was! born! into! a! small! clan! who! worshipped! a! local! god! in! the! form! of! a!
carved! wooden! idol! (probably! similar! to! the! household! gods! Rachel! took! when!
leaving! her! father’s! house! in! Genesis! 31).! It! is! not! clear! whether! they! viewed! the!
statue! itself! as! a! god,! or! as! merely! representing! a! god.! But! until! Monica! became! a!
Christian,! she! was! assigned! as! the! god’s! “princess.”! She! was! required! to! feed! it!
nightly!and!make!occasional!ritual!sacrifices!to!appease!the!god!in!exchange!for!its!
supernatural!favor!on!weather,!crops,!fertility,!and!so!on.!This!kind!of!idol!worship!
still!thrives,!especially!in!animist!cultures.!!
J.! I.! Packer! sees! the! second! commandment! as! banning! images! depicting! any! of!
the!persons!of!the!Trinity,!even!for!the!purpose!of!worship:!!
Accordingly,! we! take! the! second! commandment—as! in! fact! it! has! always!
been! taken—as! pointing! us! to! the! principle! that! (to! quote! Charles! Hodge)!
“idolatry! consists! not! only! in! the! worship! of! false! gods,! but! also! in! the!
worship!of!the!true!God!by!images.”!In!its!Christian!application,!this!means!
that! we! are! not! to! make! use! of! visual! or! pictorial! representations! of! the!
Triune! God,! or! of! any! person! of! the! Trinity,! for! the! purposes! of! Christian!
worship.!The!commandment!thus!deals,!not!with!the!object!of!our!worship,!
but!with!the!manner!of!it;!what!it!tells!us!is!that!statues!and!pictures!of!the!
One!whom!we!worship!are!not!to!be!used!as!an!aid!to!worshipping!Him.8!
This!view!raises!the!question:!Is!forbidding!the!making!of!images!really!
the!intent!of!the!second!commandment?!
!
!
!

Use But Don’t Abuse View
Other! theologians! have! looked! at! the! second! commandment! from! the! end! point! of!
idolatry.!The!intent!behind!this!view!is!honoring!the!fact!that!God!is!a!jealous!God!
(see!Exodus!20:5),!whose!heart!breaks!to!see!us!run!after!other!nonKgods!in!search!
of!life!that!can!only!be!found!in!Him.!He!commands!us!not!to!bow!down!to!graven!
images!so!that!we!will!embrace!the!jealous!and!lavish!love!of!God!who!abhors!our!
idolatry!because!He!wants!us!for!His!own.!And!because!the!human!heart!is!inclined!
to!idolatry,!and!idolatry!is!encouraged!through!graven!images,!we!are!commanded!
not!to!make!any!graven!images!that!lead!us!into!idolatry.!It’s!a!matter!of!emphasis.!
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The! “slippery! slope”! view! emphasizes! the! making! of! the! graven! images,! while! the!
“use!but!don’t!abuse”!view!emphasizes!the!avoidance!of!idolatrous!uses!of!images.!!
Martin!Luther!subscribed!to!this!latter!view.!In!an!article!exploring!the!dangers!
of! artKmaking! in! the! church,! David! Taylor! refers! to! Luther’s! opinion! that! just!
because! something! might! possibly! be! abused! doesn’t! mean! we! should! prohibit! its!
legitimate!uses:!
It! is! also! important! to! remember! what! many! sixteenthKcentury! Reformers!
kept!clear:!abusus$non$tolit$usum.!The!possibility!of!abuse!does!not!remove!
the!legitimacy!of!use.!Martin!Luther!put!it!in!earthier!terms.!People,!he!said,!
point! out! that! women! and! wine! are! also! dangerous! things! and! are! being!
misused.!“But!what!is!there!that!is!not!being!misused?”!The!question!for!us,!
therefore,!is!not!the!goodness!of!art!but!its!specific!misuse!in!the!particular!
contexts! of! the! church,! and! it! is! for! these! misuses! that! we! need! to! remain!
alert!and!discerning.9!

Luther might say to us, “Anything can be abused,
including women and wine and images used in
worship. But let us enjoy all of them in their
rightful, righteous place while being on guard
against the possibility of misuse.”
The!translators!of!the!New$International$Version!of!the!Bible!have!also!grappled!
with! how! to! interpret! and! translate! this! passage.! In! 1984! they! translated! Exodus!
20:4! as! “You! shall! not! make! for! yourself! an$ idol! in! the! form! of! anything! in! heaven!
above!or!on!the!earth!beneath!or!in!the!waters!below.”!Then!they!vacillated!in!2010!
to!the!slippery!slope!stance!of!prohibiting!the!making!of!images:!“You!shall!not!make!
for! yourself! an! image! in! the! form! of! anything! in! heaven! above! or! on! the! earth!
beneath!or!in!the!waters!below.”!All!of!this!simply!demonstrates!that!there!is!a!real!
and!unresolved!tension!involved!in!using!images!appropriately!in!our!worship!and!
our!lives.!!
Advocates!of!the!“use!but!don’t!abuse”!view!agree!that!God!has!no!shape!or!form!
and!is!incomparable!to!any!created!thing.!But!they!argue!that!at!the!incarnation,!“the!
Word!became!flesh”!(John!1:14);!the!invisible!God!who!is!bodiless!and!without!form!
chose!to!take!on!the!form!of!a!servant!in!a!body!of!flesh!so!that!we!could!see!Him.!
And! therefore! it! is! permissible! to! depict! Jesus! Christ! as! an! aid! to! worshipping! the!
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Savior!Himself!(not!worshipping!His!depiction).!!
Speaking!for!the!“use!but!don’t!abuse”!view,!Tim!Keller,!the!pastor!of!Redeemer!
Presbyterian!Church!in!New!York!City,!differs!with!Packer!in!that!he!sees!engaging!
in!the!arts!and!empowering!local!artists!as!a!priority!for!ministry!in!today’s!urban!
global!context.10!
!
!

Holy Uses for Graven
Images
Perhaps! the! key! to! this! issue! is! the! warning!
against!idolatry!in!view!of!the!jealous!heart!of!
God.! In! the! Old! Testament,! God! gave!
instructions! for! making! many! elements! for!
worship,! including! the! temple! and! various!
articles! used! therein.! In! that! context,! God!
actually! instructed! His! people! to! craft! metal!
images! of! cherubim! for! holy! purposes—not!
idolatrous!ones,!of!course.!Shortly!after!giving!
the! Ten! Commandments,! God! asked! the!
Israelites!to!create!these!images:!!
You shall make two cherubim of gold,
make them of hammered work at the
two ends of the mercy seat. Make one
cherub at one end and one cherub at
the other end; you shall make the cherubim of one piece with the
mercy seat at its two ends. The cherubim shall have their wings
spread upward, covering the mercy seat with their wings and
facing one another; the faces of the cherubim are to be turned
toward the mercy seat. (Exodus 25:18-20, NASB)

We! understand! cherubim! (plural! for! cherub)! to! be! winged! celestial! beings!
among!the!angels.!In!this!case!God!ordained!a!graven!(that!is,!molded)!image!for!use!
in!His!holiest!place!to!focus!His!worshippers’!attention!on!His!divine!mercy.!Did!He!
run!the!risk!of!some!people!worshipping!the!cherubim!instead!of!the!true!God!they!
pointed!toward?!Probably.!But!He!seemed!quite!willing!to!run!that!risk!for!the!sake!
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of! drawing! people! to! Himself.! And,! of! course,! most! people,! except! the! high! priest!
once!a!year,!never!saw!the!cherubim!within!the!Holy!of!Holies—that!was!left!to!their!
imaginations.!
Another!instance!of!God!commanding!the!making!of!an!image!
occurred! when! the! children! of! Israel! were! struggling! in! their!
unbelief! during! the! Exodus! and! complained! that! Moses! had!
brought! them! out! of! Egypt.! To! stop! this! rebellion,! God! sent! a!
plague!of!deadly,!poisonous!snakes!among!them,!which!convicted!
them! of! their! sin.! Then! He! directed! Moses! to! have! a! bronze!
snake—a!graven!image—crafted!and!positioned!on!a!pole!for!the!
Israelites!to!gaze!upon!in!faith!in!order!to!be!restored:!!
The LORD said to Moses, “Make a snake and put it up on a
pole; anyone who is bitten can look at it and live.” So
Moses made a bronze snake and put it up on a pole. Then
when anyone was bitten by a snake and looked at the
bronze snake, he lived. (Numbers 21:8-9)

This! graven! image! became! a! visible! symbol! of! God’s! mercy!
pointing!people!toward!God’s!pathway!for!restoration.!Jesus!later!
authenticated! this! graven! image! as! a! symbol! and! foreshadowing! of! His! own!
crucifixion!that!would!bring!redemption!to!all!who!gaze!upon!Him.!!
Just as Moses lifted up the snake in the desert, so the Son of Man
must be lifted up, that everyone who believes in him may have
eternal life. (John 3:14-15)

The!point!is!that!not!all!graven!images!are!created!equal.!Some!are!useful—even!
commanded! by! God—for! visually! pointing! people’s! hearts! to! the! Lord.! Others,! like!
the! idols! of! the! Canaanites! and! other! pagan! cultures! throughout! the! centuries,! are!
hazardous!because!they!point!people’s!hearts!away!from!the!Lord.!Even!the!bronze!
snake! Moses! made! in! obedience! to! God’s! commands! was! worshipped! idolatrously!
several!centuries!later.!It!was!turned!from!an!image!of!restoration!into!an!object!of!
idolatry:!!
He (King Hezekiah) removed the high places, smashed the sacred
stones and cut down the Asherah poles. He broke into pieces the
bronze snake Moses had made, for up to that time the Israelites had
been burning!incense!to!it.!(2!Kings!18:4)!
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Can! idolatry! exist! without! images?! Yes.! We! can! potentially! idolize! almost!
anything!if!it!becomes!the!focus!of!our!attentive!worship.!We!can!idolize!a!person,!
one!who!is!created!by!God!in!His!own!image.!We!can!idolize,!love,!or!even!worship!
money,!which!carries!with!it!a!symbolic!image!of!coins!or!bills!or!credit!cards.!We!
can! idolize! a! car,! which! is! a! humanly! created! object.! Other! idols! can! be! made!
through! photos! or! drawings.! Yet! most! of! us! still! benignly! carry! family! photos! and!
the!image!of!money!with!us!and!ride!in!cars!without!any!of!them!becoming!idols!to!
us.!!
So!let!us!move!into!the!world!of!images!with!both!permission!and!caution.!We!
acknowledge!that!any!image!can!be!corrupted!into!idolatry.!But!this!should!not!stop!
us!from!making!and!using!images!in!ministry!for!the!purpose!of!leading!people!into!
the!jealous!and!lavish!heart!of!God.!!
!
!

Images as an Opportunity for Missions
During!the!days!of!the!apostles,!we!find!few!references!to!using!images!in!ministry.!
The!one!exception!is!Paul’s!interaction!with!the!Athenians:!
Paul then stood up in the meeting of the Areopagus and said: “Men
of Athens! I see that in every way you are very religious. For as I
walked around and looked carefully at your objects of worship, I
even found an altar with this inscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now
what you worship as something unknown I am going to proclaim to
you. The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of
heaven and earth and does not live in temples built by hands. And he
is not served by human hands, as if he needed anything, because he
himself gives all men life and breath and everything else. From one
man he made every nation of men, that they should inhabit the
whole earth; and he determined the times set for them and the exact
places where they should live. God did this so that men would seek
him and perhaps reach out for him and find him, though he is not far
from each one of us. ‘For in him we live and move and have our
being.’ As some of your own poets have said, ‘We are his offspring.’
Therefore since we are God’s offspring, we should not think that
the divine being is like gold or silver or stone—an image made by
man’s design and skill. In the past God overlooked such ignorance,
but now he commands all people everywhere to repent.” (Acts 17:2230)
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As!Paul!sought!to!bring!the!gospel!of!Jesus!to!these!Greeks,!he!chose!to!adapt!to!
their!starting!point,!their!objects!of!worship—“graven!images.”!Paul!wasn’t!trying!to!
lead!these!people!into!idolatry!with!the!use!of!physical!images;!they!were!already!an!
idolatrous!people.!He!desired!to!lead!them!away!from!their!idol!images!into!a!true!
and!right!relationship!with!the!living!God.!!
In!this!passage,!Paul!does!not!address!the!issue!previously!discussed!regarding!
the! second! commandment.! He! is! participating! in! a! missional! effort! to! reach! those!
who!have!clearly!violated!this!command.!Our!encouragement!from!Paul’s!example!is!
to! start! where! people! are! in! their! spiritual! journeys—even! with! their! worldly!
images—to!help!them!reconsider!their!idols!and!guide!them!to!the!true!God.!!
!
!

Images in the World of Fresh Cravings
Back!to!the!present!.!.!.!and!the!future.!You!may!be!thinking!that!images!were!valid!
“back! then”! in! history! or! “over! there”! where! literacy! is! low.! But! remember! (from!
chapter!3)!that!our!current!literate!younger!generations!still!often!prefer!images!to!
words,! and! they! attach! more! meaning! to! images.! As! we! wrestle! with! the! place! of!
images! in! our! ministries! and! churches,! we! are! wise! to! probe! why! we! want! to! use!
them!at!all.!!
Gary! Molander! is! a! talented! producer! of! art! and! media! resources! for! churches!
through! his! company,! Floodgate! Productions,!
and! was! a! regular! columnist! for! COLLIDE!
magazine.! He! offers! a! fresh! perspective! on! an!
unconventional! use! of! art! and! images! in! the!
church:!!
By! and! large,! I! think! the! North! American!
Church! has! become! really! good! at! using! art!
to! communicate! truth.! But! there’s! another!
beautiful! use! of! art.! .! .! .! Art! can! help! ignite!
fresh! and! unresolved! cravings.! Art! not! only!
communicates! truth,! it! creates! emotional!
uprisings.!Art!opens.!.!.!.![What!if]!God’s!will!
for! us! is! to! sit! in! our! own! personal! pond! of!
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holy!agitation!the!whole!morning!and!actually!experience!the!ache!of!seeing!
no!way!out.!And!what!if!He!wants!to!use!a!painting,!a!sculpture,!a!dance,!a!
drama,!or!a!video!to!push!us!headlong!into!that!pool?!.!.!.!!
What!if,!every!week,!your!church!had!the!ability!to!drop!a!beautiful!piece!of!
art!into!the!worship!experience,!and!just!let!it!sit!there?!Using!art!this!way!
isn’t! the! opposite! of! using! art! to! communicate! truth;! it’s! actually! the!
beautiful!sister!many!of!us!have!never!met.!And!while!there!are!a!myriad!of!
qualifying! questions! to! ask! in! the! planning! of! your! worship! services,! they!
could!easily!be!reduced!to!just!two:!What!are!we!hoping!to!communicate?!
What!fresh!cravings!are!we!hoping!to!ignite?!Art!has!already!been!created!
by!God!to!answer!both!of!those!questions.11!
What! a! rich! invitation!! In! our! brief! walk! through! history,! we! have! tried! to!
illustrate!how!believers!have!traditionally!used!images:!to!communicate!truth!(that!
is,! imageKbased! learning),! as! an! identifying! symbol! of! faith,! and! to! enhance!
devotional! prayer! and! worship.! As! we! move! forward,! our! hope! is! that! you!
understand! how! images! can! also! assist! in! the! ongoing! process! of! spiritual!
transformation.! Used! transformationally,! images! can! touch! our! hearts,! unlock! our!
stories,!and!invite!us!to!long!for!even!more!of!God!than!we!have!already!known!and!
experienced.!!
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Points to Ponder
•
•

•

•

Images!can!lead!us!to!idolatry.!
!
Scripture! shows! us! that! graven! images,! such! as! the! gold! cherubim! and! the!
bronze!snake,!can!lead!us!to!worship!the!true!God.!
!
The! core! issue! with! regards! to! images! and! worship! is! our! heart! tendency!
toward!idolatry!in!view!of!the!jealous!and!lavish!heart!of!God.!
!
We! should! be! willing! to! start! where! the! culture! starts! in! its! art—even!
starting!with!its!graven!idols!in!order!to!lead!people!into!true!worship.!!

!
!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

•

What!has!your!religious!heritage!or!theology!taught!you!about!the!place!of!
images!in!your!spirituality?!!
!
How!could!images!and!art,!used!in!creatively!redemptive!ways,!actually!help!
us!resist!idolatry?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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IMAGE EXERCISE
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

A MEANING OF POVERTY OF WEALTH
To!desire!riches!seems!natural!to!the!human!heart.!These!riches!are!often!perceived!
as!a!reflection!of!our!worth!as!a!person.!The!more!material!riches!we!own,!the!more!
worth!we!have!as!people!and!the!more!pleasure!we!deserve!or!so!the!logic!of!our!
emotions!tells!us.!!
“A!rich!person!deserves!the!pleasures!of!riches.!A!poor!person!deserves!what!he!
has.”!Such!simple!economics!of!the!soul!leaves!us!all!impoverished.!
Riches! buy! neither! worth! nor! security,! but! they! do! afford! opportunities.! Such!
opportunities! can! embellish! our! lust! or!can! release! our! love.! Poverty,! on! the! other!
hand,! can! afford! struggle,! defeat,! compassion,! or! bitterness!we! get! to! choose.!
Either! way,! the! doorway! of! choice! is! shame.! Only! as! we! embrace! our! common!
shame!does!any!man!or!woman—rich!or!poor!or!middle!class—act!with!love,!rather!
than!with!greed!or!selfKprotection!or!violence!or!denial.!!
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•

Poverty$ and$ wealth$ mean$ we,$ though$ unified$ by$ shame,$ are$ differentiated$ by$
the$trinkets$we$surround$and$identify$ourselves$with.$$

•

Poverty$and$wealth$imply$that$God$knows$the$difference$between$true$wealth$
and$poverty.$$
!

CONSIDER
“The brother in humble circumstances ought to take pride in his
high position. But the one who is rich should take pride in his low
position, because he will pass away like a wild flower. For the sun
rises with scorching heat and withers the plant; its blossom falls
and its beauty is destroyed. In the same way, the rich man will fade
away even while he goes about his business. Blessed is the man who
perseveres under trial, because when he has stood the test, he will
receive the crown of life that God has promised to those who love
him.” —James, a follower of Jesus, James 1:9-12

!
Other!Scriptures:!Proverbs!30:7K9;!Philippians!4:11K13!
!

PONDER AND DISCUSS
•

How!impoverished!are!you?!!

•

What!wealth!do!you!seek?!!

•

What!poverty!do!you!seek?!!

•

When! you! attain! both! the! poverty! and! the! wealth! you! seek,! how! will! your!
life!be!different?!

!
!
!
This$exercise$was$adapted$from$
$“Searching$the$Ordinary$for$Meanings,”$available$at:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html$
$

!

!
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Chapter!8!

Images as Open Doors
into Their Stories
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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When!we!first!met!Dickie,!he!struck!us!as!a!vibrant,!young!at!heart,!older!man.!His!
big! Texas! laugh! and! passion! for! Jesus! were! infectious.! Stepping! away! temporarily!
from!a!demanding!leadership!role!in!a!major!church!denomination,!Dickie!wanted!to!
learn! more! about! using! images! in! ministry! and! how! it! can! lead! to! spiritual!
transformation.! We! began! by! passing! out! the! picture! of! the! teddy! bear.! Then! I!
(Dennis)!asked!Dickie!just!one!question:!“What!do!you!see?”!Most!of!us!around!the!
table!didn’t!expect!what!happened!next.!!
After!a!short!pause!he!said,!“I!see!loss!.!.!.!perhaps!someone!lost!a!teddy!bear.!But!
I!also!see!loneliness,!isolation,!and!pain.!You!know,!that’s!how!I!often!feel!in!my!side!
job! as! a! football! and! basketball! official.! When! I! make! a! tough! call,! thousands! of!
people!boo!at!me.!In!those!moments!I!feel!like!the!loneliest!person!on!earth!.!.!.!and!it!
hurts.”! In! just! seconds,! this! simple! image! had! unlocked! a! personal! piece! of! this!
respected!Christian!elder’s!story—not!just!past!but!present.!!
But!Dickie!didn’t!stop!there.!With!tears!in!his!eyes!he!said!quietly,!“This!is!also!
stirring!up!feelings!of!pain!about!my!son.!You!see,!my!father!was!in!the!ministry!for!
over!fiftyKfive!years,!and!this!is!my!fortyKfifth!year.!I!felt!like!I!was!supposed!to!carry!
on! this! tradition! and! prepare! my! son! for! going! into! fullKtime! ministry.! But! I! failed.!
My!son!chose!to!do!other!things—good!things,!mind!you,!he’s!into!the!arts,!and!that!
really!fits!him!well—but!I!feel!like!I’ve!let!them!down.!Yet!God!has!been!so!good!to!
enter!into!these!painful!places!with!me.”!!
It!was!a!while!before!anyone!spoke.!Dickie!was!stunned!that!one!ordinary!image!
and!one!simple,!invitational!question!had!opened!up!such!deep!places!in!his!heart.!A!
friend!of!his!said!later,!“I’ve!known!Dickie!for!twenty!years,!but!I!have!never!heard!
him!open!up!like!that!before!and!be!so!vulnerable!with!his!heart!and!life.”!!
What’s! the! point?! That! people! of! all! ages! and! places! of! spiritual! maturity! can!
connect!with!the!power!of!images!we!place!in!front!of!them.!We!are!not!limited!to!
religious!art!or!ancient!churches!or!even!the!beauty!of!God’s!creation;!images!that!
we! provide! for! people! can! be! very! effective.! Used! in! relational! contexts! of! trust,!
images! can! help! people! open! doors! into! their! inner! worlds! where! desires! and!
disappointment! often! mix—exactly! where! spiritual! transformation! can! occur.! It!
wasn’t! that! the! image! had! made! us! vulnerable,! but! rather! that! it! launched! a!
significant!discussion.!Our!twoKhour!dialogue!that!day!around!the!teddy!bear!image!
included! many! encouraging! and! healing! moments.! As! a! result! of! being! touched! by!
what!happened,!we!all!sensed!a!deeper!ability!to!embrace!God’s!grace.!Dickie—and!
the! rest! of! us—left! that! meeting! convinced! and! energized! to! try! tapping! into! the!
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power!of!images!in!our!own!lives!and!ministries.!

Remember, the goal when using images is not just
to grab attention, entertain, or educate. What we
really want is to help people move deeply into
relationship
with
God
and
experience
transformation, whatever their current starting
point may be.! In! today’s! world! the! gateways! of! our! eyes! and! ears! create!
access!to!our!minds!and!hearts.!Through!these!gateways!we!are!also!given!glimpses!
of! other! people’s! worldview—how! they! see! different! aspects! of! their! lives,! all! of!
which!need!God’s!transforming!touch.!
!
!

Using Images Transformationally
In! this! section! we! offer! you! a! menu! of! tested! ministry! examples! and! ideas!
incorporating!images.!Some!may!or!may!not!be!appropriate!for!your!context.!As!you!
consider! them,! keep! in! mind! your! current! circle! of! influence—the! people! you!
naturally! connect! with! in! your! ministry.! And! then! think! a! little! broader—perhaps!
the!younger,!the!older,!the!less!churched!or!less!conservative,!the!lost,!strangers!and!
foreigners,!or!the!people!in!their!circles!of!influence.!We!desire!to!help!expand!your!
ministry! impact! in! practical! ways! by! employing! images! effectively.! The! examples!
that! follow! are! not! meant! to! be! a! precise,! linear! approach! to! every! discipleship!
situation.!
!

Taking an Image Inventory
True life in Christ is meant to bring integration
to the different pieces of our lives because God
permeates everywhere.! He! is! at! work! in! our! homes! and! schools! and!
businesses,!in!our!bedrooms!and!boardrooms!and!classrooms.!He!even!shows!up!in!
our! shame! and! failures! just! as! much! as! in! our! joy! and! successes.! When! we! have!
trained!ourselves!to!see!God!within!all!the!ordinary!experiences!of!life,!we!become!
genuinely! more! integrated! and! authentic.! But! if! our! values! and! beliefs! don’t! align!
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with! our! actions,! we! easily! become! disillusioned! with! our! own! hypocrisy! or! the!
hypocrisy!we!see!around!us.!That!is!one!reason!why!Scripture!reminds!us:!“Watch!
over!your!heart!with!all!diligence,!for!from!it!flow!the!springs!of!life”!(Proverbs!4:23,!
NASB).!If!we!want!to!take!this!seriously,!reflecting!on!the!images!we!see!can!make!us!
much! more! aware! of! how! they! are! shaping! our! worldview.! Here! are! some! simple!
questions!we!can!ask!ourselves!or!those!we!minister!to!in!various!contexts:!
•

How!are!the!images!you!have!viewed!today!or!this!week!affecting!you?!!

•

Are!they!moving!you!toward!God!and!His!ways?!

•

Are!they!reinforcing!your!biblical!convictions!or!your!sinful!desires?!

•

How!are!images!opening!new!doors!for!dialogue!with!others!about!Jesus!and!
His!desire!to!redeem!and!restore!them?!!

!
Taking! an! inventory! of! images! using! these! types! of! questions! can! really! get!
dialogue! moving! and! prompt! all! involved! to! consider! the! significant! influence! that!
images!they!encounter!in!daily!life!can!have.!!
!
!

Theological Starting Points
Often,
a
great
way
to
get
transformative
conversations moving is to direct someone to
clarify their understanding of who God is. At the
core of anyone’s worldview is what they believe
God is like and how He operates in this world.!
Depending!on!one’s!life!experience,!values,!or!upbringing,!God!may!seem!benevolent!
or! judgmental! .! .! .! aloof! or! involved! .! .! .! fair! or! mean! .! .! .! existent! or! nonexistent.!
Selecting!images!can!help!us!press!beyond!what!we!assume!we’re!supposed!to!think!
about! God! and! begin! to! identify! how! we! truly! feel! about! Him.! We! are! wise! not! to!
assume!that!we!really!know!how!someone!else!views!God—just!because!he!grew!up!
in!church!or!because!she!was!raised!in!a!secular!family.!!
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EXERCISE: VIEW OF GOD
The! following! is! a! collage! of!
nine! images! that! others! have!
chosen! as! identifying! their!
view! of! God.! Take! a! moment!
to! study! this! collage! picture!
by! picture;! then! choose! one!
(or! find! your! own)! that!
reflects! how! you! view! God.!
Try! to! articulate! why! you!
chose! that! image! and! what!
feelings! or! memories! it! stirs!
up!in!you.!!
Do!you!wonder!why!in!the!
world! anyone! would! choose!
some! of! the! images! you! did!
not! choose?! Remember:! real!
people! selected! these! images!
to!reflect!their!starting!points,!
their! current! realities,! and!
their!responses!to!God!in!their!
lives.! So

try putting
yourself
in
the
shoes of someone
quite different from you—perhaps! someone! whose! view! of! God!
seems!rather!“dark”!to!you,!perhaps!someone!who!has!lived!through!harrowing!life!
circumstances,! or! someone! who! seems! immune! to! suffering,! or! someone! who! has!
never!known!Jesus.!!
From!that!perspective,!does!that!person’s!choice!make!more!sense!to!you?!!
Because! this! is! truly! his! or! her! starting! point! in! viewing! God,! how! could! you!
move!into!that!person’s!world!and!engage!him!or!her!in!dialogue!noncritically?!!
!
!
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EXERCISE: NEARNESS TO GOD
Do! the! people! you! minister! to!
really! believe! God! is! near! to!
them?! If! so,! how! do! they! feel!
about!being!near!to!Him?!!
Would! they! say! His! presence!
makes! them! feel! small! and!
insignificant,! important! and!
welcomed,!or!something!else?!!
Consider! the! following! six!
images! (or! find! another).! Which!
one! expresses! how! you! feel! in!
God’s!presence!today?!

This is a reminder
for us not to assume
that
everybody
is
comfortable
with
God’s nearness or presence. ! ! Adam! and! Eve! weren’t,! and! neither!
were!Saul!or!Peter!at!times.!!
If!people!in!your!ministry!were!to!select!one!of!the!“darker”!images,!how!would!
you!respond!inwardly—and!outwardly?!!
While!we!might!tend!to!immediately!correct!a!negative!or!unbiblical!view,!that!
correction!may!just!shut!the!door!into!their!hearts.!Asking!questions!to!learn!more!
about!their!story!keeps!the!door!open!relationally!and!can!provide!a!bridge!to!God’s!
stories—such! as! a! glimpse! of! His! heart’s! desire! to! adopt! them,! a! biblical! character!
whose!story!is!similar!to!theirs,!or!a!promise!from!God!that!might!comfort!them.!So!
even!if!some!of!the!images!you!have!or!will!see!here!push!you!out!of!your!comfort!
zone,!try!to!seize!the!opportunity!to!listen,!ask!questions!that!link!back!to!Scripture,!
and!prayerfully!move!deeper!into!the!presence!of!God.!!
Remember!Debbie!from!chapter!2?!She!also!challenged!several!staff!team!
members!to!express!their!view!of!God!in!their!lives!by!using!modeling!clay.!Use$the$
following$link$to$hear$her$story:$http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Modeling_Clay_d
_Video.html!
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EXERCISE: LIKING GOD
Has! anyone! ever! asked! you,! “Do! you! like! God?”! Probably! not,! because! this! is! a!
politically!incorrect!question,!especially!for!those!of!us!in!the!older!generations.!We!
were!not!permitted!to!even!entertain!the!idea!of!not!liking!God!and!His!ways.!But!if!
you!were!asked!that!question!today,!what!would!you!honestly!say?!!
For! our! younger! generations,! there! are! few! more! relevant! issues! than! where!
their!hearts!and!emotions!actually!are!on!the!“liking!God”!continuum.!Many!of!them!
struggle!with!how!to!relate!to!a!loving!God!when!the!suffering!and!injustice!in!the!
world!seem!so!overwhelming;!they!often!doubt!His!goodness!when!life!feels!so!bad!
and!hopeless.!Many!more!people!than!we!realize!often!feel!this!way.!If!you!desire!to!
help! them! move! toward! knowing! God! in! the! beauty! of! His! holiness! and! goodness,!
you! must! be! made! aware! of! this! critical! part! of! their! worldview.! When! they! trust!
you! enough! to! give! you! a! glimpse! through! that! open! door,! you! have! a! powerful!
starting!point!for!a!transformative!conversation.!!
Try!to!imagine!a!conversation!with!someone!in!your!ministry,!starting!with!the!
following!image.!Imagine!asking!her,!!
•

Where!do!you!see!God!in!these!images?!!

•

Do!you!really!like$God?!!

•

Do!you!really!believe!God!is!good?!If!so,!tell!me!about!that.!If!not,!what’s!not!
good!about!Him?!!

!
Merely!giving!her!the!freedom!to!be!honest!with!you!will!minister!deeply!to!her.!
Where!do!you!think!the!conversation!might!go?!
Often! the! issue! of! liking! God! boils! down! to! the! question! of! pain! and! suffering.!
How! can! a! good,! loving,! powerful! God! allow! such! human! suffering?! Can! I! like! that!
kind!of!God?!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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To! get! you! started! we! would! like! to! recommend! the! below! imageKbased!
resources:!
GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$
— two!short!videos!available!at:!!!
www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=CA644EB3EA836471!
!
Dear$God:$We$Need$to$Talk$about$Pain$and$Suffering$
— 50+!page!book!with!eight!journal!entries!available!at:!
http://www.ralphennis.com/myKresources.html!
(under!“Spiritual!Formation”)!
!

Stepping Through Open Doors into Their Story
In addition to how we view God, how we view
ourselves is also a core part of our worldview and
spiritual journeys.! Images! offer! a! creative! way! for! people! who! don’t!
know! each! other! very! well! to! become! acquainted.! When! we! understand! their!
outlook! on! God,! a! solid! next! step! is! understanding! who! they! are! so! that! we! can!
proceed!with!them!toward!transformation.!!
!

EXERCISE: GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Instead! of! resorting! to! the! usual! gettingKtoKknowKyou! questions! like! “What’s! your!
favorite! ___?”! you! could! try! asking! a! neutral! question! like! “What! is! something! you!
want! us/me! to! know! about! your! _____! (work,! family,! goals)?”! But! instead! of!
answering!with!just!words,!ask!them!to!select!an!image!and!explain!what!it!reveals!
about!them.!You!will!be!amazed!at!how!quickly!people!move!beyond!the!superficial!
into!deeper!sharing!simply!by!using!images.!!
!

EXERCISE: RELATIONAL METAPHORS
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For!followers!of!Jesus,!another!core!part!of!our!worldview!is!maturing!to!embrace!
who!we!are!in!relationship!to!God.!The!Bible!is!full!of!metaphors!or!analogies!that!
try!to!capture!certain!dynamics!of!who!God!is!to!us!and!who!we!are!to!God,!which!
may!be!very!familiar!to!you.!These!relational!metaphors!can!profoundly!shape!how!
we! view! our! true! identity! in! Christ! and! how! we! do! (or! do! not)! embrace! who! God!
made! us! to! be.! But! we! usually! connect! with! a! few! of! these! biblical! identities! more!
than! with! the! others.! Few

issues are more critical to our
spiritual journeys than how we see ourselves in
relation to God (as His child, servant, disciple,
or as His pawn or the black sheep).!The!dominant!metaphors!
we! use! to! picture! our! connection! to! God! are! open! doors! to! understanding! and!
ministering!to!one!another.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
From!the!list!below,!pick!one!that!you!most!identify!with!and!another!one!that!
you! least! identify! with.! Also! pay! attention! to! the! images! that! come! to! mind! as! you!
consider!each!identity.!!
!

Potter

Clay

Judge

Sinner

Creator

Creature

Savior

Saved

Lord

Servant

Teacher

Disciple

King

Citizen

Head

Body

Cornerstone

Building

Father

Child/Son/ Daughter

Shepherd

Sheep

Friend

Friend

Bridegroom

Bride

!
As! before,! now! try! to! imagine! a! conversation! with! someone! in! your! ministry!
over!these!biblical!metaphors!(perhaps!with!pictures!to!go!with!them).!If!you!could!
really! understand! which! metaphors! he! most—and! least—connected! with,! where!
might! you! go! with! that! insight! or! that! glimpse! of! his! inner! story?! How! could! you!
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meet!him!at!this!starting!point!and!help!him!draw!closer!to!God?!!
!
!

EXERCISE: EXPOSING THE DISSONANCE WITHIN
If! we! are! really! honest! with! ourselves,! at! times! there! can! be! a! sharp! dissonance!
between!how!we!actually!feel!about!ourselves!and!our!lives!and!what!Scripture!says!
is! true! about! us.! For! instance,! we! may! know! we! are! supposed! to! feel! loved! and!
accepted!by!God,!but!right!now!we!feel!rejected!and!forgotten.!! How

often in
our ministries have we lamented seeing a Christian
brother or sister living out of hopelessness,
shame, or lies rather than out of who God says he
or she is in Christ? How often have we longed to
meet that person right in that place of brokenness
and point him or her to the Healer?!!
When! we! asked! people! (especially! those! under! age! thirtyKfive)! the! question,!
“How!do!you!feel!about!yourself?”!they!selected!the!following!images.1!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Whether! you! identify! with! many,! only! a! few,! or! none! of! these! images! for!
yourself,!we!encourage!you!to!take!a!moment!to!study!them.!
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•

How!might!you!start!dialoging!with!someone!who!chose!each!image?!!

•

How!might!you!go!about!discovering!each!person’s!story!behind!the!image?!!

•

How! do! you! imagine! you! could! meet! each! person! where! they! are! (even! if!
their! feelings! are! dark! or! negative)! and! invite! them! to! consider! who! God!
says!they!are,!according!to!His!Word?!!

!

Images can be used to draw out in more detail
how people see themselves (identity) or feel about
themselves—which is an important starting point in
anyone’s spiritual journey.!The!next!time!you!meet!with!people!in!
a!small!group,!consider!asking!them!to!select!or!bring!an!image!that!expresses!how!
they!feel!about!themselves,!and!then!reflect!together!over!the!promises!of!God.!
You!might!also!want!to!consider!using!the!Personal$Image$Profile!assessment!tool!for!
your! group! or! team! (Not! Currently! Available).! The! Personal$ Image$ Profile! is! a!
wonderful! way! to! explore! your! life! and! thoughts! through! images.! A! few! of! the!
questions!answered!from!taking!this!assessment!are:!
•

What! environments! are! the! best! and! worst! for! uplifting! and! energizing! for!
you?!

•

What!kind!of!relationships!should!be!important!or!avoided!when!you!want!
advice?!

•

What!key!elements!should!be!included!or!deleted!when!you!want!to!develop!
spiritually?!

•

What!you!should!engage!in!more!or!what!to!choose!not!to!do!in!order!to!be!
internally!healthy?!

!
!

Building Trust by Asking and Listening
Even! if! you! cannot! personally! relate! to! some! of! the! images! you! have! just! viewed,!
they!can!still!provide!a!new!and!creative!opportunity!for!God!to!open!doors,!and!for!
you! to! bring! the! gospel! of! hope! to! others! as! you! journey! together.! ! They

can
help build bridges of trust that will bear the
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weight of truth.
One!of!the!most!powerful!ways!we!can!build!trust!with!those!in!our!ministries!is!
to! become! more! skilled! at! asking! questions! rather! than! answering! them.! People!
usually!view!people!in!vocational!ministry!as!the!goKto!“answer!people,”!which!can!
be!intimidating!both!ways.!Of!course!sometimes!answering!others’!questions!is!the!

images lend themselves
more to conversing the gospel than to proclaiming
the gospel—and that requires us to be askers and
listeners even more than tellers and teachers.
most! appropriate! thing! to! do.! However,!

!
!

EXERCISE: ASK AND LISTEN
ASK:! You! might! start! with! a! personal! question,! such! as! “Select! an! image! that!
describes!your!life!right!now.!What!does!that!image!represent!about!you?”![If!they!
have!difficulty!answering,!rephrase!it!as!a!more!impersonal!question!about!“people!
in!general”!or!“someone!you!know”!or!“what!you!see.”]!
CLARIFY:! Keep! your! questions! openKended,! not! leading.! The! point! is! to! invite!
them! to! share! their! perspectives! and! responses—not! to! manipulate! them! toward!
yours.!If!they!respond!with!only!one!or!two!words,!be!ready!to!nudge!them!a!little!
deeper!with!a!clarifying!question!like,!“Would!you!explain!that!a!little!more?”!
LISTEN:! Pay! attention! to! what! is! stirred! up! within! you! or! others.! By! now! you!
know!from!our!repeated!use!of!the!same!teddy!bear!image!that—even!when!looking!
at!the!same!image—different!things!get!stirred!up!in!different!people,!depending!on!
their!life!experiences!and!current!realities.!That!makes!it!doubly!important!for!you!
to! listen! well! and! ask! clarifying! questions! to! get! to! the! heart! of! their! story! and!
perhaps!identify!a!barrier!to!their!spiritual!progress.!!
INVITE:! Pray! silently! over! these! stirrings! and! listen! to! what! God! is! saying! in!
response.! Invite! God! to! bring! to! your! mind! a! biblical! character! or! a! verse! of!
Scripture! that! speaks! into! the! image! and! soul! stirrings.! This! could! be! the! bridge!
from!their!story!to!God’s!story.!!
REFLECT,! MEDITATE,! and! PRAY:! Pause—don’t! rush—in! the! presence! of! your!
Father.!!
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!
!

Bridging to God’s Story
!
Once! the! door! is! open! into! someone’s!
story,!where!do!we!go!from!there?!When!
the! time! is! right,! we! long! to! help! them!
see! the! possible! connections! between!
their! stories! and! God’s! story,! as! told! in!
His! Word.! You! may! remember! a! story!
from! chapter! 3! that! exemplifies! crossing!
the! bridge! to! God’s! story.! Several!
twentysomethings! were! asked! to! select!
one! image! (from! about! thirty! options)!
that! expressed! how! they! felt! inwardly.!
Independently,! all! except! one! of! them!
selected!this!image:!!
During! their! discussion,! they!
described! feeling! fragmented,! disjointed,!
aimless,! wandering! without! a! clear!
purpose—very! vulnerable! admissions!
for! strangers.! They! offered! each! other! deeply! honest! glimpses! through! the! open!
door!of!the!image!into!their!inner!lives.!!
Building!on!these!starting!points!the!next!week!they!explored!what!it!is!like!to!
feel!fragmented!by!discussing!these!questions:!
•

What!are!some!things!people!do!that!they!really!don’t!want!to!do?!Why!do!
you!think!they!still!do!those!things?!!

•

What!sins!do!you!keep!committing!that!you!don’t!really!want!to!keep!doing?!
Why!do!you!think!that!is!so?!!

•

How!have!you!tried!to!find!wholeness!on!your!own?!How!is!that!working!for!
you?!!

!
Then!they!bridged!from!their!stories!into!God’s!story!by!meditating!on!Romans!
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7:15K20!(“I!want!to!do!what!is!right,!but!I!don’t!do!it,”! NLT)!and!Colossians!1:19K22!
(“all! the! broken! and! dislocated! pieces! of! the! universe—people! and! things,! animals!
and!atoms—get!properly!fixed!and!fit!together!in!vibrant!harmonies,!all!because!of!
his! death,! his! blood! that! poured! down! from! the! Cross,”! MSG).! They! were! asked! to!
imagine! God! bringing! them! “over! to! God’s! side! and! putt[ing]! your! lives! together,!
whole! and! holy! in! his! presence”! (Colossians! 1:22,! MSG),! and! to! write! a! prayer,!
inviting!God!into!the!fragmented!pieces!of!their!lives.!What!started!with!a!“neutral”!
image!of!cracked!glasses!bridged!into!Scripture!through!reflective!questions.!Then,!
processed! in! community,! it! led! to! the! hope! of! being! made! whole! by! the! power! of!
God’s!Spirit.!All!from!an!image!they!resonated!with!!
!
Resources!that!will!help!get!you!started!are:!
The$New$Me!videos!–!!
https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=2393F67DE1320C14!
The$New$Me!–!see!topical!miniKstudies!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html!!
!
In! closing,! perhaps! this! story! will!
illustrate! the! process! of! using! images! and!
questions! as! doorKopeners! into! someone’s!
story! and! then! bridging! naturally! to! some!
part! of! God’s! story.! On! a! recent! flight,! I!
(Dennis)! sat! next! to! two! women,!
wondering! how! to! turn! our! conversation!
into! an! opportunity! to! converse! about! the!
gospel! and! the! Lord.! I! took! out! the! teddy!
bear! image,! held! it! open! in! my! hands,! and!
simply! asked,! “I! was! wondering,! what! do!
you!see!in!this!image?”!
The!
fortyKtwoKyearKold!
said!
offhandedly,! “I! think! someone! lost! a! teddy!
bear.”! Notice! her! “think”! (not! feel)! and!
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“someone”! (not! her).! The! thirtyKtwoKyearKold! stared! intently! for! almost! a! minute!
until! she! said,! “I! see! lostness! .! .! .! loneliness.! I! see! pain! and! isolation! and! .! .! .!
abandonment.!In!fact,!I!feel!like!this!sometimes.”!And!without!further!probing,!she!
revealed! two! of! her! current! starting! points—her! difficult! divorce! and! pain! in! her!
relationship!with!her!daughter.!During!a!twentyKminute!conversation!I!was!able!to!
connect!with!her!feelings!of!loneliness!and!abandonment!using!questions!like!these:!
•

Did!you!know!that!Jesus!felt!abandoned,!too?!Like!when!His!friends!betrayed!
Him,!and!especially!on!the!cross!when!He!cried!out,!“My!God,!why!have!you!
forsaken!me?”!(Mark!15:34).!

•

God!really!gets!it!when!we!feel!betrayed!and!rejected.!Did!you!know!that!He!
offers!to!adopt!us!into!His!family!forever!by!trusting!Jesus?!!

!
Given!more!time!I!could!have!shared!part!of!my!story!and!current!reality,!feeling!
painfully! disconnected! from! our! grown! daughter.! Later! on! in! the! conversation! we!
talked!about!how!they!responded!to!the!image.!I!shared!that!I!often!find!that!older!
people! respond! more! impersonally! and! objectively.! They! concurred.! Through! the!
use! of! this! one! image! these! women! were! able! to! recognize! more! clearly! some! of!
their!heart!issues!that!were!bound!up!in!pain.!And!through!dialogue!they!were!open!
to!hearing!how!God!can!relate!to!that!pain!and!offer!hope!to!heal.!In!addition,!they!
experienced!and!recognized!the!difference!in!how!the!generations!process!images.!
This!is!one!example!of!how!images!can!help!you!to!begin!a!gospel!dialogue!on!the!
path!of!spiritual!redemption!and!transformation.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

Images! can! help! people! of! any! age! open! the! door! to! their! hearts,! exposing!
their!worldviews.!
!

•

•

•

Images! can! serve! as! an! effective! vehicle! to! move! people! toward! the! next!
steps!of!spiritual!transformation.!!
!
Images! have! a! way! of! bypassing! our! cognitive! processing! and! drawing! out!
our! ambivalent! or! painful! emotions.! So! they! can! point! us! to! asKyet!
unresolved! parts! of! our! story! that! we! tend! to! deny! but! which! need! God’s!
transforming!touch.!!
!
For! our! younger! generations,! there! are! few! more! relevant! spiritual! issues!
than!identifying!where!their!hearts!and!emotions!actually!are!on!the!“liking!
God”!continuum.!!

!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

Has! there! ever! been! a! point! in! your! spiritual! life! in! which! you! did! not! like!
God?!Explain.!How!can!you!use!this!experience!when!dealing!with!others?!
!

•

•

In!the!process!of!spiritual!transformation,!how!important!do!you!think!it!is!
to!raise!awareness!of!our!heart!attitudes—not!just!our!thoughts!and!beliefs?!
Explain.!!
!
Which!one!idea!in!this!section!are!you!most!motivated!to!try?!Think!through!
the!“who,”!“how,”!and!“when”!of!implementing!that!idea.!!

!
!

!

!
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Chapter!9!

Images as Bridges to
God’s Grand Story
!
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Few things in life threaten our view of God’s
goodness more than suffering. This is when what we
feel about God is most likely to supersede what we
know to be true about Him.! WellKmeaning! reminders! that! “God! is!
sovereign”! or! “God! won’t! give! you! more! than! you! can! bear”! ring! hollow! as! our!
broken!hearts!scream!out,!Why,$God?$Why?$Where$were$you?$!
Those! questions! haunted! a! university! student! named! Lauren.! She! had! recently!
returned! from! a! sixKweek! sociology! class! on! the! subject! of! death! in! Rwanda! and!
Uganda.! She! came! back! with! several! hundred! photos—a! combination! of! the!
beautiful! and! benign! mixed! in! with! others! depicting! abject! poverty,! despair,!
macheteKslashed! skulls,! and! the! skeletal! remains! preserved! since! the! Rwandan!
genocide.!“I!feel!so!numb,”!she!said!flatly!as!she!shared!these!images!with!a!friend!
and! ministry! leader.! “I! don’t! know! how! I’ll! ever! lead! a! Bible! study! on! campus! this!
term.!Maybe!if!it’s!about!Jesus.!.!.!.!But!I!can!never!again!worship!the!God!of!the!Old!
Testament!who!committed!genocide!”!Clearly!her!exposure!to!some!of!the!most!evil!
killing! fields! on! earth! had! traumatized! her! and! caused! her! to! intensely! dislike! the!
God!she!had!trusted!just!months!earlier.!!
“Where! do! you! picture! God! being! when! those! people! suffered! and! died?”! her!
friend!asked.!
“Standing!by,!just!watching!helplessly,”!she!answered!coldly.!
Lauren! was! clearly! in! a! spiritual! crisis,! her! view! of! God’s! goodness! was!
challenged!for!perhaps!the!first!time!in!her!life,!and!she!had!concluded!that!it!was!
His!fault.!Her!dislike!of!God!was!reinforced!every!time!she!viewed!her!photographs.!
There!were!two!options:!either!her!heart!would!continue!to!harden!toward!Him,!or!
this!experience!would!invite!her!into!a!deeper!engagement!with!the!God!who!is!very!
present!in!the!midst!of!suffering.!How!could!a!bridge!be!built!to!the!truth!of!God’s!
good!heart?!!
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Knowing! how! deeply! Lauren! was!
being! impacted! by! what! she! saw! and!
experienced,! the! ministry! leader! decided!
to!give!her!a!copy!of!GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?1!!
Then! she! prayed! that! something! in! its!
images,!questions,!and!verses!would!help!
Lauren! process! the! tension! she! was!
experiencing!in!her!relationship!with!God.!
Less! than! six! hours! later! she! called! back,!
almost!breathless!with!excitement.!“You’ll!
never! believe! what! happened!! Over! my!
lunch! hour,! I! was! flipping! randomly!
through! that! piece! you! gave! me.! And! my!
eyes!stopped!on!this!image.”!
Notice! that! an! image! first! caught! her!
attention—not! words.! It! is! an! image!
depicting! the! fact! that! it! is! not! only! we!
who!suffer,!but!God!Himself!suffers,!too.!A!
few!days!later!she!wrote:!!
This study is absolutely amazing! The part at the beginning where you can make a
collage of your view of God—that was so cool. It really impacted me and helped me
realize who I thought God was at this point in my life. And the questions are just so
original and make me think differently than normal. It helps me think about how God
suffers—and if He deserves to. That just rocked my world and is already changing my
perspective.

Following! this! interaction,! Lauren! made! this! collage! expressing! her!
current!view!of!God.!
!
!
!
!
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!
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!
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!
!
!
!
Can!you!sense!the!readiness!for!transformation!in!Lauren’s!story?!As!you!learn!
to!tap!into!the!power!of!images,!the!“Laurens”!in!your!circles!of!influence!will!also!
taste!the!transforming!power!of!God.!
In! chapter! 8! we! looked! at! using! images! to! touch! the! heart,! unlock! and! open!
doors! into! people’s! stories,! and! help! them! cross! the! bridge! to! God’s! story! of!
redemption! and! hope.! Now! we! want! to! focus! more! on! that! final! and! critical! step,!
inviting! them! to! see! themselves! in! the! sweeping! panorama! of! God’s! grand! saving!
plan!in!many!very!practical,!daily!ways.!
!
!

Unpacking Images Reflectively
The more we connect with the lost and broken, the
more we need to listen for starting points to
their inner worlds.! Then,! as! Lauren’s! friend! did! with! her,! we! can! step!
through!their!open!doors!and!bridge!into!a!redemptive!theme!from!the!Scriptures.!!
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EXERCISE: BRIDGING TO REDEMPTIVE THEMES
Bridging! to! redemptive! themes! can! be! as!
simple! as! connecting! their! struggle! or! story!
with!a!person!in!the!Bible!who!experienced!
something! similar.! That’s! why! stories,!
parables,!and!narrative!portions!of!Scripture!
usually! offer! the! most! natural! bridges.! “Did!
you! know! that! Jesus! (or! King! David! or! the!
woman! at! the! well)! probably! felt! that! way,!
too!(angry,!ashamed,!hopeless,!afraid,!and!so!

Redemptive
themes
reveal our God who can
meet our deepest needs to
restore us.! These! analogies! tell! an!
on)?”!

ashesKtoKbeauty! story;! they! almost! always!
start! with! a! negative! feeling! but! point! to!
hope:!!
•

Abandoned,!now!adopted!

•

Rejected,!now!chosen!

•

Rebellious,!now!welcomed!home!

•

Ashamed,!now!honored!

•

Sick,!now!healed!

•

Addicted,!now!freed!

What!if!someone!selected!one!of!these!feelings,!or!one!of!the!following!images,!
and!said!it!expresses!their!current!reality!and!how!they!feel!about!themselves?!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Some!questions!you!might!ask!are:!
•

How!do!you!think!God,!in!His!mercy!and!grace,!might!enter!into!your!need?!

•

What!would!you!like!God!to!do!for!you?!

•

Try! to! choose! a! biblical! character! or! story! in! Scripture! that! might! relate! to!
how!they!feel.!

•

Ask,! “How! could! God! meet! the! need! expressed! in! this! story?”! Or,! “How! did!
He?”!

A! resource! available! on! the! topic! of! God’s! mercy! and! grace! is! the! Finding$ Mercy$
Topical$Minidstudies!at:!NOT!CURRENTLY!AVAILABLE!
!
If,! for! example,! you! are! using! an! image! like! the! teddy! bear! we’ve! used!
previously,!here!is!a!possible!line!of!questioning!on!the!redemptive!theme!of!God’s!
adoption.!These!same!questions!can!be!used!with!other!themes.!Notice!how!it!moves!
from!someone’s!personal!story!to!God’s!story,!to!finally!linking!the!two!together.!
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•

What!do!you!see!in!this!image?!

•

How!can!you!relate!to!this!image?!

•

Can!you!tell!me!more?!When!were!you!or!someone!you!knew!abandoned!or!
lonely?!

•

Where!was!God!then?!Where!could!He!have!been?!

•

Where!would!you!like!Him!to!be?!

•

Do!you!think!God!could!resolve!this!need!for!you?!How?!

•

Did!you!know!Jesus!was!abandoned?!How!do!you!think!He!felt?!

•

Have!you!considered!God’s!offer!of!adoption!into!His!family?!(see!Ephesians!
1:3K10;!Romans!8:15,23;!Galatians!4:5)!

•

Would!you!like!to!talk!about!God’s!good!news?!

•

Would!you!like!to!hear!about!how!God!adopted!me?!

Resources!previously!referred!to!that!will!also!work!well!in!this!situation!are:!
$
GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$$Two!short!videos!!
www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=CA644EB3EA836471!
GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$!!Topical!miniKstudies!(Not!Currently!Available)!!
!
The$New$Me!–!Two!short!videos!
https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=2393F67DE1320C14!
The$New$Me!!!Topical!miniKstudies!(Not!Currently!Available)!!
!
!
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EXERCISE: EXPLORING MEANINGS IN ORDINARY LIFE
Today’s world of images serves up many competing
stories of life, eternity, spirituality, good and
evil, redemption, male and female, and so forth.
But how closely do these image stories align with
God’s revelation of reality—His grand story?!Many!are!
godless;! they! depict! a! corrupted! reality! that! assumes! God! shows! up! absolutely!
nowhere—or!as!a!tackKon!to!reality.!But! through

the eyes of Christ
we see God omnipresent among us, embedding meaning
in everything He created.
Another!great!use!of!images!invites!people!to!explore!meanings!in!ordinary!life.!
The! question,! “What’s! the! meaning! of! life?”! feels! far! too! intimidating! for! most!
people.! So! we! suggest! starting! with! a! more! biteKsized! question! like! “What’s! a!
meaning!of!food?!Play?!Clothes?!Music?”!The!Buddhist!view!of!reality!(perhaps!the!
most! prominent! view! in! secular! America! and! even! functionally! among! Christians)!
aims! at! emptying! the! world! of! God’s! presence.! Conversely,! the! Christian! view! of!
reality!aims!to!open!our!eyes!to!the!omnipresence!of!God.!We!affirm!with!David!that!
no! place! exists! where! we! can! go! and! find! His! Spirit! absent! (see! Psalm! 139:7).! So,!
how!can!we!help!others!experience!the!presence!of!God!through!the!images!they!see!
all!around!them?!!
Searching$the$Ordinary$for$Meanings2!is!a!resource!with!thirtyKtwo!different!
images.!!!!(!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html!)!
Each!image!depicts!something!ordinary!like!food,!clothing,!sleep,!money,!or!work.!If!
Jesus! used! ordinary! things! like! these! as! conversation! starters! to! get! at! deeper!
meaning,!so!can!we!!!
Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the food that
endures to eternal life, which the Son of Man will give to you. For
on him God the Father has set his seal. (John 6:27, ESV)

The!following!image!asks,!“What!do!clothes!mean!to!you?”!This!question!could!
launch! you! into! a! discussion! about! clothes—that! we! all! wear! clothes! in! public!
covering!certain!body!parts!rather!than!go!naked.!What!does!that!suggest!about!us?!
Perhaps! that! we! are! fallen! beings! when! it! comes! to! our! identity! and! sexuality?!
Perhaps! that,! like! Adam! and! Eve,! shame! compels! us! to! do! a! certain! amount! of!
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covering!up?!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
And!one!Scripture!passage!you!could!consider!together!is:!
Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized
they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made
coverings for themselves. Then the man and his wife heard the
sound of the LORD God as he was walking in the garden in the
cool of the day, and they hid from the LORD God among the trees
of the garden. But the LORD God called to the man, “Where are
you?” He answered, “I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid
because I was naked; so I hid.” And he said, “Who told you that you
were naked? Have you eaten from the tree that I commanded you
not to eat from?” (Genesis 3:7-11)

A!friend!of!ours!has!printed!off!these!Meaning!images!and!places!a!different!one!
above!her!desk!every!week!at!work.!Her!colleagues!go!out!of!their!way!to!check!out!
and!discuss!the!meaning!of!the!topicKofKtheKweek.!Those!images!build!great!bridges!
for!her!to!go!deeper!than!typical!office!chitchat,!meet!people!at!their!starting!points,!
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and!converse!about!one!small!piece!of!God’s!grand!story!at!a!time!with!those!she!is!
influencing.! Whether! in! print! or! digital! form,! you! could! do! the! same! around! the!
dinner! table! with! children! or! at! a! coffee! shop! with! friends! or! on! an! airplane! with!
strangers.!
!
!

EXERCISE: CREATING SPONTANEOUS DIALOGUES OVER IMAGES IN
MEDIA
Some!of!our!most!fruitful!times!of!ministry!happen!spontaneously!while!we!are!at!
work,!play,!watching!television,!or!doing!other!everyday!activities.!Scripture!exhorts!
us!to!“always!be!prepared!to!give!an!answer”!(1!Peter!3:15)!when!people!ask!about!
our! hope! in! Christ.! These! days! most! people! are! suspicious! of! “answer! people”! and!
respond!much!better!to!more!interactive!questions.!! What

would it look
like for us to refine the art of being prepared
“in season and out of season” (2 Timothy 4:2) not
only to preach, but to ask spontaneous questions
about the messages embedded in the images around
us?!!
The!whole!point!is!to!be!intentional!about!unpacking!the!image’s!message!rather!
than! being! oblivious! or! undiscerning! about! its! message.! Often! conversations! like!
these! will! expose! antiKbiblical! themes! in! the! images! around! us—which! is! great!
training! for! ourselves! and! others! to! “distinguish! good! from! evil”! (Hebrews! 5:14).!
For!instance:!
•

The! next! time! you! watch! a! television! show! or! movie,! take! five! minutes!
afterward! to! prayerfully! discern! any! redemptive! themes! that! might! have!
been!suggested!in!it.!Media!stories!that!move!us!usually!have!some!theme!of!
redemption! and! hope,! or! perhaps! the! triumph! of! good! over! evil—even!
without! any! overt! religious! references.! Reflect! and! celebrate! messages! of!
redemption!that!come!through!images.!!

•

While!driving!down!the!road!with!one!of!your!children,!point!out!a!billboard!
or!other!imageKbased!sign,!and!ask,!“What!do!you!think!they’re!trying!to!say!
to!us!with!that!billboard?”!
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•

While! making! conversation! on! an! airplane! or! in! a! waiting! room,! select! an!
image! from! an! available! magazine! and! ask,! “What! do! you! think! of! this!
image?! What! do! you! suppose! it! is! trying! to! get! us! to! believe! about! ___! (our!
needs,!the!way!life!should!work,!and!so!on)?”!Or!ask!about!the!message!in!a!
video!game!someone!is!playing.!

•

After!watching!a!TV!commercial,!hit!mute!and!ask,!“What!do!you!think!is!the!
core!message!or!value!in!this!ad?!Besides!trying!to!get!us!to!purchase!their!
product,!what!are!they!trying!to!persuade!us!to!believe?”!It!is!probably!more!
than! “buy! this! car”! or! “drink! this! beer”! or! “use! this! beauty! product.”! It! is!
probably!also,!“IF!you!buy/drink/use!this!product,!we!promise!that!you!will!
attract!a!sexy!young!woman!.!.!.!will!be!accepted!by!the!other!guys!as!a!real!
man! .! .! .! will! avoid! the! shame! of! looking! old! .! .! .! will! be! as! beautiful! and!
alluring!as!the!other!women.”!

•

Once! you! have! identified! the! message! embedded! in! the! image,! talk! about!
that!message.!Use!it!as!a!bridge!to!God’s!story.!!

•

What!do!you!suppose!God!thinks!about!that!message?!!

•

Does!He!want!us!to!try!to!attract!sexy!women?!!

•

Does!He!define!our!manhood!by!the!beer!we!drink?!!

•

Is!He!ashamed!of!our!aging?!!

•

If! Jesus! could! respond! to! this! image! with! a! billboard! (or! commercial! or!
magazine!image)!of!His!own,!what!message!do!you!think!He!might!embed!in!
it?!

Pause!for!Him!to!bring!a!verse!of!Scripture!to!your!mind!that!expresses!His!view!
on!these!issues.!In!doing!so,!you!are!inviting!wisdom!into!your!life,!just!as!Solomon!
prescribes!in!Proverbs!3:13K18:!
You’re blessed when you meet Lady Wisdom,
when you make friends with Madame Insight.
She’s worth far more than money in the bank;
her friendship is better than a big salary.
Her value exceeds all the trappings of wealth;
nothing you could wish for holds a candle to her.
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With one hand she gives long life,
with the other she confers recognition.
Her manner is beautiful,
her life wonderfully complete.
She’s the very Tree of Life to those who embrace her.
Hold her tight—and be blessed! (MSG)

Meditating on Scripture
For! many! of! us,! spending! time! reading! and! meditating! on! Scripture! means!
unpacking!God’s!Word!from!an!analytical!point!of!view.!We!observe!themes!and!key!
words,!research!crossK!references!and!word!studies,!read!commentaries,!take!notes,!
and!so!forth!in!order!to!learn!about!the!text.!For!instance,!if!you!are!unpacking!the!
story!of!the!prodigal!son!analytically,!you!might!explore!issues!of!inheritance!in!that!
culture,!types!of!parties,!Jewish!attitudes!toward!pigs,!or!the!significance!of!the!ring!
given! by! a! father! to! a! son.! This! is! a! valuable! textKcentered! approach! that! is! very!
good,! but! we! can! enhance! our! analytical! approach! by! adding! a! more! reflective!
application!to!meditating!and!praying!through!Bible!stories.!
In! meditation! we! are! asking! God’s! Spirit! to! guide! us! as! we! read! by! personally!
involving!ourselves.!In!this!approach!you!try!to!put!yourself!in!the!story!and!imagine!
what! each! person! might! have! sensed,! thought,! felt,! or! responded.! Then! you! reflect!
on! and! listen! to! how! God! is! meeting! you! in! this! meditation.! For! example,! Jim!
Downing!in!his!book!Meditation,3!encourages!us!to!prepare!for!our!times!with!God!
by! a! practice! of! mediation! and! reflection! on! Scriptures! involving! visualizing! the!
stages!of!entering!the!tabernacle!(the!gate,!the!blood!of!sacrifice,!the!veil,!and!so!on)!
until!we!enter!the!Holy!of!Holies!by!the!blood!of!Christ.!!
!
!

EXERCISE: IMAGE MEDITATION
As!another!starting!point!or!next!step,!you!may!want!to!consider!augmenting!your!
meditation!on!a!biblical!narrative,!such!as!the!parable!of!the!prodigal!son.!You!could!
do! this! by! meditating$ with$ images$ depicting! the! story,! such! as! this! painting! by!
Rembrandt.!!
Without! rushing,! look! at! each! person! in! the! painting,! noticing! posture,! facial!
expressions,!clothing,!hands,!mood,!and!so!forth.!!
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•

Where!do!you!imagine!yourself!in!the!scene?!!

•

Where!do!you!see!God!in!this!scene?!Be!open!to!allowing!God!(through!the!
artist)! to! suggest! new! insights! and! emotions! that! you! may! not! have! picked!
up!from!the!text!alone.!!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Henri!Nouwen’s!classic!book!The$Return$of$the$Prodigal:$A$Story$of$Homecoming!
is! a! good! starting! point! for! an! inspiring! experience! of! blending! meditation! on!
Scripture! with! meditation! on! art.! Nouwen! wrote! this! book! after! sitting! for! a! long!
time!absorbing!Rembrandt’s!painting!(above)!titled!The$Return$of$the$Prodigal$Son,!
which! hangs! in! The! State! Hermitage! in! St.! Petersburg,! Russia.! Having! seen! this!
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painting! personally,! I! (Ralph)! can! imagine! Nouwen! sitting! there! in! that! majestic,!
chilly! gallery! gazing! on! this! one! painting! that! so! engaged! his! heart.! A! print! of!
Rembrandt’s! painting! that! my! wife! purchased! in! St.! Petersburg! still! hangs! in! our!
home!as!a!daily!visual!reminder!to!reflect!on!the!love!and!mercy!of!God!our!Father.!!
Because!this!type!of!meditation!may!be!new!to!you,!here!is!another!painting!to!
reflect!with!over!the!Scripture!of!Jesus!agonizing!in!the!Garden!of!Gethsemane!(see!
Matthew!26:36K46;!Mark!14:32K42;!Luke!22:39K46).!Pause!in!your!reading!and!give!
yourself!several!minutes!to!look!at!and!absorb!Agony$in$the$Garden,!by!James!Tissot.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
As!you!look!at!the!image:!!
•

What!surfaces!inside!you?!!

•

In!what!ways!are!you!like!(and!unlike)!the!characters!in!the!picture?!!

•

What!particular!detail!in!the!painting!draws!your!attention?!Why!is!that?!!

•

Does!any!part!of!this!imageKstory!correspond!to!any!part!of!your!own!story?!

•

Where!do!you!see!God!present!in!this!image?!
(See!the!Appendix!for!more!ideas!on!“Reflecting!on!Biblical!Art.”)!
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EXERCISE: SCRIPTURE MEMORY IN COLOR
We! don’t! have! to! make! the! case! for! the! role! of! spiritual! disciplines! in! a! believer’s!
walk! with! God.! “Sacred! rhythms”4! like! prayer,! quiet! time,! Scripture! memory,! Bible!
study,! corporate! worship,! fasting,! silence,! and! other! disciplines! have! a! way! of!
opening!us!up!to!God’s!transforming!power!to!bring!change!that!only!He!can!bring.!
Some!fear!that!the!memorization!of!Scripture!is!becoming!a!lost!art.!Why!not!try!a!
new! approach! by! selecting! a! verse! or! passage! you! want! to! memorize,! then! try!
pairing! it! with! an! appropriate! image.! You! will! be! amazed! at! how! the! image! both!
motivates!and!facilitates!your!memorization!and!recall!of!the!verse.!!
If! you! are! looking! for! specific! resources,! you! could! find! your! own! images! to!
enhance! the! Topical! Memory! System! (NavPress)! or! download! the! below! ! CONNECT$
with$Jesus!Meditation!Apps!that!come!with!visuals.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
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APPS!FOR!ANDROID:!
GOD:!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.GOD#?t=W251bGwsMSw
xLDIxMiwiY29tLkdPRCJd!
! !
IDENTITY:!!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.navpressidentity#?t=W25
1bGwsMSwxLDIxMiwiY29tLm5hdnByZXNzaWRlbnRpdHkiXQ!
!

FOR!ITUNES:!Not!Currently!Available!
!
Another! way! to! help! you! remember! a! key! truth! learned! in! a! Bible! study! or!
course!on!any!topic!is!by!selecting!an!image!that!captures!that!truth.!After!our!local!
ministry! team! finished! a! threeKmonth! Bible! study! on! mercy,! justice,! and! peace,! we!
each!summarized!our!best!takeKaways!visually!with!images!before!explaining!them!
to!one!another!verbally.!Then!we!created!a!group!collage!of!our!images!as!a!visual!
reminder!to!each!of!us!of!how!God!moved!in!our!minds,!hearts,!and!souls.!
!
!
!

EXERCISE: GOD’S GRAND COLLAGE
Rather! than! starting! with! a! biblical! story! leading! to! art,! start! from! the! other!
direction.!The!following!are!a!couple!of!ideas:!
1. Develop! an! image! collage! of! God’s! grand! story! (Creation,! Fall,! Redemption,!
Restoration).!
!
2. Take!any!aspect!of!life!or!the!gospel!and!ask!your!group!to!do!an!image!sort!
from!pictures!they!find!or!you!provide.!Connect!each!image!to!Scripture!as!
you!align!your!collective!image!story!to!the!grand!story!of!God.!You!may!also!
want! to! build! this! story! one! piece! at! a! time! or! whatever! works! better! for!
your!group.!
!
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One! last! time! let’s! hear! from! Debbie! and! how! developing! a! visual! journal! is!
having!a!powerful!impact!during!her!sabbatical.!
!
Debbie$on$Journaling$(00:$03:$33)$
Watch$this$video$on$at:$$http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Art_Journaling.html$$
!
!

EXERCISE: VISUAL DEVOTIONAL OR
BIBLE STUDY RESOURCES
When! you! are! selecting! a! devotional! or! Bible!
study! resource! for! your! own! use! or! for! others,!
search!for!ones!that!incorporate!images!creatively!
as! an! integral! component! in! the! meditation! and!
study! process.! The! CONNECT! series! and!
complementary!resources!are!just!such!resources.!!
The! images! in! this! series! were! carefully! selected!
and!fieldKtested!to!integrate!with!the!text.!!
See!CONNECT!series!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series
_2.html!
!

Images in Prayer and Worship
During our quiet times, extended periods of
prayer, and worship services, there are many ways
we experience God. Images can powerfully enhance
these aspects of our Christian life.
!
!
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EXERCISE: IMAGE RETREAT
Often!we!hear!people!talk!about!being!out!in!nature!and!God’s!creation,!which,!if!you!
think!about!it,!is!a!visually!stimulating!experience.!For!many!this!is!not!only!a!time!
of!deepening!our!walk!with!God,!but!also!of!healing!and!listening!to!God.!The!next!
opportunity!you!have!to!get!away!alone!with!God!for!a!while!or!take!a!retreat!with!
others!try!one!of!the!following:!!
!
• Ask!participants!in!a!ministry!
or! prayer! retreat! to! bring! a!
variety!of!images!or!art;!then!
post!them!around!your!space!
for!people!to!visit!privately!or!
process!together.!!
!
• Select! several! images! that!
invite! you! into! God’s!
presence! in! worship! and!
create! a! collage! out! of! those!
images—either! individually!
or!together.!!
!
• Bring! some! selected! images!
along! (instead! of! more!
reading! material)! that! relate!
to! your! current! spiritual!
journey.! If! you! aren’t! already!
doing! so,! you! might! consider!
beginning!a!journal!and!pasting!images!on!its!pages,!as!this!realKlife!example!
reflects.!!
You!may!also!want!to!find!an!image!or!series!of!images!to!use!as!a!screensaver,!
wallpaper,!or!other!apps!that!could!invite!you!into!a!visual!morning!“moment!with!
God.”!Many!people!choose!scenes!from!nature.!Select!any!image!that!encourages!you!
to!hear!God!saying,!“I!am!with!you!and!for!you!today.”!Again,!the!CONNECT$with$Jesus!
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Meditation!Apps!are!a!downloadable!resource!you!can!use!on!your!iPhone/iPod!or!
Android! device.! Each! morning,! or! any! time! during! the! day,! take! a! few! minutes! to!
reflect.!Or!you!may!want!to!begin!a!daily!subscription!to!www.godtube.com!to!view!
short! video! clips! that! are! inspiring,! humorous,! motivating,! or! thought! provoking!
about!God.!!
!

APPS!FOR!ANDROID:!
GOD:!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.GOD#?t=W251bGwsMSwx
LDIxMiwiY29tLkdPRCJd!
! !
IDENTITY:!!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.navpressidentity#?t=W25
1bGwsMSwxLDIxMiwiY29tLm5hdnByZXNzaWRlbnRpdHkiXQ!

!
FOR!ITUNES:!Not!Currently!Available!
!
!

EXERCISE: IMAGES IN WORSHIP SERVICES
For! centuries! churches! have! used! crosses,! stained! glass! windows,! banners,! and!
bulletin! covers! as! “fixed”! images! to! enhance! worship! visually! and! experientially.!
Many! churches! and! other! ministries! now! incorporate! some! projected! images! into!
their!worship!times.!Additional!options!can!be:!!
•

Use!wellKchosen!video!clips!that!ignite!questions;!they!don’t!always!need!to!
provide!answers.!

•

Consider! including! less! overtly! “religious”! images! that! may! move,! motivate!
reflection,! or! even! disturb! viewers.! To! be! disturbed! by! whatever! disturbs!
the!heart!of!God!can!be!a!very!sacred!moment.!Images!don’t!all!need!happy!
endings! to! point! us! to! Him;! some! can! be! left! unresolved! because! this!
authentically!reflects!the!reality!of!our!spiritual!journeys.!!

•

During! Holy! Week,! design! a! worship! experience! based! on! the! traditional!
stations! of! the! cross—scenes! from! Jesus’! journey! from! Gethsemane! to!
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Golgotha.!Use!paintings,!banners,!sculptures,!clips!from!The$Jesus$Film!or!The$
Passion$of$the$Christ,!or!other!images!portraying!those!events!in!Christ’s!last!
hours!as!springboards!for!contemplative!prayer.!!
!
!

Enhancing Learning and Teaching
Experiences for Others
Veteran! teachers! realize! that! people! do! not! all! learn! the! same! way.! Strictly! verbal!
presentations! (messages,! lessons,! seminars,! workshops,! sermons,! meetings)! leave!
many! learners! unsatisfied.! Images—especially! images! with! stories—invite! people!
with!diverse!learning!styles!into!the!experience,!as!Avery!Willis!says:!
In! America,! most! of! the! preaching,! Bible! studies,! evangelism,! and!
discipleship! is! based! on! linear! and! sequential! thinking! conveyed! in! print!
media.!But!our!postmodern!culture!is!driving!a!storytelling!revival:!We!are!
experiencing!a!groundswell!of!social!and!spiritual!change!that!is!largely!the!
result! of! changes! in! our! learningKstyle! preferences.! The! majority! of! the!
millennials,! baby! busters/gen! Xers,! and! even! many! of! the! baby! boomers!
clearly! prefer! to! learn! through! spoken! and! visual! means! rather! than! the!
printed!word.5!
So!when!you!are!teaching!or!leading!others,!you!can!honor!the!diverse!learning!
styles!among!your!audience!by!creatively!incorporating!visuals.!For!example:!
•

Ask! participants! to! summarize! their! best! takeKaways! from! a! learning!
experience,!course,!study,!or!other!meeting!by!making!a!group!collage.!!

•

Build! your! next! PowerPoint! with! much! less! text! and! at! least! half! images,!
including! reflective! questions! for! your! audience! to! discuss! related! to! those!
images—especially!to!tap!into!stories!and!elicit!emotional!connections.!

•

During!a!seminar!or!training!session,!use!images!to!draw!out!their!emotions,!
especially!ambivalent!ones.!For!example,!while!training!staff!on!fundKraising,!
they!could!process!images!that!capture!any!fears!or!concerns!they!might!be!
struggling! with.! During! an! adult! Sunday! school! class,! an! image! of! a! senior!
carrying!a!child!on!his!shoulders!might!move!members!of!the!class!to!tears!
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as!they!share!their!feelings!of!both!delight!and!inadequacy!as!grandparents.!!
•

The!next!time!you!want!to!conduct!a!survey!or!do!some!informal!research,!
consider!basing!it!on!images!along!with!text.!!

•

Use!images!to!help!your!group!debrief!after!a!ministry!trip!or!experience.!!

When!you!gather!people!together!to!cast!a!vision,!respond!to!a!calling,!tackle!
a!social!problem,!make!joint!decisions,!or!set!a!goal,!you!are!inviting!them!to!
imagine! a! link! between! the! present! and! the! future.! This! is! an! imagining!
process.!Consider!what!place!images!could!play!in!these!activities.!!
!
(See!Appendix!for!ideas!on!how!to!develop!your!own!image!library.)!
!
A! veteran! missionary! once! advised! a! rookie:! “Do! not! attempt! to! cross! an!
ocean!and!accomplish!in!a!foreign!culture!what!you!haven’t!already!at!least!tried!at!
•

home.”! ! For

many of us, stepping intentionally into
an image-conscious ministry may feel like crossing
into a totally foreign culture where we don’t even
speak the language. But be encouraged! If you love
God and His Word . . . if you love people and have
a tender heart toward their pains, disappointments, sins, and failures . . . then you have most
of what you need to enhance your ministry with
images. We!encourage!you!to!“start!at!home”!by!first!trying!out!one!or!two!of!
these!options!for!your!own!walk!with!God.!Then!trust!God!as!you!walk!with!others!
on!their!journeys!with!Him.!!
!
!
!
!
!
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Points to Ponder
•

Using! images! transformationally! often! includes! exposing! the! messages!
embedded! in! images.! These! may! reveal! a! need! or! lead! into! the! redemptive!
themes!of!Scripture.!
!

•

Meditating!and!reflecting!with!others!is!the!key!to!using!images!to!bridge!to!
God’s! story.! Reflecting! refers! to! a! whole! interpersonal! dynamic! of! asking!
questions,! listening,! feeling,! pondering,! praying,! meditating,! waiting,! and!
journaling.!!
!

•

When!you!incorporate!images!into!your!ministry,!you!can!help!others!enrich!
their! practice! of! spiritual! disciplines! and! worship,! unpack! image! from! the!
media! reflectively! in! spontaneous! conversations,! and! unpack! Scripture!
reflectively!alongside!art!and!images.!!
!
!

For Personal Reflection
•

Which! one! idea! are! you! motivated! to! try! in! your! ministry! during! the! next!
few!weeks?!How,!with!whom,!and!when!will!you!try!it?!
!

•

•

What!exercise!or!idea!seems!like!it!would!be!most!difficult!or!awkward!for!
you!to!attempt?!Why!do!you!think!that!is?!How!might!you!overcome!this?!
!
Reflect! on! a! movie! you! have! seen! recently.! What! redemptive! themes! are!
reflected!in!it!that!could!make!for!great!discussion!with!others?!

!
!
Watch$a$59dminute$seminar$on$$
“Story$and$Images$in$Communicating$the$Gospel”$by$Dennis$and$Ralph$at:$
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Using_Images.html$
!

!
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Chapter!10!

Images from Now On
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Arvid! is! a! friend! of! ours,! and! a! church! leader! who! recently! had! an! “aha!”! moment!
about!using!images!transformationally.!A!graphic!designer!by!profession,!he!swims!
adeptly!in!a!sea!of!images!in!his!work!life.!His!training!and!expertise!have!given!him!
a!clear!primary!approach!to!images—seeing!the!quality!of!the!image,!the!blends,!the!
contrasts,!color!saturation,!and!resolution.!While!working!as!a!graphic!designer!on!
several! imageKbased! resources,! Arvid! became! more! intrigued! by! our! different!
primary! perspective! on! images—using! images! reflectively! and! transformationally!
by! tapping! into! stories.! So! he! decided! to! take! a! big! risk! by! using! an! image!
reflectively! in! the! adult! Sunday! school! class! he! leads.! We’ll! let! him! tell! you! what!
happened.! (You! can! either! read! Arvid’s! story! below! or! use! this! link! to! view! him!
telling!his!story!in!person):!!
!
Arvid’s$Story$(00:$03:$01)$
Watch$this$video$on$YouTube$at:$$$http://youtu.be/Dzlb3xQmdyY$
!
I had been meditating on Psalm 131, particularly verses 2 and 3, which say “Surely I
have composed and quieted my soul; like a weaned child rests against his mother, my
soul is like a weaned child within me. O Israel, hope in the LORD from this time forth
and forever” (NASB). In my searching I found an image of a father and child which I
projected it on the screen as people walked into the class. To start the class I simply
asked, “How do you respond to this image?” Not surprisingly, their answers were pretty
technical—much like the way I have approached images in my craft. But before long the
dialogue began to move from the technical to life and soul issues. Next we spent some
time reading through Psalm 131 and meditating on it together. Then I asked the group to
reflect on the image again in light of their relationship with God. A thirty-year-old man
began sharing how it touched him from the perspective of forming a father-son
relationship. After the class he sought me out to talk about his divorce and the
challenges he faces trying to be a good dad when his son lives out-of-state. The burden
of this brought him to tears. That one image was all it took for this young man to open
up to me—for the first time—with a painful and unresolved issue that was at the core of
his personal and spiritual life. Several others told pieces of their stories, too. But what
really surprised me was the response of a sixty-nine-year-old man I’ve known for some
time. He began sharing his concern for his relationship with his sixteen-year-old stepgranddaughter who was living in his home. In the image he saw both the joy and the
seriousness of a child hanging on to its father. He described both his longings and
insecurity about being a father-figure to her—and how he needed to hang on to God in
order to provide her with that kind of love. The image had evoked a deep response
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beyond where words alone would have. He, too, teared up as he shared this piece of his
story with the class. What an open door for any of us to walk through!

Arvid!took!the!risk!to!go!beyond!his!current!paradigm!around!the!use!of!images.!
When!he!saw!God!at!work!in!people’s!souls,!it!significantly!changed!his!perspective!
and!approach!to!using!images.!
Do! you! see! the! power! that! was! released! among! those! men! and! women?! What!
Arvid!brought!to!the!table!was!simply:!
•

An!everyday!(not!religious)!image!

•

An!invitational!(not!informational)!question!

•

A!related!Scripture!passage!

!
His!nonKthreatening!lead!foot!invited!others!to!respond!by:!
•

Sharing!current!starting!points!in!their!stories!

•

Interacting!with!each!other’s!stories!!

• Connecting!with!God’s!heart!and!story!from!His!Word!
!
Honestly,!isn’t!that!what!we!long!to!see!happen!whenever!we!minister!to!others?!
To!help!them:!
•

Trust! us! and! their! community! with! the! current,! specific! needs! and!
unresolved!issues/touch!points!in!their!lives!

•

Engage!relevantly!with!God!and!His!Word!

•

Open! the! door! for! brothers! and! sisters! in! Christ! to! pray! and! walk! deeply!
with!them!into!God’s!ways!!

!
These! are! some! of! the! important! components! of! genuine! spiritual!
transformation.!
Throughout! this! piece! we! have! tried! to! articulate! and! help! you! experience! the!
impact! of! images! in!our!world! today.!Hopefully! you! have! sensed! how! dramatically!
the! incorporation! of! images! has! affected! our! ministries.! Time! and! again! we! have!
seen!God’s!Spirit!move!deeply!in!hearts!and!souls—our!own!and!those!we!influence.!!
So!now,!the!ball!is!in!your!court.!!
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Take a Risk
You!may!still!be!wondering!how!to!move!ahead.!This!may!be!something!new!to!you.!
Or!perhaps!you!have!been!uncomfortable!with!some!of!the!more!disturbing!or!dark!
images! and! ideas! you! have! seen! or! read! here.! Perhaps! that! very! discomfort! could!
put! you! more! in! touch! with! many! people! who! feel! even! more! uncomfortable! with!
our!faith,!assurance,!worship!forms,!social!or!political!values,!or!with!the!thought!of!
relating! personally! with! the! triune! God.! Discomfort! isn’t! necessarily! bad;! it! might!
even!push!us!all!ahead!in!many!ways.!
Yet! as! you! take! risks! to! follow! in! the! footsteps! of! the! incarnate! Jesus! into! the!
fresh! opportunities! He! brings! your! way,! you! will! probably! find! your! audience!
expanding—perhaps!among!the!lost,!the!unchurched,!your!children,!or!their!friends.!
You!will!likely!find!it!easier!to!move!toward!people!who!are!different!from!you!and!
into!their!worlds!more!effectively!for!the!sake!of!the!gospel.!What!a!joy!to!discover!
that!(like!Paul!in!1!Corinthians!9:22)!you!are!becoming!all!things!to!all!people.!
Of! course,! there! are! many! valid! means! of! engaging! others.! Certainly,! spiritual!
gifts! like! evangelism,! teaching,! and! exhortation! will! use! lots! of! words.! But!
incorporating!the!language!of!images!could!add!new!dimensions!to!the!use!of!these!
gifts.! God! will! still! use! verbal! proclamation! to! confront! others! with! truth.! But! this,!
too,! can! be! enhanced! by! incorporating! and! interacting! with! images! and! related!
stories.!
As!authors,!we’ve!seen!how!quickly!people!will!plunge!deeply!into!what!images!
stir! up,! so! now! we! often! begin! our! conversations! by! presenting! images! first—or! if!
not! first,! somewhere! in! the! conversation.! We! prayerfully! seek! to! be! purposeful! as!
images!enrich!the!various!ways!God!leads!us!to!advance!Jesus’!Kingdom.!!
!
!
!

Relational Ministry
As with any ministry approach, offering it with
life giving love will help tremendously. Images
can be very memorable for sure. But God will use
them more when relational grace is modeled and
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felt . . . when others feel heard and respected as
you live and minister in authentic community.! This! is!
incarnational!ministry,!starting!where!your!people!are!(not!where!you!are),!just!as!
Jesus!“moved!into!the!neighborhood”!(John!1:14,!MSG).!

Jesus was the master of interacting with people.!
He! instinctively! knew! the! state! of! the! soul! of! each! person! He! dialogued! with.! He!
didn’t!need!help!perceiving!their!inner!worlds!because!He!knew!their!starting!points!
and! their! emotional! struggles! already.! Usually! He! asked! penetrating! questions! to!
help!them!see!themselves!as!He!already!did.!!

As ministers of the gospel, however, we do need
help. We need people to give us clues. Everyone
wants to be known. Your invitational use of images
can say to those you influence, “I want to hear
you and learn about you.”! ! When! we! invite! people! to! engage! in!
images,!many!begin!to!open!doors!into!their!souls!that!they!may!not!have!been!able!
to!articulate!without!images—as!revealed!in!our!earlier!stories.!When!we!hear!them!
unpack!their!images!with!words,!our!job!is!to!listen!carefully!and!to!draw!out!their!
inner! realities! and! stories! with! openKended! questions! flowing! from! a! heart! of!
compassion.!!
The!offer!of!being!heard!resonates!in!a!relational!context!of!safety!and!trust.!It!is!
less! about! using! the! “right”! materials! than! it! is! about! how! you! use! whatever!
resources!you!have!by!allowing!those!resources!to!create!opportunities!as!you!listen!
for! open! doors! into! their! stories.! People

can sense when we are
offering them an environment of grace—or an
environment of criticism and judgment. Expect that
some people will be carrying unresolved trust
issues from previous mentors, pastors, groups, or
family members. They don’t owe us their trust; we
will have to earn it, just as Jesus did.!He!modeled!for!
us!how!to!invite!people!to!trust!us!with!who!they!really!were.!
The! opposite! is! also! true:! Those! who! demand! trust! are! rarely! given! it.! The!
Pharisees! closed! people! down! in! shame! and! hiddenness.! Some! of! us! may! need! to!
address! unresolved! issues! of! distrust! in! our! relationships! before! we! ask! others! to!
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expose!their!needs!or!take!faith!risks.!!Breaking!down!preexisting!walls!of!distrust!
could! also! be! as! easy! as! volunteering! to! be! the! first! one! to! share! your! story.! This!
simple!act!sends!several!messages:!
•

“I’m!on!a!journey!just!as!you!are.”!

•

“See,!I!don’t!have!it!all!together!either.”!

•

“I!trust!you!with!this!piece!of!my!story!and!life.”!!

Don’t! fear! that! you! will! lose! their! respect! if! you! admit! to! struggles! or!
brokenness.! Just! the! opposite.! Your! willingness! to! open! up! will! disarm! others’!
anxieties!and!communicate!an!environment!where!all!can!be!real!without!fear.!

We believe that the use of images to unpack
stories in the midst of safe community can propel
many people forward in their journey of spiritual
transformation. We hope that this new dimension of
ministry will broaden and make your mission in
helping others more fruitful.!But!you!will!have!to!take!a!risk!and!
try! using! some! images! first.! We! have! given! you! some! of! our! favorites! here!
(especially!chapters!8!and!9).!You!will!probably!discover!your!own.!
Our! longing! is! similar! to! what! happened! to! Peter,! James,! and! John! when! Jesus!
was!transfigured!right!before!their!eyes!(see!Mark!9:2K8).!They!were!amazed!to!see!
other! spectacular! images! including! Moses,! Elijah,! garments! radiating! light,! and! a!
cloud.!But!suddenly,!they!only!saw!Jesus!!“For!in!Him!all!the!fullness!of!Deity!dwells!
in!bodily!form!(Colossians!2:9,! NASB).!We,!too,!hope!that!all!the!images!we!use!will!
point! to! and! ultimately! converge! before! they! fade! away! into! the! glorious! light! of!
Jesus!forever.!
!
!
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CONNECT MORE!
CONNECT Series Bible studies: !!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html

GOD:!Connecting$with$His$Outrageous$Love$
!
IDENTITY:!Becoming$Who$God$Says$I$Am$
$
SOUL:!Embracing$My$Sexuality$and$Emotions$
!
RELATIONSHIPS:!Bringing$Jesus$into$My$World$
!
LIFE:!Thriving$in$a$Complex$World$
!
FREEDOM:!Breaking$the$Power$of$Shame!!
!
For Complementary Resources to the
CONNECT Series:
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Store_P4UF.html

•

Searching$the$Ordinary$for$Meanings$$!

•

The$ Shame$ Exchange:$ Trading$ Shame$ for$ God’s$ Mercy$ and$ Freedom,!!!!!!!!!!!
Steve!&!Sally!Breedlove!and!Ralph!&!Jennifer!Ennis!

•

Personal$Image$Profile!–!Not!Currently!Available!

•

GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?!Topical!miniKstudies!–!Not!Currently!Available!

•

Finding$Mercy!topical!miniKstudies!–!Not!Currently!Available!

•

Relationships!topical!miniKstudies!–!Not!Currently!Available!

•

The$New$Me!topical!miniKstudies!–!Not!Currently!Available!
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Appendix!

Additional Ideas on Using
Images in Your Ministry
!
!

1. DEVELOP YOUR OWN IMAGE LIBRARY
Enhancing! your! ministry! to! others! through! images! launches! you! on! a! scavenger!
hunt!of!sorts.!We!suggest!you!start!with!household!magazines,!including!some!from!
your! family! members,! neighbors,! and! colleagues! at! work.! Libraries,! schools,! and!
hospitals! usually! discard! older! magazines! on! a! regular! basis;! find! out! when! that!
occurs!and!forage!for!images!you!might!not!find!in!your!household!magazines.!Also!
consider! newspapers,! Google! images,! and! so! forth,! showing! a! variety! of! emotions!
and!situations.!For!images!you!get!from!magazines!or!newspapers,!try!to!trim!away!
all! the! words.! To! help! you! with! this! you! might! also! invite! friends! or! family! to! an!
image! scavenger! hunt! party.! This! exercise! in! itself! might! create! some! interesting!
discussion!!
Or,! if! you! are! not! into! magazines! but! have! a! color! printer,! we! recommend!
subscribing!to!one!of!several!excellent!online!royaltyKfree!image!sources!such!as:!!
•

Dreamstime—www.dreamstime.com!

•

iStockphoto—www.istockphoto.com!

•

Photos.com—www.photos.com!

•

123rf—www.123rf.com!

•

Crestock—www.crestock.com!

•

Stock.XCHNG—www.sxc.hu!

•

morgueFile—www.morguefile.com!

In! addition,! we! have! found! that! most! group! members! are! eager! to! contribute!
pictures! to! expand! your! library,! so! don’t! hesitate! to! ask! them! to! bring! their! own!
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images.! Or,! to! get! started! immediately,! you! might! want! to! order! the! set! of! fifty!
images!and!suggested!conversation!starters!from!www.mysoularium.com.!
As! you! look! for! images,! you! may! be! tempted! to! only! use! “neutral”! or! happy!
images.! Try! not! to! “sanitize”! your! image! library.! You! might! inadvertently! convey!
that! it! isn’t! really! okay! to! struggle—or! at! least! not! to! admit! it.! Consider! including!
some! dark,! disturbing,! ugly,! and! edgy! images! especially! as! you! engage! with! the!
younger! generation! and! anyone! who! is! lost! and! broken.! We! are! trying! to! identify!
current! realities! and! starting! points! for! those! we! are! ministering! to! or! those! we!
want!our!audience!to!influence.!
And! remember,! images! should! not! be! used! as! a! gimmick! to! slide! you! into! a!
canned! gospel! presentation,! but! rather! as! bridges! to! help! you! cross! from!
hopelessness!to!hopefulness.!You!can!expect!many!(certainly!not!all)!in!the!younger!
generations! to! be! starting! further! away! from! the! hope! of! the! gospel,! hence! our!
advice! to! include! darker,! more! disturbing! and! chaotic! images! along! with! some!
milder! ones.! These! types! of! images! often! permeate! their! realities.! From! here,! it!
becomes! natural! to! move! toward! pictures! and! stories! that! show! more! and! more!
hope.!Also!try!to!include!pictures!from!various!cultures!and!generations.!These!will!
more!accurately!represent!the!world!in!which!we!live.!
Once!you!have!a!variety!of!images,!you!are!set!to!go!!
!
!

2. REFLECT ON BIBLICAL ART
As! we! touched! on! in! chapter! 9,! meditating! on! Scripture! and! related! art! can! also!
enrich!your!group’s!time!together!in!the!Word!as!you!“unlock”!Bible!stories!together!
reflectively!as!well!as!analytically.!Painters,!sculptors,!and!other!artists!through!the!
ages!have!interpreted!almost!every!story!in!the!Bible!visually.!You!can!find!different!
websites!that!link!biblical!stories!with!scores!of!classical!and!contemporary!works!
of! art.1! ! For! your! next! small! group! Bible! study,! bring! several! color! copies! of!
corresponding! artwork! to! reflect! on! as! you! also! study! and! discuss! the! Bible! story.!
Some!of!our!personal!favorites!are:!!
!
!
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SCRIPTURE!

STORY!

ART!

ARTIST!

Genesis!1K2!
Creation!
The$Creation$of$Adam!
Michelangelo!
!
!
Fresco!in!Sistine!Chapel! !
!
I!Samuel!17!
David!and!Goliath! David!sculpture!
Michelangelo!
!
Mark!4!
Calming!the!Storm! The$Storm$on$the$Sea$of! Rembrandt!
!
!
Galilee!painting!
!
Luke!10!
Mary!and!Martha! At$Jesus’$Feet!painting!
Nathan!Greene!
!
!
Any!passage!on!hell! The$Gates$of$Hell!bronze! Rodin!
!
!
door!including!The$Thinker!
!
John!20!
The!Resurrection! Les$Disciples!
Eugene!Burnand!
!
!
Instead! of! the! whole! group! reflecting! on! the! same! image,! you! could! provide!
images! of! a! different! piece! of! art! to! each! member! for! a! variety! of! interpretations.!
The! power! of! using! art! to! unpack! Scripture! is! that! it! invites! us! to! step! into! the!
relational!and!emotional!dynamics!that!lie!at!the!heart!of!most!stories—and!lead!us!
into!the!heart!of!God.!!
!
!

3. VISIT AN ART EXHIBIT
Whether! the! art! is! overtly! religious! or! not,! ask! the! God! of! beauty! to! speak! to! you!
from! one! or! more! pieces.! Explore! what! moves! you! as! either! beautiful! or! ugly,! and!
why.! Better! yet,! create! art! yourself.! When! was! the! last! time! you! gave! yourself!
permission!to!sketch,!draw,!paint,!quilt,!sculpt,!mold—or!even!doodle?!Give!it!a!try!
and!then!reflect!on!the!experience.!!
!
!
!
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4. TALK WITH KIDS ABOUT THE IMAGES THEY ENCOUNTER
In!chapter!3!we!suggested!reflecting!on!the!interactive!games!you!watch!and!what!
sexually!explicit!and!violent!images!all!do!to!your!soul.!What!about!their!impact!on!
those!in!your!ministry!and!family?!If!we!ministry!leaders!don’t!take!the!initiative!to!
help! others! process! these! potentially! damaging! images! in! their! worlds,! then! who!
will?! TwoKthirds! of! parents! do! not! even! set! parental! controls! and! monitor! what!
their! children! are! doing! online.2! ! While! it! might! make! everyone! uncomfortable! at!
first,!some!frank!conversations!about!these!images!can!deeply!impact!their!spiritual!
journeys.!The!next!time!they!play!a!video!or!online!game,!pause!afterward!to!reflect$
on!the!images!in!the!game.!What!messages,!values,!or!themes!were!embedded!in!the!
game?!Consider!with!them!what!God’s!Word!may!say!on!those!themes!and!bring!His!
perspective!to!your!attention.!!
!
!

5. STOP THE FLOW OF HARMFUL IMAGES INTO THE HOME
For!those!looking!for!help!in!blocking!porn!sites!or!sexually!explicit!junk!mail,!!our!
recommendation! is! that! they! install! a! good! filter! like! Covenant! Eyes!
(www.covenanteyes.com).! This! is! a! practical! way! to! help! them! make! a! covenant!
with!their!eyes!and!not!look!lustfully!at!another!person!(see!Job!31:1).!That!can!be!
powerfully! transforming.! Then! help! them$ reflect! with! God! on! what! draws! them! to!
those! sites! and! the! damage! being! done! to! their! soul! by! such! images.! Also! pray! for!
the!countless!men,!women,!children,!and!families!exploited!and!deeply!wounded!by!
the! sex! industry.! When! (not! if)! you! inadvertently! view! an! inappropriate,! sexually!
explicit,!or!violent!image,!exercise!your!right!to!complain!to!the!sponsor!in!writing!
or!over!the!phone.!Negative!feedback!influences!sponsors!as!much!as!sales.!!
!

6. CONSIDER A PERIODIC FAST FROM IMAGES
Consumption! of! rapid! fire,! image! loaded! media! can! superKexcite! the! brain.! This!
excitement! can! impair! our! ability! to! concentrate! and! distort! our! decision! making!
abilities.!Consider!legal!educator!John!Batt’s!thoughts!regarding!electronic!media:!
!
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MacLean’s$ model,$ along$ with$ the$ work$ of$ other$ neuroscientist,$ suggests$ that$
electronic$ narrative$ may$ activate$ the$ triune$ brain$ by$ neurobinding$ all$ three$
biological$ computers.$ Electronic$ narrative$ gets$ inside$ the$ total$ human$
mind/self.$It$floods$all$three$brain$systems.$Electronic$narrative$is$the$ultimate$
neuroelctochemical$ stimular.$ It$ produces$ total$ engagement.$ The$ images,$
action,$ motion,$ light,$ color,$ sound,$ emotional$ expressiveness,$ human$ conflict,$
and$ dramatic$ twists$ and$ turns$ coalesce$ into$ a$ particular$ story$ with$ a$
mesmerizing$verisimilitude.$When$my$students$view$electronic$narrative,$their$
consciousness$ is$ altered.$ I$ would$ call$ what$ happens$ “triune$ participatory$
awareness.”3$
In!our!cultural!context!it!is!very!difficult!to!escape!from!media/image!glut.!Over!time!
we! can! develop! a! sense! of! dependency! for! having! our! brains! superKexcited! with!
images.! However,! we! encourage! you! to! try! periodic! image! fasts! or! fast! from! all!
technology.!!
Unplugging! for! a! day! may! cause! feelings! of! withdrawal! that! aren’t! pleasant.! Start!
slow—maybe!just!part!of!a!day—but!try!to!build!a!habit!of!unplugging!one!or!two!
days!a!week!from!the!power!of!images!and!reconnect!to!a!simplier!way!of!life!that!is!
rich!in!its!own!way.!To!build!this!habit!it!may!be!helpful!to!find!others!close!to!you!
who!can!band!together!to!encourage!this!reprieve!from!the!glut!of!images.!!
What! might! we! do! without! images?! One! option! is! to! regularly! spend! a! day! apart!
with! God! in! silence,! solitude! and! Scripture.! For! more! on! this,! see:!
www.journeymates.org!.!
!

6. ENGAGE IN ON-GOING RESEARCH WITH IMAGES
We! are! exploring! two! questions:! First,! “What! motives! people! to! decide! to! follow!
Jesus?”!And!second,!“What!motivates!people!to!turn!from!following!Jesus?”!If!this!is!
a! topic! of! interest! to! you,! please! send! your! brief! thoughts! and! one! or! two! images!
that! depict! your! thoughts! and! feeling! related! to! these! two! questions.! Clearly! state!
which! image! goes! with! which! question.! Though! your! responses! will! be! held! in!
confidence,! it! would! be! helpful! to! know! your! age,! gender! and! ethicity.! Please! send!
your! response! to:! ralphennis@gmail.com.! In! time,! we’ll! post! our! findings! at:!
www.leadersandinfluencers.com!
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7. SIGN UP FOR LAND OF THE
LIVING ELETTER
I!(Ralph)!send!out!an!eLetter!with!
images,!Scripture,!reflections!and!
questions.!If!you’d!like!to!receive!this!
periodic!oneKpage!eLetter!please!sign!
up!at:!
http://www.ralphennis.com/landKofK
theKlivingKeletter.html!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Hendrickson,!2007),$Hebrew!word!6459.!
6. J.!M.!Hussey,!The$Orthodox$Church$in$the$Byzantine$Empire!(Oxford!
University!Press:!Oxford,!1986),!30.!
7. Published!as!Karl!Barth,!Nein!$An$Antwort$an$Emil$Brunner,$Theologische!
Existenz!heute,!(1934),!37–39.!Translated!into!English!with!Brunner's!
response!as!Natural$Theology!(1946).!
8. J.!I.!Packer,!Knowing$God!(Downers!Grove,!IL:!InterVarsity,!1973),!38–39.!
9. W.!David!O.!Taylor,!“The!Dangers:!What!Are!the!Dangers!of!Artmaking!in!the!
Church?,”!in!For$the$Beauty$of$the$Church:$Casting$a$Vision$for$the$Arts,!W.!
David!O.!Taylor,!ed.!(Grand!Rapids,!MI,!Baker,!2010),!156.!!
10. Tim!Keller,!“Priorities—Embracing!God’s!Global!Urban!Mission!Multiplex”!
(presentation,!Lausanne!Congress,!Cape!Town,!South!Africa,!2010).!!
11. Gary!Molander,!“A!License!to!Feel,”!Echo!Hub,!November!30,!2010,!
http://echohub.com/posts/creativity/aKlicenseKtoKfeel.!
!

Chapter 8
1. These!images!are!from!The$New$Me!(Not!Currently!Available)!
The$New$Me$videos!are!available!at:!
www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=2393F67DE1320C14.!
!

Chapter 9
1. GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$Topical$Minidstudies!(Not!Currently!Available)!
There!is!a!twoKpart!video!downloadable!at!
www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=CA644EB3EA836471.!
2. Searching$the$Ordinary$for$Meanings,$by!Ralph!Ennis,!Dennis!Stokes!and!Judy!
Gomoll,!with!Christine!Weddle,!is!available!at!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html!
3. Jim!Downing,!Meditation!(Colorado!Springs,!CO:!NavPress,!2011),!64–68.!
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4. A!beautiful!term!for!spiritual!disciplines!borrowed!from!Ruth!Haley!Barton,$
Sacred$Rhythms:$Arranging$Our$Lives$for$Spiritual$Transformation!(Downers!
Grove,!IL:!IVP,!2006).!!
5. Avery!T.!Willis!Jr.!and!Mark!Snowden,!Truth$That$Sticks:$How$to$
Communicate$Velcro$Truth$in$a$Teflon$World!(Colorado!Springs,!CO:!
NavPress,!2010),!18.!
!

Appendix
1. For!example,!http://www.bibleKart.info.!!
2. “Accountability!as!a!Lifestyle,”!Covenant!Eyes,!February!2011,!
www.covenanteyes.com/puremindsKarticles/accountabilityKasKaKlifestyleK
partK3KtheKnextKgeneration.!
3. John!Batt,!Law,!Science!and!Narrative:!Reflections!on!Brain!Science,!
Electronic!Media,!Story!and!Law!Learning.!Journal!of!Legal!Education,!1990,!
Vol.!19,!page!41K42.!
!
!
!
!

!
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List of Resource Links
!
For!easy!reference,!see!“Resource!Links”!that!occur!within!the!book!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/W1000_Resource_Links.html!
!
Chapter!One!
Page!35:!!!
This!exercise!was!adapted!from!“Searching!the!Ordinary!for!Meanings,”!
available!at:!!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html!
!
!
Chapter!Two!
Page!40:!!!!
Debbie!on!Using!Mosaics!(00:!03:!23)!!
Watch!this!video!at:!!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Using_Mosaics.html!!
!
Page!56:!!!
This!exercise!is!an!excerpt!from!“The!New!Me,”!a!downloadable!topical!miniK
studies!available!at:!Not!Currently!Available.!
!
!
Chapter!Three!
Page!74:!!
This!exercise!was!adapted!from!the!CONNECT!series,!“RELATIONSHIPS:!Bringing!
Jesus!into!My!World”!Bible!study!available!at:!!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html!
!
!
Chapter!Four!
Page!86:!
At!a!recent!training!event,!young!people!were!asked!to!look!through!The$New$Me!
(Not!Currently!Available)!and!pick!an!image!that!represents!how!they!usually!
feel!about!themselves.!
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!
!
Page!98:!!!
This!exercise!was!adapted!from!the!“Freedom:!Breaking!the!Power!of!Shame”!
Bible!study!available!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html!
!
!
Chapter!Five!
Page!107:!
Use!the!following!link!to!visually!experience!the!“silent”!language!of!God:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Psalm_19_Video_Clip.html!!
!
Page!118:!
This!exercise!is!an!excerpt!from!“The!New!Me,”!a!topical!miniKstudies.!!
(Not!Currently!Available)!!
!
!
Chapter!Six!
Page!136:!
This!exercise!was!adapted!from!the!CONNECT!series!Bible!study,!“Freedom:!
Breaking!the!Power!of!Shame,”!available!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html!
$
!
Chapter!Seven!
Page!154:!
This!exercise!was!adapted!from!“Searching!the!Ordinary!for!Meanings,”!
available!at:!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html!
!
!
Chapter!Eight!
Page!160:!
Debbie!on!Using!Modeling!Clay!(00:!03:!00)!Watch!this!video!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Modeling_Clay_K_Video.html!
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!
!
Page!163:!
GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$
— two!short!videos!available!at:!!!
www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=CA644EB3EA836471!
!
Dear$God:$We$Need$to$Talk$about$Pain$and$Suffering$
— 50+!page!book!with!eight!journal!entries!available!at:!
http://www.ralphennis.com/myKresources.html!
(under!“Spiritual!Formation”)!
!
Page!168:!
You!might!also!want!to!consider!using!the!Personal$Image$Profile!assessment!
tool!for!your!group!or!team!(Not!Currently!Available).!
!
Page!171:!!!!
The$New$Me!videos!–!!
https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=2393F67DE1320C14!
The$New$Me!–!topical!miniKstudies!(Not!Currently!Available)!!
!
!
Chapter!Nine!
Page!179!
A!resource!available!on!the!topic!of!God’s!mercy!and!grace!is!the!Finding$Mercy$
Topical$Minidstudies!at:!(Not!Currently!Available)!
!
Page!180:!
Resources!previously!referred!to!that!will!also!work!well!in!this!situation!are:!
GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$$Two!short!videos!!
www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=CA644EB3EA836471!
GOD:$Can$I$Like$Him?$!!Topical!miniKstudies!(Not!Currently!Available)!!
!
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The$New$Me!videos!–!
https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=2393F67DE1320C14!
The$New$Me!!!Topical!miniKstudies!(Not!Currently!Available)!!
Page!181:!
Searching$the$Ordinary$for$Meanings!is!a!resource!with!thirtyKtwo!different!
images.!!!!!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Searching_the_Ordinary.html!!
!
Page!189:!
APPS!FOR!ANDROID:!
GOD:!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.GOD#?t=W251bGwsM
SwxLDIxMiwiY29tLkdPRCJd!
!
!
IDENTITY:!!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.navpressidentity#?t=
W251bGwsMSwxLDIxMiwiY29tLm5hdnByZXNzaWRlbnRpdHkiXQ!
!
Page!190:!
Debbie!on!Journaling!(00:!03:!33)!
Watch!this!video!on!at:!!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Art_Journaling.html!!
!
See!CONNECT!series!at:!!http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html!
!
Page!192:!
APPS!FOR!ANDROID:!
GOD:!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.GOD#?t=W251bGwsM
SwxLDIxMiwiY29tLkdPRCJd!
!
!
IDENTITY:!!
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.navpressidentity#?t=W
251bGwsMSwxLDIxMiwiY29tLm5hdnByZXNzaWRlbnRpdHkiXQ!
!
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Page!195:!
Watch!a!59Kminute!seminar!on!!
“Story!and!Images!in!Communicating!the!Gospel”!by!Dennis!and!Ralph!at:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Using_Images.html!
!
!
!
Chapter!Ten!
Page!197:!
Arvid’s!Story!(00:!03:!01)!!
Watch!this!video!on!YouTube!at:!!!http://youtu.be/Dzlb3xQmKyY!
!
Page!202:!
CONNECT$Series!Bible!studies:!!!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Connect_Series_2.html!
!
For!Complementary!Resources!to!the!CONNECT!Series:!
http://leadersandinfluencers.com/Store_P4UF.html!
!
!
Appendix!
Page!203:!
Dreamstime—www.dreamstime.com!
iStockphoto—www.istockphoto.com!
Photos.com—www.photos.com!
123rf—www.123rf.com!
Crestock—www.crestock.com!
Stock.XCHNG—www.sxc.hu!
morgueFile—www.morguefile.com!
!
!
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Page!207:!
For!more!on!this,!see:!www.journeymates.org!!
Please!send!your!response!to:!ralphennis@gmail.com!!
In!time,!we’ll!post!our!findings!at:!www.leadersandinfluencers.com!
!
!
Page!208:!
If!you’d!like!to!receive!this!periodic!oneKpage!eLetter!please!sign!up!at:!
http://www.ralphennis.com/landKofKtheKlivingKeletter.html!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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**********************!
!
!
!
!
!
!
For!other!works,!thoughts!and!services!from!the!authors!see:!
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